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early

J.

life he fol-

of
of

after which he

mother’s farm and
bought
lived there. His wife, formerly
Sarah F. Tracy of Winter Harbor, Gouldshis

has siuce

movement

••

Mrs.

W. H. Hoffses,
Waldoboro.

of

Oardixek, Me., Dec.

and

A

they moved to Isleshoro, where they
18(53, when they bought the Black

lived until

farm in South Belfast., aud moved here.
After the death of her husband Mrs. Pendleton carried on the farm alone a few years,but
later sold it

to

her

son

there with him.

Joseph

and has since

She’reached the age

of PI years and 4
mental strength

months, and her bodily and
were good up to a few days
death. She joined the Baptist

prior to her
church m Isleshoro when a young woman
and lias always lived as a devoted Christian
—true to the best interests of her family and
faithful in all the duties of life.
The funerals of mother aud sou were held at their
home

beside tier husband iu Grove cemetery,
her son on his family lot in South Belfast cemetery.
aud

S. Staples died at tlie home of his
parents, Henry W. and Ella M. (Lancaster)
Staples on Bay View street Tuesday foreWarren

He

noon.

was

to Belfast with

born in Stockton and

came

his

small

when

parents

a

Grant went
turued

child.

Grant had

upon present con.
pat by with the presi-

|
;

SI-
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rge
interested in busiThe gentleman
U- true. but said bis

of

In'.Io.

His

chief trouble

was

consumption,

so

aggravated by typhoid fever,
of which he bail tv\o attacks
During the
! ut a summer
resort, past fall he had appeared to be gaining, and
rr oj the immense forhis friends had strong hopes of his recovery.
ioin tlirough bis mart«-i
oi
former Senator For a few days prior to his death he was con.n the west.
lined to his bed, but it was thought to be
fe as a representemporary, and his mother was preparing to
1' mgress fi«r
ds
Sf

i'e.

but this

was

■

nearly
gent;, man, “but to-da.v
the

-ent

if

sentiment

of

position before tile
u as \v**ll
kucwu, and by
!• d t fmt he w as
simply an
that. time.
Now, that
s

o

•■iiia commission has setHale openly declares
the ratification of the
tiiink tliat so long as
is a
ne, his
•■oimmssion, the least
would be to remain

taken
few

get up for awhile when he was
suddenly worse ami expired in a

him

have

and

edge

minutes.

loss of

au

He

leaves

affectionate and

to

mourn

dutiful

sou

the

publication.

found
and

VI.E. C. Lilly,
Fred Lank,

brother, his parents and two brothers, Sewell Staples of Freedom and Henry W
Jr.,
of

Belfast.

row,

The funeral will be held to-mor-

Friday,

afternoon

at

Transfers

in

Real

on

following

Tht-

transfers in real estate

were

recorded in
Waldo county Registry of
Elizabeth A., widow of the late Chas. B. !
Deeds for tlie week ending Dec. 14, 1898:
in
Montville, James
Gilmore, died at her resilience
A. Clark, Winterport, to Francis E.
Dec. 2d, in the 78th year of her age
Surely Clark, do.; land and
buildings in Winteras the grain ripens for the harvest and is
port
Mary Ellen Brackett, Winterport, to
then cut down and gathered into barns, so
Francis E. Clark: land ami buildings in
this honored and faithful servant of God
Winterport Unity Lake Land and Imwas gathered into the garner of the King
provement Ass n. to Wm. F. Nutt, Fairfield
me been generally conEternal. For about forty-three years slie
land in Unity.
A'bine H. Curtis et ais.,
Hale would receive a rehad been a regular attendant upon the serHe has been
-y given.
Winterport, to Edwin S. Curtis, Monroe;
She
loved
the
house
•'
vices
of
the
sanctuary.
th the Republicans, but
land and buildings in Monroe. Ha mail A.
many of whom have of God, the place of prayer, and the comWilson, Belfast, to Leo G. Herrii k, Cistine ;
u.* and conservative man.
of
God’s
Her
munion and fellowship
people.
land and buildings in Belfast. Ambrose
life was one of triumph through faith upon
Thompson, Searsinont, to Herbert J. KimTreaty Signed.
the Sou of God. She loved her home with
ball, Howard, R. I.; laud in Belmont. EdThe treaty of peace be- ardent devotion, and was always glad to
ward T. Wiley, Lawrence, Mass., to EphThe
S'ates and Spain was
make. ,any sacrifice for its welfare.
raim W. Wiley; laud in Belfast.
David
gb contracting parties at
large number of relatives and friends who
ning. The commissioners
Brackett, Brooks, to Lorenzo D. Cillev, do.;
their
last,
to
tribute
of
reassembled
pay
n
al. the afternoon. The
land and buildings in Brooks. C. W. Lord,
'■'as
lot
completed, was spect evidenced the esteem in which she
Brooks, to David Brackett; land and buildns
from the hands of the was held
at
The
the
community
large.
by
he commission was sitting,
in Brooks.
Prescott Shibles. Knox, to
funeral services were conducted by the Rev. ings
grapl ed the commisioners
James A. Waning, do.; land in Knox. M.
ading of the treaty until H. E. McFarlaue, assisted by Rev. T. R. H.
Partridge, Tacoma, Wash., to Granville
last sections.
Pentecost. Beside a large number of near
A. Shute, Prospect; land and buildings m
relatives, she leaves one daughter, Miss
Stockton Springs.
James A. Clark, Winterraces eight articles, as foiMary Gilmore, who lived with her and who
port, to Francis E. Clark, do.; land and
mourns the loss of a mother who was all

against the meap n the Senate,
boheve," concluded the
Mr. Cleaves should run
audidate for United
Democratic members
instead of nominating
?• for Mr. Cleaves.”
vote

st

preface

nary

of treaties

expression of amity and
-rpetual peace,
re
mquiahment by Spain of
Juba.
v-thdrawal of the Spanish
an

i.shment by Spain of the
I’- rto Rico.
ession of the Philippines.
ilidrawal of the Spanish

v

by the United
Philippines,

'ent

the

States

for the
“open
in the Philippines.

provision
d

policy

"fitment

Was Expected.

Dec. ‘J. [Special to Kennemessage received here tothe appointment by PresiArthur J. Brown as posti:t had been expected, as
cd in the same office unm
son s administration, ami
the free delivery system
this city.
The office was
days ago by the death of
1

gore.

“;'bec Closed

to

Navigation.

The Kennebec
I--., Dec.
seil to navigation above the
I’lMston bridge and the presvill lose it, tonight, below the
lie mil.
Icemen are jubilant
as it is one of the most satisfor years above the bridge.
1

ItKK OF CHARGE.

suffering from a cold settled on
iichitis, throat or lung troubles

child could wish.
•‘Not now, but in the coming years,
It may be in the better laud.
We’ll read the meaning of our tears,
And there, sometime, we’ll understand.”
that

a

Mrs. Harriet C. Mehan died Dec. 5th at
her home, 138 South Main street, Rockland,
aged 63 years and 2 months. She was the
widow of John Mehan, a well known and
well liked master builder who died iu March,
1888. She was born in Prospect, Me., the
daughter of William S. and Sophronia Trueworthy. When young her parents moved
to this city, where Mrs. Melian has since resided most of the time, m the Mehan residence on the Thomaston road. A few years
ago Mrs Mehan built a handsome resilience
at the corner of south Main street and Hall’s
Lane and has since occupied it. Mrs. Meliau had been ill for some time and a year
She rallied
ago was very near to death.
somewhat, but bad been steadily failing of
few'
women
in
Rockland
late. There are
who will be more universally missed than
Mrs. Mehan. She was a most pleasant neighbor and loving friend. Of an amiable disposition, she was one who invariably responded to avail for assistance in a worthy
Possessed of a competence herself
cause.
she felt it a duty, and it was always a pleasant one to her, to assist others not so fortunate. Although not a member, she was a
constant attendant of the Methodist church
and an ardent worker for its interests. Mrs.
Mehan leaves no children, but there wras
ouet Miss Nellie Spurliug.who always stood
iu the place of a daughter to her aud lived
Mrs. Mehan’s last
with her many years.
days were happy ones, surrouded as she
was by the most tender care.
[Rockland
Star.

who will call at Poor's &
A. B. Sparrow’s, Freedom,
••"♦•r.ted with a sample bottle of
Herman Syrup free of charge,
'"•‘tie given to one person, and
1
'Iren without orders from parr*-.

i:

■

l''

>r

had such a
lutig remedy
bee’s German Syrup in all
'ivilized world. Twenty years
s of
bottles were given away,
ggists will tell you its success
f‘|ous. It is really the only Throat
ever

,.‘“’‘
x

I’K.i,. r’*

^i»ritv'M

1’^inedy generally endorsed by

One 75 cent bottle will cure or
alue*
by a11 druggists in

Mrs. Harriet Flanders, who died last
week at her home in North Waldoboro, was
born in East Jefferson, aud was (Hi years of
age. She was the widow of Mr. Benjamin
Flanders, who was killed in oue of the battles of the civil war. She was left with four
Her two daughters
children to care for.
She was
were with her in her last illness.
a patient sufferer, and showed by her restrusted
will
that
she
divine
the
to
ignation
estimable
had
She
in religion.
many
friends.
of
had
a
multitude
qualities and
The lovingness of her nature showed itself
in uniform courtesy to all—a courtesy not
learned of schools but springing out of the
gentleness and sweetness of her heart. She
has a son living in Denver, Col. She leaves

Winterport.
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ley, Brooks, to Flora E
buildings in Brooks.
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Ephraim
Hall, do.;

Boats.

North port

a

land

Lorenzo D. Ci

of North Haven has

sloop Midget to

W.

Cook, do.; lane and

Yachts and
W. A.

all

Friday

they

the

ni

oinplainant

Judge

A. B

ed

first

his house and

said

witness ."*() cents
had sold

ness

ber for $12.
had saved

to

check,

a

to

which
came

pint

kept by

told wit-

a

few

days

that

seventy-five

when he

Grant what he owed him.

adjourned

Here

until 2 o'clock.

Grant tes-

mother

Harvey enquire

about

money

when

he

Friday. Lottie Johnson
testified to going to dry goods stores with
Bertha to buy clothing.
Had known the
Grants five weeks; came to Belfast from
to the house

came

Etna for work

Harvey

;

home in Portland.

Geo. A.

testified that A. T.

Harvey did not
request Grant to buy liquor. City Marshal
San >oru testified to searching the Grant
house and finding three wallets. One identified by Harvey as bis contained a five, dolbill.

Policeman Jipson testified to assisting in the search. George Harvey recognize 1 the wallet as one belonging to his
uncle. Abiather Grant claimed the wallet
lar

Hal

his

as

Knowlron addressed

adjourned

until

in

man.

a

who have in

the past

Coombs of Viaalbaven i.s building a
knockabout similar to the one he sold recently to Castine parties.

to take the

Orrin

1*. E. Cottrell and Wm. J. Ilavner have arranged for a course to include some of the
best talent obtainable. All have national
reputations and some are favorably known
to Belfast audiences, having appeared here
in the past. The course will begiven in Bel-

sloop

Barter of

Stouingtou lost his big

in the storm of Dec. 4Th.

Jt is report-

drifting through the
Crotch Island Tboro lghfare that evening.
ed that she

W. A.

about

was seen

Kimball

has the hull of his knock-

practically

<•

uupleted,

and

she

is

a

craft. The deck, standing-room,
rail, etc., will be f'nisbed bright, and the
hull painted white. E L. Macomber has
made a model for a knockabout and maj
handsome

build from it, and O. K. Webster will probably build one this winter.
Hon.

E. F.

Waterville died sudHouse. Boston, WedDeo. 7th, death occurring

Hmi. E. F. Webb of
at tlie Revere

denly

nesday night,
within

15

minutes after

his arrival

at

the

Mr. Webb stood at the head of the
bar, was Waterville’s most honored
citizen, ami one of the largest corporation
Mr. Webb was born
lawyers of the State.
in Albion in 18.15, received his early educatook a three
Waterville,
and
tion in Freodon
was admitted to the
vear course at Colby,
in Watersettled
United States bar in 18(17,
member of the
ville in 18ti7, was twice a
the second
Maine Senate and House, and
term in each was its presiding officer. He
served three years as county attorney, was
circuit court of
appointed commissioner of
received degree of
the United States in 18(17,
was a director anil
A. M. from Colby in 188(1,
was chairman of the prudential committee
of bis death.
of the institution at the time
The deceased leaves a wife and son.
Maine

responsibility this

fast

Opera House;

ser\

ed

the Cubau War

by

an

Harper,

the

ordinary stereopticon

pictures.

and

a

shower of

cake

rice, for Castine,

The guests

brought

substantial tokens of their

some

Honesty Grange,

for

were

many

of

years active

A

palates

of the

hungry company.
enjoyed by all.

very much
have before noticed
was

Black is 87 years

They have lived

during

in

our

As

locals, Mr.

of

age and his
in their present

their wedded life.

The

wife

89.

residence
They have four

children—Samuel and Edward, who live iu
the West; Mary, wife of Willard Whitcomb
of Isleshoro, and Aimeda, wife
of Levi
Whitcomb of Belfast.

Death has

never en-

four generations
and
present on this occasion.
Mr. Black iu his long life has always been
actively identified with every good work in
this community. He professed to become a

who

tered

their

home

of his

family

were

follower of Jesus Christ (>1
until
1

ties

old

was

age

always

years ago, and
on, with its infirmipresent at church, at the

came

stated prayer meetings, and a constant attendant at the Sunday school, of which he

entertainments of the j
Jan. 20, Oxford ; was for many years the faithful librarian.
Musical Club; Feb. 1, Gen. John B. Gordon, He was an honest worker in the Washinglecture on “The Last Days of the Confeder- tonian temperance movement, and in later
Feb. 22, Dr. James Hedley, lecture on ! years was a charter member of the Sons of
acy
in March, date not Temperance.
“Heroes and Heroism
Wlieu the Grange was organfixed, the Essie Everett Burnet Concert ized in this town, 24 years ago, Mr. Black
wife
his
ami
became
charter members, and
Co.; in April, date not fixed, Prof. Churchill, !
are patrons in good standing in tiie order
reader.
It
may be said of them that during
yet.
their long lives they have been a blessing to
their community ami the world_Rev. W.
Secret societies.
W. Ogier held quarterly services at the
The other
be

as

follows:

Penobscot Encampment, I. O. O. F., will
elect officers at the regular meeting, Dec.
20th.
The charter of Enterprise Lodge, A. O. U.
W-, is draped in mourning in memory of
Past Grand Master Workman George F.

Higgins,

skating

at

has but

one

the muck.

The

hand struck

defendant,

Friday

after

W

to

Mrs. A. C.

Orrin ,1.

Dickey,

Miss Isa M.

day

from

erne Monday
Lawrence, Mass

visit in

a

Age, is confined

the crippled arm, intiiecting a severe
He claimed self defense

local editor ,»f the

Belfast
house by illness.

the

to

Walton arrived lion;.* Saturfourteen weeks in Ko» k-

visit of

a

laud.

acquitted.
Mr. and Mrs. Hazael Mi Keen
Janies Mitchell, the railroad contractor,
Boston last Thursday for .1 visit
was

the interest of

held

At

the road will be

begun

next

some

of

an

recognized indemnity

as

went

Emery

and W

Madison last

to

Cook

for

spend the

to

H
Mi Lellan,
Thursday on

cuts. Who

heretofore.

was

Sanford H

The letter carriers at that time secured bonds

of

freight

the

was on

place

in

urday

company instead

with individual bondsmen

Thursday

is

L. C. Morse of Liberty went to
(.'ape
Elizabeth Tuesday to visit the Reform
School.

spring.

the U. S. post office departorder directing that all
employers who give bond shall do so through
issued

to

two

business.

Some time ago

ment

where she

Dunton, Esq.,

R. F.

Esq

county corporators were represented by
proxy, it was voted to give Mr. Mitchell all
the aid possible. The indications are that
on

d

winter.

yesterday morning,

work

Annie Shute left last

Miss

Everett, Mass.,

meeting of the corporators
at which the Knox

a

went

weeks.

the proposed Belfast and Northport electric
railway. Tuesday he made two trips to
Northport with a view to locating the power
station.

m.uit

short visit in Belfast

a

Tuttle arrived

evening from

Knowltou with the

has been in town this week in

;as!

Dr. E. A. Wilson returned to
Burlington.
Vt., Friday, after a short visit in Belfast

wound in the face.
and

Dilworth return Jd

Oscar 11.
last

who

tram Sat-

Conductor Owen Clem

ill.

J. F Burkett went
Harbor, Isleshoro, ast. week t work
the new cottages.
ward and

to Dark

through the agency of Hon. Fred Atwood of
Winterport. The depart rneiit has now issued

on

!

Crescents.

1

Mr.

2

j

East Belfast.

1

Elizabeth

Kelly

The many friends of Miss
pleased r b arn that,

will he

recovering from her late severe illness.
....George E. Michaels, while in the woods
last week, found a bees’ nest with IP pounds
of honey.... Mrs. Sears Nickerson has bought
horse to

replace

the

one

she lost last fall.

....Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Ellis returned last

The Parlor Musical Society held a very interesting and enjoyable rehearsal at the l'niversalist vestry Tuesday evening. The program was as follows;
Piano Solo,
a.

Serenata,

b.

Impromptu,

Song,

Moskowski.
Scharwenka.

Miss Kingsbury.
Frederick Clay.
“Gipsy John,”

Mr. E O. Thorndike.
“Handel and the Messiah,”
Miss Louise Hazeltine.
Piusuti.
“Love Thee,”
Duett,
Mrs. Pitcher and Mr. Thorndike.
The rehearsal for the Festival Chorus followed, the number being Handel’s oratorio
“Messiah.” The next meeting will he on
Tuesday evening. Jan. ->d. The committee
for that meeting is Mr. Sanborn, Misses Hazeltine and Crosby.

Reading,

l Mrs

an

Howai

V!

Sent Seaside

Grange at
Grange in Bangor

State

tlie

In

Cuited

Portland

Esq.,

last

the meeting
next.

States

I»

Saturday

of Belfast

rr

A. T. Webb and H. W

M

M

n

i

(Vim

H

W

admitted

was

wo-k.

M. !.»•

to

«,

pr

p
n.,

.-

arpiiy -i Swan
ville i*-ft by steamer City of Bangor MonH --si. a
day for a business trip -f a week
«J oseph

rs.

arrived

Osgood of |

>

extr, \]

East Belfast last week

in

her sister. Miss Busina
ill.

Hanson,

w

t

ns.,

in-

h

for
>11»

L. W.

q
Kilgore left i ist Friday for
me
on
making a dr-t
the way with Ins son. Dr. I
A. Kilgore of
Brooks

in More Plantation,

The

family

A., have

of

Capt. S. M Miilikeu. I S
from him dated at Mm iia.
Hi had been quite ,ii, but was

letter

a

Oct. L'lst-.

recovering

she is

week from a visit in Massachusetts... .There
will be a Christmas tree at the Smart school
house Saturday evening, Dec. 24th....Robert, the little sou of Mr. and Mrs. Chalmers
C. Ford, was badly scalded a few days ago
by a cup of hot water being accidentally
spilled in his face, but he is now getting
along nicely... .The owners of fast, horses
are scraping the meadow pond below Mason’s Mills for racing.

we

re-

by moving

wedding

picnic supper was served,with
the solid base of baked beans, brown bread
and coffee, while cakes and pies, frosted and
otherwise, filled the tables pleasing the eyes

The first eveuillustrated lecture

Kobarts

although

Morrill. About fifty of the relatives and
friends of Mr. aud Mrs. Oliver Black as-

members.

year Messrs.

le.ctu-ed here in a previous course on
“Around the World in a Man-of-War.” His
lecture on the Cuban War is illustrated by

F. <). Day of Brooks was in Belfast
Thursday and Friday on hu-oness.

navigation and

where they will remain for the winter....

which they

wishing

tickets, §1.00;

course

seats,
ing will be Jan. 5tli,

on

not

guests departed each

slice of

other from members of

50 cents extra.

course will

Webb.

amid

with them

man

L. A.

course

to

a

ami

aged the people’s lecture

ele-

the occasion.
Mr and
White left by boat the Saturday fol-

eveniug
committee

a

and

numerous

esteem, among which we noticed two easy
chai -s,one a present from their children, the

The People’s Lecture Course.
The

of

weeding anniversary.

jail.

town.

recipients

at their home Tuesday evening,
Dec. (tli, to celebrate with them their 66th

sold his

North Haven is building
fishing boat for Fred Greenlaw of that

ser-

sembled

The trial of the. women closed Tuesday
forenoon.and Grant was put on trial. No new
facts were brought out and the case closed
Tuesday uight, having occupied the Court
two days and a half. Judge Rogers found
probable cause to hold all four respondents
guilty, and they were ordered to give bonds
in $200 each for appearance at the January
term of Supreme Court. They failed to get
are

The ring

memento of

a

Mrs.

Tuesday.

bonds and

the

lowing,

money. Lawyer
the court in behalf of

wife

his clients and the court

closed

the winter port,

1

gant. presents.
was presented with

had put five dollars in the walgiven

invited guests.

used.

As the

bis and said lie had had it four years, but
bad n >t used it for two months. Did not
let.

was

were

as

know who

is

now

>

rive
toe

is

:>
.r><W)
The double parlors were Imperials.,. M
Orients. 4
2
.(>»>t>
handsomely decorated with ferns, ever- jI Eurekas. I
2
green and red berries and the ceremony
Armor Bearer Circle, King's Daughters!
was performed under an arch of the everami Sons, met, D>
7th, with Mr ami Mrs.
green with a background of potted plants
\V. .1. Price. The following odicers wen*
and red blossoms
Over tin* parlor mantel
elected for the quarter: President. M s*.
was a sheet of ferns extending to the
ceiling
Myrtle Pendleton; vice president, Mrs. Fanon which were the white letters M. and W.
nie Hart; secretary, T. II. FericiM ; treasThe mantel itself was hanked with ferns
urer, Mrs. Carrie Price: collector. \V. J.
and vines and decorated with yellow chrysPrice. T. H. Feruald was appoint.d reportanthemums.
The dining room anil hall
er; Miss Lora Maxcv, Mrs. Isa Morse. Mrs.
were decorated with evergreen and red berFlora McMahan were appointed a commitries.
At the conclusion of the ceremony
tee on work. After tin* business there was
the guests were presented to the newly mara sale of corn balls from which < good sum
ried couple. The wedding march was renwas realized.
They have some beautiful
dered by Mrs. Fred Shute and several vocal
fancy work for sale, which would make good
8o;os
by Mrs. Edward Clifford. Their
The meeting Dei
Jlst
friends all join iu wishing this young couple holiday presents.
will he with Mrs. Flora McMahan.
a
long and happy life together, and they j

vice

gave her $13—two
dollar bills ami three ones—which she
k from a red plush wallet. Did not hear
her

Augusta

■

received his pension

in

in

was

1

bis wife.

to Grant’s he

H. McLellan, Estp.
Friday on business.

|

came to

cold and gave
of liquor. Wit-

Harvey in Septemlabored and

was

not

but would

would pay
court

get

larvey

was

W
last

S

...

Hail sold fish and

that lie had

ness

he

mule

a

Uarvoy

When

He kuu!

Bangor yester-

to

went

and moved there...

called for the defence

witness

to

G. G. Winslow
a short visit.

Mrs. .Tames Davis arrived from I>,\he..
orders that all employes shall give bonds on
last week ano went I- S.-ar**p.to visit Tier
Geo. Johnson has mov- and after the first day -if January next, I
mother, who is quite ill.
ed here from Burnham into the Cook house.
through such companies,and the clerks are i
.Fred Walker has moved to Knox to
Capt John W. Fergus.-n returned to
stop | preparing to do so.
with his father-in-law, Joseph Bradford_
Cliftondale. Mass., yesterday, dter
visit
Bowi.:n<.. The tournament of the Belof a few weeks in Belfast
Miles S. Jellison of Belfast spent last SunI fast Bowling League is attracting consider
day with bis parents in Brooks.
Miss Carrie Five, who has been n me
{ able interest and the games at Healey’s a'i.-y
Sandypoint. One of the most pleasant | on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings are weil telephone exchange a short time, r- rued
weddings of the season was that of Miss attended. The game Tuesday evening re- home to Winslow Tuesday.
Ethel Louise Maxfield to Daniel Ernest
Mr. C. lb ( oombs began house-kee* -.eg;
j suited in this remarkable score, made strict.
White, which occurred Saturday evening, ! ly in accordance w ith national rules Orients, again Monday in his rebec
q
;.
Dec. lid, at 8.MO o’clock, at the home of the
The game this, residence on Xortbport av. m1,289; Imperials, 1,24.1.
bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Max- 1
Thursday evening will he between tin- CresM rs. Hannah Timm l.ke m \ s ■.. M
field.
The ceremony was performed by ! cents and
Eurekas. The standing of the 0. 1 horndik» went t
Lev. J. G. Fisher, pastor of the
1
Congrega- teams to date is as follows:
to visit Mrs Henry i I
11:.'
tional church, in the presence of about Teams.
\\ n.
Lost.
Per cent.

developments Saturday

was

Grant.

A. B

Penobscot

stub of

us a temperance sermon....
LorenzoT). Cilley has bought the Geo. Hall
place in the village and moved in_Lewis
Cook lias bought the Lorenzo Cilley farm

a. in. Monday.
Chas. F. Swift testicashing the check; gave Harvey a
sl0 hill, six >5 hills and $2 in change. Albert T. Harvey was recalled, but his testimony contained nothing new.

The

or

before he gave

to

was

Tetuplar Lodge.

village. Mr. Dow has for years carried
the largest stock in holiday
goods to be
found in this vicinity-Staples & Son have
sent another of their fancy sleighs to Rhode
Island. Ike allows that they are in it when
it comes to a nice sleigh-Rev. F. S.
Dolliff
will take for his topic next
Sunday the
subject of education, in accordance with
tlie request of State Supt. Stetson. Last
Sunday his theme was the Home. The week

30

at

fifd

zero

for

Miss Ella M. Folsom went to Boston Satfor a short visit.

spin; Tuesday morning,
mercury from

in town Mon-

was

urday

Whitcomb was before the Police
Court yesterday afternoon for assult and
battery on George lvnowlton. The trouble
occurred last week where a crowd were

our

arrested that evening and
held with the others. The trial was resumGraut

Mrs.

day

Frank

report to Mrs. Scott Godding. Those having
anything else for the program will please
report to Mrs. E. A. Carpenter.Mrs.
Ethel Stover had the misfortune to fall and
break her leg the other day. It was a simple fracture... .There will be a good stock of
holiday goods to select from right here in

point the court adjourned to Monday.
result of the

the Good

Geo. E. Card of Brooks
on business.

Winter port has an “Open Polar Sea," as in
days of yore, when Fred Atwood invaded
Belfast with bis tribe of Esquimaux.

belong
lodge
not, the Good Templars merely assuming the responsibility of
the affair. All having musical selections will

and

Starrett’s and Burkett’s identified
testified as to purchases made
girls
by them. In each store payment was made
with a fi ve dollar bill and a one dollar bill.
The clerk at Win. H. McIntosh's testified to
selling A. B Grant a barrel of flour. When
he delivered the same he received a $5 bill
and gave back fiO ceuts in change.
At this
a

of

to the

and

As

The

Bucksport

doors will be thrown open, free to all,
and all our people are invited to be
present
and take part in the exercises,whether
they

at

the

auspices

a

snow ;

visit.

a

A A. Knight went to Boston
above; Wednesday morning, 12 to 22 below.
yesterday,
The Law Court has decided the Waldo to work in a shoe factory.
county case Chas. F. Bessey vs. Mary A. |
Frank E. Crowley of Augusta spent SunCook, reversing the decree below, and de- day with friends in Belfast.
creeing that the plaintiff may maintain the
Mrs. R W. Rogers went to Watery i he
action.
last Friday for a short visit
The clothing manufactories of W. W. Cates
Dr. G.C. Kilgore is still eonfimd
ti.»*
aud M. B. Lawrence are running full crews
bouse, but is gaining slow y.
on bicycle suits, Mr. Cates
coats
and
making
M
and Mrs. W. A. (dirk left
Mi Lawrence pants. The outlook for the
Monday
for Florida to spend tin* winter.
season’s work is good.

Tlie

Wayland Knowlton,. Esq.
for the defence. Albert T. Harvey and
George L. Harvey testified substantially to
the facts above related. City Marshal Win.
H. Sanborn testified to visiting the dry goods
stores of H. A. Starrett & Co. and
George
W Burkett, where he found that the
girls
had purchased goods amounting to $13, also
that they had been to the depot ami priced
tickets to Bangor anil other places. Llewellyn Jipson testified to making the arrests,
and in corroboration of the City
Marshal,
clerks

Sunday,

wheelmen out for

for

day

their cats for

Dec. 11th, roads tine and many

0 inches of

Lombard went to Boston Mon-

Mrs. G. P.

day

the
entering
exhibition this Thursday, afternoon, are reto
quested
bring or send them to the Opera
House this morning after ten o’clock.

It has been decided to have a
Christmas entertainment here Saturday
evening, Dec. 24th, at Union church, under

SaturHon. W, H. McLellan appeared for the

day

|
j

up for trial before
police court at 3 p. in.

came

All who intend

McDonald went to Boston Tuesday
business.

H. E.
on

Helping Hand Circle, Order Kings Daughters, will meet at Mrs. Annie McIntosh on
Main street, Monday, Dec. 19th. All members are requested to be present.

Bhooks.

the

Francis S. Brick is confined to the house
by illness.

will

cents.

are yet missing and it is feared
lost... .Quite a number of our

are

PERSONAL.

be given by the Uniparty
tarian society in Memorial Hall,
Friday
evening, Dec. Kith, at 7.30. Admission 25

Dodge.

even-

overcoat.

a new

A whist

mariners arrived home last week to spend the
winter.
Among them were Captains Ed.
Coombs, P. G. Pendleton and Joseph S.

girls had bought new hats
aud Grant a barrel of

the

literally in
men—mostly young

storms aud

pay

F. W. Brown of

hotel.

1,1

f

buildings

arrested

were

is

seven of its members within the
months, all sea captains and most of
them by the hand of old ocean.. A number of
men natives of the
town, were out in the late

dry goods

case

tified

>•

to

town

last 10

out and Mrs. Grant

At the afternoon session Bertha

Estate.

2 o’clock,

colleague,

enough

money

sworn

girls

that

Rogers

record book

!

house,

The

The News of Belfast.

has lost

Belfast
demanded

to

Grant

some

The

at

) Resolutions

was

two

dour and

ou

Committee

left for

spent the night in the jail
aud the gi Is remained in the lock-up. The
police meanwhile had made enquiries and

the local papers for I

Josiah Colson,

and

have

not

Mrs

ing.

to Ins parents, brothers and sisdeep s mpatliy in their great afflicby the loss of their loving and dutiful
sou and Kind ami affectionate
brother, one
whose amiability and cheerful disposition
made their home, life so p easant and
happy.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning fur thirty days in respect to the
memory of our departed brother.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions !
he forwarded to the family of our brother,
our

did

aud the

tender

upon

came

house aud

The inmates of the

warrant

A

hall

sent to

and after

men

CORRESPONDENCE.

years. Captains Kimball, Herrick, Hatch
and Stephen Babbidge were buried under
Masonic rites.. ..Island Lodge F. & A. M

•.
rent.
A second errand proved equally
irties-, and then Harvey invoked the law.

fi

tion

placed

there.

the

ters our

copy he
copy

young

were

evening before, denied all knowlf the missing funds. Mrs. Grant said

the;

Ginn; Ceres, Jennie Dockham; 1,. A. Steward, Anna Partridge: Orgauist, Francis
Fames Trustees, Joe Coisou, A. A. Gina,

a

they

re-

a

rum

Swanville

Grant's

to

went

his money.
present the

beside their new
horse stable. Dec. 10th they elected their
officers for 1899 as follows:
Master, Fred
Lane: Overseer, A A Ginu: Lecturer, ,Jen-

a

of

pint,

a

home.
Friday morning Harvey

steward, Miss Mamie Webber.
South Branch Grange, Prospect Village, is

also
an«l

bought

ointhe

drinking

At the annual
meeting of Morning Light
Grange, Monroe, held at their hall Saturday
eveniug,Dec. 10th,the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year: Master, A. P.
Ritchie; Overseer, W. S. Parker, Lecturer
Mrs. Lizzie Webber; Steward.
George Nado ;
Asst. Steward, Nelson Curtis
Chaplain,
Jere Bowen;
Treasurer, Mrs. Wealthy
Grant; Secretary, Mrs. Bello .(. Palmer,
Gate Keeper, Winslow Ryder;
Pomona, Mrs
Evie Parker; Flora, Miss Helen
Neally ;
Ceres, Mrs Addie Ritchie; Lady Asst

nie Ward; Steward, Chester Clark ;
Asst.
Steward, Murch Clark, Chaplain, F. C.
Haley; Treasurer, John F Libby; Secy.,
-.
Gate Keeper, W. H. Guntuer;
Pomona, Lizzie Lane; Flora, Henrietta

daughter
Johnson

Lottie

named

Mr.

aud Mrs.

and

Grant’s

woman

and

When

alone in the house.

Grant

He was an industrious,studious boy,
pleasant manners and was generally be- Geo. C. Ward.
loved by his schoolmates and associates.
'i.
in
the opposition
South Branch Grange, Prospect,
has
M r. Hale. the gentleman After leaving school he worked awhile in
tov.
Henry B. Cleaves The Journal office, where he proved him- adapted the following resolutions of respect
idded that the arti- self to be
for
the’r
brother
Henry Dockham ;
intelligent ami accommodating,
nauded to the corresponWhereas, the Divine Master has removed
i'e
been published to- always ready to do bis work cheerfully and
from our ranks by death our beloved brothV
mRepublican paper, promptly. He afterwards worked in Critcher, Henry Dockham, therefore be it
-• firsT
to submit it to
ett Sibley & Co.’s and Legro & Spalding’s
Resolved, That while we bow in submission to the will of "iir Heavenly Father aud
shoe factories, but was obliged to give up
ri-ni!:uled the geutlewhile our hearts are saddened by our loss
on account of failing health
in December |
!j::•
a v•«>stiy house in
we, the members of South Branch Grange,
owner in >1 line
•!.•

■

nephew
out, leaving Harvey
The

street

NTMUFl>~5rt~

mourning, nine of her
men—having been lost at sea (luring the
gale of Nov. 27-Tuesday, Dec. 6th, Rev.
Geo. E. Tufts conducted two funerals, that
of Capt. Nelson Kimball at 10
o’clock, and
of Henry P. Hatch at two o’clock. The
day
following he conducted the funeral of Fred
A. Hatch at 9 IK), aud the funeral of
Capt.
Isaac H. Herrick at 11, and the funeral of
Capt. Stephen Babbidge at two o’clock, the
latter being in the Baptist church.
The
next day, at 10 o’clock, he conducted the funeral of Mr. Harrison H. Veazie, which was
held in the Free Baptist
church, and was
largely attended. Dec. 13th he conducted
the funeral at the Free
Baptist church at 1
o’clock of Mrs. Deborah Veazie, aged 75

him to Belfast, informed him that they had
called at. the house of Abiather B. Grant on

South Montville Grange is to have a
Christinas tree Friday Dec. 2:M,at which
time they will play the
temperance drama
entitled, “Three Glasses a Day.”

new

COUNTY
Islesbobo.

his pension money to
give his wife, but failed to find it. A
m-phew.George L Harvey, who accompanied

Washington

good condition, adding new members
They have bought land

Money.

he looked for

when

News of the Granges.

in

Pension

s

Harvey of Swanville came to
Belfast last Thursday aud bad a pension
check for $42 cashed at a grocery store. He
put S12 in his trousers pocket and placed
six five dollar bills in a wallet. Subsequent
proceedings involved various drinks, and
Harvey seems to have been oblivious until
he arrived home at 9 o’clock that night,

charming hospitality.

every meeting.
which to erect a

Soldier

Albert T.

9.

father tiled in 1880, and his mother survived
one day, her death
occuring last
Sunday. He leaves three brothers, Ephraim
E. <>f Boston, George W. of Belfast aud
At a regular
meeting of Georges River
Nathaniel S. of Lynn. Capt. Pendleton was
Grange, Liberty, Dee. 7. the following offian able shipmaster, a good
carpenter and a cers were
elected: L. C. Morse, Master; L
progressive farmer. He was upright and
F. Hurd, Overseer;
Arthur Ritchie, Lecthonorable in ali his dealings, industrious anti
urer; John Carey, Steward ; Chas.
Perkins,
temperate, and was held iu the highest reAsst. Steward;
Mattie Bridges, Chaplain;
gard by all who knew him. The mother,
A. J. Skidmore,Treasurer:
AbbieS. Moody,
who followed so soon after him, was sick hut i
Secretary Bert Bern .Gate Keeper Frankie
a few days.
She was a native of Frankfort,
j Hurd, Pomona; Sj via
her maiden name being Collins. She marSherman, F ra
Delias. Morse, Ceres; Artie Sanford, L. A. S
ried Mr. Pendleton in Deer isle, but soon
him but

MAINE. THURSDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1898.

two

The funeral of
Oliver 0. Rollins took place from
Christ
church today and was one of the most
largely
attended held here for years. Rev r
tv
Plant officiated. Mr. Rollins was one of
the
most widely known and
popular hotel men
in New England.
He was proprietor of the
Evans House here for 25 years and for
many
years was proprietor aud landlord of the
Lnited states hotel at Portland.
Mr. Rollins was an ideal landlord
auii one
of the most genial of men.
He had some
very old friends in Belfast, and others who
have most pleasant recollections of his

is

ied

lias
re-election of
Eugene Hale. To-day
prominently connected
oiministration show'--.p.indent an article
d for publication. It
eet of be Legislature
>«-m 11«*r Hale should be
ties Senate to represent
llab* neither represents

f

In

Joseph

of

Tuesday afternoon, Rev. R. T.
Capeu officiating. Mrs. Pendleton was bur-

Sunday Herald.J
in.

;

Pendleton.

L.

a sou

Isleshoro and others. Iu 1873 he sold his
place in Isleshoro aud came to Belfast,where
he worked as a house carpenter for ten
years,

late

Senator.

>.

Isleshoro,

lowed the sea, aud was master of a number
of vessels in the foreign aud coastwise
trade,

lived

?.

AOK

Mary

after
the

"t

t A'-K

aud

born in

dangerously ill at this writing.
Their only daughter died iu childhood. His

Pile Treaty Signed..
\red..'Hie Kennebec
i-nary.. News of the
K-uute Yachts and
\ > Mier’s
Pension
,ut-r
.Secret So.''are.. Personal. .tieu.

■

was

boro,

\-,y 1.

V

ton

including the schooners Mary Fletcher
County Boston, Columbia of Belfast, brig Emily

.‘t

$

sister,

brothers, all

BY THK

—...

a

Capt. Joseph T. Pendleton died at his Louie
on the farm iu South Belfast Dec.
10th, after
a short illness of pneumonia.
Capt. Pendle-

Journal Pub. Co.
*Pi.R

BELFAST,

Mr. and Mrs. N.
the

announce

A

ter Winifred Berm,
of

Spencer,

Simmon.''

<f

M >mli

engagement of their daughto Chester lb

c

.-

Alien

Mass.

Mrs. Mary A. Roberts retarm-d home to
yesterdas ar.-umpanieu by Master Harry Kilgore, who will visit lier two
Waterville

weeks

or more.

Wiu. A. Pendleton of
last week
Amos

to

attend the
->f

Pendleton

Boston, win came
funeral of his father,

Northport.

returned

Monday night.

home

Major Herbert M Lord of Rockland, Me.,
paymaster at Manila, who has been ordered
to Washington, in'"expected to arrive in the
early part of .January.
Capt. E. E. Pendleton arrived last Satur-

day from Boston. He came in response to a
telegram announcing the serious illness of
his brother Joseph, who died before his arrival.
Harold T.

Sibley

will

arrive home from

Dartmouth College next Thursday for his
holiday vacation. His roommate, Douglas
Vanderboof of

Chicago,

spend

wiil

the

vaca-

tion with him.
Miss E. M.

Pond, librarian of the Belfast
for Shetheld

Library, left Tuesday

Free

>f a few weeks.
for a visit
Miss
f Monday, Mass.,
North Palermo. The gale
Do- Georgia Burrows and Mr. Frank L. Field
Dec. 5th, did much damage m town.
Mill shed at Brandi Mills blew down, T. F. ! are acting as librarian and assist n t.
Young’s ham at North Palermo twisted and
Win. F. Nutt of Fairfield wu* n
fast
blew t<> pieces and is ready 0 fall, (bln .11 !
Turner's bee house blew over
Boards were
last Thursday m the interest, o! the Fidelity
blown from Biley Parmenter’s barn and
Rupture Cure. The lo.-al physician. Dr. E.
Herbert Balche der’s chimney tops were
L. Stevens, has recently made
ur. s m four
blown off. Some trees were broken down
and others uprooted... .Samuel Warden, who cases and has four cases under treatment.
cut his foot recently, is doing nicely at presRepresentative E. I' Burleigl. with Mrs.
ent....Silas Bowler, tax collector, sold land
Dee. 5th for unpaid taxes and Dec. 7th setBurleigh and their daughter, Mims Burleigh,
tled with the town.... W. W. Dyer’s family, have located for the whiter at the Richmond,
who were sick, have all recovered-The
the corner of Seventeenth
a family hotel at
singing school at Ford's corner will dose
this week-John Black killed two hogs last and H street, northwest, Washington, I). C
week.... Fred Bailey and family moved into
B.
Mrs. H. L. Kochersperger, Mrs. T
Frank Nutter’s house last week.
Gregory and Miss Aimee lvnowlton of Chi«

Gen. Garcia Dead.

Washington, D. C., Dec. 11, 181)8. Gen.
Calixto Garcia, the distinguished Cuban
warrior ami leader, and the head of the
commission elected h.y the Cuban assembly
to visit this country, died here to-day at the
church last Sunday at 2.30 P. M. He gave us
a strong practical
sermon
from 1
Cor. Hotel Raleigh, where the commission has
15.58-Rev. A. D. Thibodeau goes to its headquarters
The sudden change from the warm cliLincoln, Maine, this week to visit his
father aud home circle....E. Merriam and mate of Cuba, with the hardships he had
there endured, to the wintry weather of New
son are rushing business
at their mill_
York and Washington is responsible fur the
A. M. Daggett has lately bought a 30-acre
lot of lumber of Thomas W. Nickerson,
pneumonia which resulted in his demise.
Searsmout.and will stock his steam mill as i He contracted a slight cold in New York,
usual_There is quite a large demand for which did not assume an alarming stage,
however, uutil the early part of last week.
dry wood iu town this wiuter.

cago, Mrs. Etta Weymouth of Boston and
Geo. W. lvnowlton of Cambridge, arrived
their

Monday called by the serious illness of
mother, Mrs. Betsy S. lvnowlton, and

were

with her in her last moments.

here

E. Pendleton came from
Islesboro last week to attend the

Ephraim

Mrs.

Boston to

funeral of her

ball.

As the

father’s
brother.
tend

nephew, Oapt. Nelson Kimwas brought up in her

captain

family he
Monday

seemed to her
she

came

more

like

to Belfast to

a

at-

the double funeral of her husband’s

mother and brother.

THE

M aim-: Mattkus.
This year will be a
record breaker for the number of deer,
moose, and caribou shipped over the Ban
goi v\ Aroostook Railroad. The deer record toi Octobei and November is 2995, or
only 24b less thin for the entire three
montns ol October, N ivemberand Decernbei
last year.
T he number ol moose
shipped i> 14 s. breaking last year's record
A
was
popular subscription
stat tni in Portland l)ce. 2»d for the relief
ot the
wid->w> and orphans left by the

The

did specimen of bronze work aud if its
size will admit it will be placed on exliitiou in the large reception room of the
secretary of the navy....In the Senate Dec.
7th Senator Hawley of Connecticut, introduced a bill upon the re-organization of
the army. Senator lloar of Massachusetts
secured the adoption of the resolution
appointing a committee to arrange a celebration of the centennial of the city of
Washington as the capitol of the United
States.

NEWS OF BELFAST.

i

Portland disaster. Judge Putman
l nite-i states ciienit e.ourt head
ed tl.< -iihseii, ion with til
dollars.
Henry Whitney, one of the oh.Ie.st and
best kn wu Maine Central conductors, has
resiniied on account ot ill health.
It is
understood that lie will continue in the
M line tentin 's employ
in another depaitmem.N o uews titat could staud investigation has yet been received from
Peso
.small, who so unceremoniously departed from the confines of Knox j
It is the general im
county j iil, Nov. 9.
pression that small has left the State, and
it is certainly a case of good riddance.
Judge H. K. Baker, cashier of the Hallowsavings institution, obseived his 92d
He atl>ii: hdav anniversary Dec. 2d.
tends to his olHei »1 duties daily and is undoubtedly the oldest active banker in the
was at
MUi i.v.The State House llag
half mast Dec. 1st. in respect to the
memoir of the late Councilor K. Dudley
j
Freeman_Mrs. B. W. Morse of Bath, \
who 'mis been ill for some time, died Sunday morning. She was a widow of the!
hoc B W. M<>rse. who was at tlie head of !
the Knickerbockei Steam Towage Co., j
and i> sui’dvfd by a son and a daughter,
(
\\
M.»ise oi New York and Miss
d o,.
Morse «>f Ba’h.Tlie awarding
•in-:i
tin
Cniversity of Maine
sold or, ii
pr.-a- declamation exeicises,
lu-id !»•*>< mbei 2nd, have
wh
was
! tij it t he winner of t ■.- pi i/e v is
-;i, .j
Ans ii Haven. son of Rev. P ,!. Robinson
oi 'Mn -. whoso subjoin was “Usus and I
.'he Berlin lion Bridge
\ :
< ,,m«
o; Hast 11 riiu. 1
an, builders of
s Mvhai i
j•io;. ‘dirnished the own.hat it would stain;
ers
a gnaraut\
us’ the action of the elements for a
:i„
id >; live y.-ai>: voiiSi i|Uently the h ss
pier iisi i« -a ill fall on tin- build- j
up
e
hi the pav;lion was built by sepa- \
la
•!,;iact, uid its "ss will have to be
the • d Cm chard Pier Coinpany.
the i;t. a 11 > comple'e visitations,
*d
A
li. p -St.- f ’die depamn mf of
i
AIt
Ass
Ydjr. G
ii
Melville. this gentleman reports a
a
totalm
condition;
pro.spei<*us
'•id.
d’-4S; o;*, deal hs to A u. list
me ubevs musten ti
in. Libb>
i.
-•
d
*i I.itchlield taking tlie leao
members.
There has been a
;
hmembers.
Sl,2sr-.

! he Senator from

Bassick

The Wreck o( the Portland.

Mines.

Again. Litigation has
Kept them Silent Many Years.
[Bridgeport, Ot., Republican Standard !
Edgar Bassick of this city, who left for
Denver, Col., some time ago to look after
the interests of a new mining company
which has been formed to work the old Bassick mines, lias arrived there and has commenced in earnest the work of the new
To

be

Worked

BY

The latter is ready to begin opin the development of the abandoned mines and in a Jew months, the old
shafts, which have been silent during the
lengthy litigation, will hum with machinIt is reported in mining circles that
ery
the condition of the mines is such that as
soon as the shafts are prepared a big quantity of ore, already developed, will be ready
for shipment. The old Bassick mines are
among the best in Colorado.
The new company is composed of men
who have a knowledge of the business and
will work the mine to the best advantage.
Mr. Bassick is secretary and treasurer of
the company and one of the largest stockholders.
concern.

steamer

H

COLLEY.

DM990
ever
1/111

Staples

See a suew
stoi
Summer?

Then the master though with honest pride,
My task 1ms been well done,
This ship upon the seas shall ride
Alike in storm and sun ;
Mo wind can blow or wave can wreck
This child of my heart and brain,
Aud they who stand upon her deck
May laugh at the raging main.

erations

Spain.”

FRANK

With wood aud iron the builders sought
To shape from the master’s plan,
As staunch a ship as might be wrought
By the cunning hand of man ;
They made her strong in every part,
As a ship of her kind might he,
A triumph of the builder’s art,
Then gave her to the sea.

&

Senator Hale declares opposition to the
This had been
foithconiing peace treaty.
expected. It may said, too, that no man
But the hand of man is a feeble band
in the I’nited States can occupy that posiAnd the brain of a man seems small,
tion more logically.
It is in entire accord
When the earthquake’s forces shake the laud
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What a feeble thing is man.
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Whispekins.
President
The Congregationalist announces among
allotted $50,000 for clearing the
interesting articles to be published in the
up Havana, under Col. Waring’s plans, course of the next few
weeks, the following:
which have been sent here, and the work
will be done immediately after our forces The Golden Rule in a Modern Factory. A
take possession..The President has or- description of the National Cash Register
dered a fourth shipload of rations to be Factory, by Frances J. Dyer.
sent to the destitute inhabitants of Cuba.
.Senator Hale has introduced a joint
So much depends upon the purity of the
resolution authorizing the Secretary of blood that, by taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla
the Navy to erect a monument in Havana many different diseases are cured.
to the memory '*f the sailors and mariners
who lost their lives by the explosion of
the Maine. The bill is recommended by
the navy department.The navy de
As well as the Handsomest, and others are invited
partment has communicated with the
commaudant of the navy yard at Norfolk, to call on any druggist and get free a trial bottle
of
Kemp’s Balsam for the Throat and Lungs, a
with a view to bringing to Washington
for display in the navy department, the remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all
coat of arms of the sunken Spanish bat- Chronic and Acute Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis
tleship Cristobal Colon. This is a splen- and Consumption. Price 25c. and 50c.
W ashington

the main deck.
servant’s rooms.
on

McKinley has

THE HOMELIEST MAN IN BELFAST

Astern of these

are

the

For ilaine Married Women.
Among the decisions handed down by the
law court recently was one in the case of
Dora L. Morgan vs. Sophie Martin, a unique
a
case in Androscoggin county, in which
wife entered suits against an unmarried
woman for alienation of her husband’s affections.
The case never came to trial, being sent
All the
to the law court on exceptions.
parties were well known and it is said that
the respondent has since married and the
case has altogether dropped out of public
interest.
The court gives the following rescript:
Androscoggin ss. Dora L. Morgan vs.
Sophie Martin. Rescript, Strout J.
A married woman cannot maintain au
action against another woman for alienation
of the affections of the husband of the former.

Exceptions overruled.

Mr.

THECHARi.ES

Dailey.

And Great

will offer on our counterVERY l.(»\Y I RK ES.

J^

will pay

'lt

For Infants

The Kind You Have
#
Bears the

Always Boughti-"

s

of

The

most chrouic
case of Dyspepsia or Indigestion will succumb to the all-healing power of Dr. Von
Stan's Pineapple Tablets. Wlnt this wonderful medical discovery has done for the
thousands of proclaimed hopeless, helpless
stomach invalids it can do for you. One
Tablet will relieve ami persistence will
scure. Sold by Kilgore & Wilson aud A. A.
Howes. 75.
Persistence

Cures.
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Hay ford Block.

SWIFT & PAUL, Miso:i

NELLIE HOPKINS.

trustees of his estate, will he held at the office of
the referee. Number 00 Main street, Belfast.,
Maine, on the ‘J7ih day of December, A. 1>. 1808,
at 1 o’clock a. m.
HI GH D. McLELLAN.
Referee for the Waldo District.
Dece n her 8, 1808. lwBO

TO RENT

Christmas

A very desirable
Waldo

POULTRY.
I

arranged for a full supply of poultry
Christmas, including NATIVE

Searsport National Bank.

Wo have

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Searsport National Bank for the election of di
rectors and transaction of any other business that
may legally come before them, will be held at
their banking room on Tuesday, the loth day of
January, 1899, at two o'clock c. m.
Searsport, Me., December 5, 1898.
4w49
CHAS. F. GORDON, C ashier.

TURKEYS,

for

avenue

rent

and

Mai"

ply at house.
Mrs. K. W

44ft

GKKSK, ETC.
Meats of all kinds and game in its season;
home made and Deerfont sausages, ham,
bacon, corned beef and vegetables.

dust and dirt, where I will
riages for $1.00. and tw
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cents extra

Leave orders

FOGG & BROWN,
corner

I'All1'

NOTICE

CHICRKNS,

same.

The store in Johnson Block formerly occupied
by* H. H. Johnson & Co. Apply to
C. O. POOR

I,IN!

CANNED GOOD^

at

R. A. FRENCH,

STEVENS of Troy. Maine, ad-

judged bankrupt upon liis own petition, to prove
their claims against him and choose one or more
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EUREKA!
through southeastern Kansas about one hundred and
twenty five
miles south of Topeka and eighty five
miles east of Wichita, the brakeman
As you travel

From Kingston To
,»t' Information ConIsland.
Fife
in
,._ 1 j«.1»
...hi

t

\gain For Cuba,

,u

m

{?

ol the

e

Journal.]

Nov. 10th.

lea.

sticks his head in the
doorway and veils :
Yreeky ! and a couple of minutes' later
the train pulls into Eureka, the
prosperous
county seat of Greenwood County.
One of the happy inhabitants of Eureka
is Mrs. Sarah E. Taylor, and the reasons
for her present happiness are set forth in
the following letter addressed to Dr. R V.
Pierce, chief consulting physician to the
“Invalids’ Hotel and Surgical Institute,**
of Buffalo, N. Y.
Mrs. Taylor says :
1 had been a sufferer for fifteen
years and in
August 1S96 was taken with severe cramping
pain in my stomach. A hard lump about the
size of a goose egg formed in my right side. It

No
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of the California Fio Svici r Co. with the medical profession. and the satisfaction
which tin* g<mi re Syrup of Figs has
given 10 millions of families, makes
the name <f tin- < unpany a guaranty
of tie* excellence of its remedy. It is
far in a ivun
of all other laxatives,
as it a t>
ii the kidneys, liver and
bowel- without irritating or weakening t; an. and it does not gripe nor
minx 11e.
1 n order to get its beneficial
e1feei>. ph-ase remember the name of
the < ompany
Tile aigii

standing

<

legal qualifications of

a constable are that
lie must be able to read and
write, and
must measure not less than
thirty-two
j inches around the chest and live feet six
I
Then he receives the
I inches in height.

munificent

day

salary

1 here is

of eighty-tive

tuts

|

a

a reserve

police, to lie used
when called upon. Of these, the head
nien
one in
every seven—-are paid tw

dollars

year, and :ll cents
tional when actually on
duty.
a

day

a

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CG.
LOUI8VIL1.F. Ivy.
Maine’s

hours toil.
Food costs about the same as
in New York, except that here the best
beef is only twelve cents a pound.
Strange
tot say salted beef is twice as
high, and
salt pork from 10 to 20 cents the pound.
is cheap, such as it is.
Readymade, hand-sewed shoes cost a dollar the
pair; and a man's felt hat. 00 cents.

Clothing

Cood

English

and other cloths
bring much less here than tlie usual price
for the same in London.

of the island.

Ancient

N. Y.

Schooners.

Down

Wallace could haze

paid $1,000 for the
fallowing lines, and been a
His experience, which cost

contained in the

gainer by the purchase.
dearly, green freely to others.

If the information contained in the follines had been in the possession of
H. Wallace, of Detroit, Mich., he
would have saved more than $3,000 and
would have enjoyed five years of health
Of the 440 killed and died of wounds,
ar, d happiness, instead of torture.
213 died on the day of battle, while most
Mr. Wallace is an expert accountant and
of the otheis died within two months, but
bookkeeper, in the office of C. A. Habera few lingered over a year.
& Go., Detroit. He lives with his
Of the 215 who died of disease, the korn
family in a pretty home at 240 Sixth Street.
cause of death in 48 cases is not indiHe was marked by misfortune from his
cated.
Of the others, 48 died of typhoid j
having inherited scrofula.
fever, 40 of diarrhoea, 18 of measies, 11 birth,
a young man, Mr. Wallace seemed,
Still
of smallpox, 10 of pneumonia, 10 of fever,
as he told his story, to have a long life of
4 of consumption, 4 of exhaustion, 3
health and usefulness before him.
were drowned,
3 died of heart disease, vigorous
H; tells about the remarkable incident
3 of congestion of lungs, 2 of diphtheria,
that led to his complete restoration as follows:
2 of dropsy, 2 of lung fever, and oue each
“The first physician soon said I had a
of brain fever, remittent fever, malarial
constitutionil blood disorder, and by confever, diarrhoea and fever, typhoid pneustant treatment and diet it might be cured !
monia, abscess in side, and lockjaw.
“Blood purifiers and spring medicines
The place of death is given as 88 iu
mide the eruptions more aggressive and
general hospitals, 65 iu regimental hospiIn 1888 I was a fearful looking
tals, 20 iu prison, 15 at home, 10 in camp, painful.in
fact, repulsive.
9 in field hospitals, 3 on battle fields, of sight;
“Large ulcers on my limbs discharged
exhaustion, 2 on board of transports, 2 continuously.
were drow ned by a collision of
tiansports
“I tried everything; took medical baths;
and one by the upsetting of a small
went to Medicine Lake, Washington; spent
boat.
over $3,000
for medicine and medical serThe numbers of killed and wounded are
vice -all wasted money, time and energy.
far in excess of those in any other regi
“My recovery seems like a miracle to
I me n't in any branch of the service durme.
Its beginning seems like romance.
I ing the war.
The loss by companies,
It was as follows:
I including deaths, wounds and prisoners,
v
“Chie day i the fall T re id a nr
j ranged from 53 per cent, of total enlist- article about a cur:
Dr. \vhtvted h
ments in Co. 1). to over 90 per cent, in
Co. Ij.
Number wounded and recovered,. 925
Number taken prisoners,. 04
Total of killed, wounded, prisoners, and died of disease,.1642

liams* Pink Pills for Pale People. It interested me, but I quickly forgot it.
That afternoon while moving some
books I broke an ulcer on my leg and
nearly fainted.
“The pain made me sick. I stopped
work and dropped into a chair.
“Then I again saw that newspaper article. The paper was lying on the floor, the
article exposed as though forcing me to take

lowing
James

warning.

“I read it through again carefully and
decided to give the pills a fair trial.
The
cure described in the paper was like
my
own case.

'*1 sent for a box of the pills at once and
took some that afternoon.
From that day I began to mend.
When one box was finished my friends
remarked upon my improved looks.
“Eight boxes cured me completelythere was not a sore left on my body."
Mr. Wallace made affidavit to the truth
of his story before Robert E. Hull, Jr., a
Notarv Public.
Thousands of similar case; illustrate the
unequalled power of Dr. Williams* Pink
Pills for Pale People over diseases ot the
blood and nerves*
No blood disease has
been discovered tha> (fan withstand the
action of their powerful vegetable ingredients, which harmlessly expel the impurities that cause disease.
All druggists sell
Dr. Williams7 Pink pills for Pale People;
one be x
0 cent six boxes, 52.50.
.,

Fast

tweeds

Columbus had a companion,
•thcr rugged peaks j
whose name was Porus.
The
The annual product of ruin, though
you
kuow,
or in the tropical
called nearly everything after ; diminished in recent years,still reaches the
ii. with the Spanish : Spaniards
their
behaved Saints—towns,
rivers, respectable figures, (if anything pertaini.ani stretching away j
churches, streets and rum-shops, and ing to rum can he called respectable), of
Cromwell’s Puritan Soldiers religiously \ two million live hundred thousand gallons
•;
my tin-practical
abolished then all in favor of the names ! a year.
To offset that, there are fifteen
i: hiils marshaled in |
of sinners, like King George.
To-day the : lodges of (food Templars on the island—
.'•i ster hand of towerFree
Englishmen revel in such unsentimental ami work enough they find to do.
forest, cocoanut
nomenclatures as Hog's Back. Bog Walk, Masonry nourishes in .Jamaica.
There 1
me- Melds—merely !
1
Porus is a thousand are time Grand Lodges—the Provincial
Snake Dam. etc.
text for discourse
feet above the sea in a hollow where three Grand Mark Masters Lodge of England,
iits
highland and
valleys meet. The railway has brongli; ; the Provincial Grand Lodge of Scotland,
.liaptablity of each some business to the
hamlet, and you see and the District Grand Lodge of Eastern
> Ivcrx
cataracts dancOdd Fellowship has also been
mule-carts and wagons waiting at .Jamaica.
aii'i torrents roaring cabs,
its depot and catch glimpses of streets : introduced, with a feeble off-shoot of the
;; meed
ravines, ca 11- I
1
and shops and comfortable-looking houses, Daughters of Pebekah. There are Knights
! statistics on the ex- !
<>t
and
of
Malta,
too,
Pythias,
of
cane
surrounded
a
outer
Knights
sidelights going.
!
by wide
fringe
•i the
anuuai rainfall. {
The majority of these old coasters never
but so far as faces are concerned j besides several other secret organizations i
further than Boston, or on the north
liing finger-tips over ; shanties;
Those who hare Rheumatism find
whose mysteries J am not expected to get
!
all
in
are
of
African
blackness—not
sight
side of ( ape Cod, but a few of them venand mirrored in the |
themselves growing steadily worse all
disclose—if
I
know
them.
ture
over
Nantucket
Shoals
and
up the; the while. One reason of this is that
ired a minute account a white or light-colored one among
And now our last hour in Jamaica has Sound, or to V w York, carrying lumber1 the remedies
prescribed by the doctors
bamboo and its them.
case
one
of
them j contain
and
coal
back.
In
come.
The steamer which is to carry us up
mercury and potash, which ulMaudeville is only ten miles farther on,
1 balky
wir.n a cargo of coal under her hatches I
patches oil
timately intensify the disease by causand the road ascends all the way
The I back to Cuba sails at sunset across the meets a heavy gale, the chances are
v here the dark
j ing the joints to swell nod stiffen,
jungle j
town was named aftei the Duke «>f Man- i “Western Ocean,"' calling first at Pio- strongly against any of her people ever | producing a severe
aching f i lie bones.
ay. glistening white i
seeing home again.
Every spring and fall
S. S. S. has been curing Rheumatism :
Chester, who governed Jamaica a hundred greso. Yucatan, and then rounding Cape it is
i-t the Andes and
that
so
of
the
about
expected
many
for twenty years—even the worst cases |
the prevailing com- Nm Antonio to Havana.
old tubs will he lost, just as the Glouees- j which seemed almost incurable.
i>sing cloud, led to a j years ago; and, baniug
^
Faxxik lliti on am Waud. ter
look for some of their fisher1 plexiou of its inhabitants, is as intensely
people
is properties of limeCapt. O. E. ITujihes, the popular railroad
men to go under every year on the Banks. I
as any village in the heart of the
of Columbia, S. <
had an ovperi- j
roportion in which j English
If the vessels themselves were the only j conductor,
with Rheumatism which convinced him
er.ee
Pointed Paragraphs.
I in road-building; mother country. Jb»ys are playing cricket !
loss it might he no great matter, but too
mat mere is omy one
cure for that painful dison the green: there i< a school which might 1
often the poor fellows who sail them go,
u. k-haunted marshes
ease. He says: ”1 was a
Love abhors a vacuum in the affec- too.
sit for a picture of Dotheb y's Hall, and
great sufferer from musKingston, through
tions.
tew
of
the
ever make
old
hookers
cular Rheumatism for
Very
an ivy-covered church, with a gray-haired :
two years. I could get
e
a winter trip, being laid up in November
the hill-tops, and
Poets are born, but the waiter girl is
no permanent relief
curate wandering among the graves at the j
Some of the
or December for the season.
from
kissed slopes on the
any medicine premade to order.
scribed by my physician.
back of it.
men who have sailed in them then make
The modest inn has a ruddy
I took about a dozen botwhile
The
West
India
in
better
vessels,
voyages
telephone girl lias an extensive ;
caricature of King (K >rge on its swinging I
tles of your S. S. S., and
of Jamaica is ineom- !
others go fishing and others still loaf
now 1 am as well as 1
and before the blacksmiths calling acquaintance.
ever was inmy life. I am
aro ind home or go into the woo s, for a
‘ii little bays between signboard;
When a man has nothing to do he alsure t! at your medicine 1
Down East coaster can turn his hand to
forge horses stand waiting to be shod. A
v where an abundance
cured me, and I would <'
ways attends to it personally.
**
almost anything. Most of the schooners
few English families are scattered about
recommendit to anv one
The shore is j
'reams.
1
'o make a little money for their
Men need higher moral
suffering from any blood disease.
courage more manage
Hie neighborhood, and the ladies thereof
d havens—St. Ann’s, J
the summer, but it is
owners curing
than they do higher foreheads.
ride on horseback over the hills and
Everybody knows that Rheumatism
tough v a ok lor the men who sail them.
and Ocho Rios—
g<».
is a diseased state of the blood, and
Some women are jealous of an eciio Most sch" mers of 100 tons or more
the fields, taking streams and
across
carry
harden of Eden, with
because it always gets the last word.
only a blood remedy is the only proper
only four men all told—captain, mate,
hedges that come in the way in true Engtreatment, but a remedy containing
>ft as velvet, odorous
cook-and- mud and one before the mast.
it
looks
!
but
•«.,
the
best
man
at
queer,
lish fashion.
All the bouses have open
potash and mercury only aggravates
epers, birds, blossoms I
isn’t the one who gets mar- The last three named always have to
the trouble.
j work cargo, and often the captain takes a
verandas, and each prim, wedding
ried.
re.
The road to Man- green-latticed
hand. Tin mok-and-hand gets the worst
j close-trimmed lawn rejoices in its tennis
Rio Cobre, between
As a child the race-goer’s horse was a 1 of it, for while one minute he is
boiling
A large common is utilized as
court.
hobby, and as a man his hobby is a j the pot, the next lie may have to help at
standing in the water,
horse.
race-course and cricket-ground, with tenmaking sail or reefing down—all for $20 a
say. their lower limbs
month.
nis courts in the corners, for wherever
When she says they are engaged and lie
being Purely Vegetable, goes direct to
<i with clinging oysters.
When a coaster of the Down East cut
the very cause of the disease and a perlive, there those institutions says they are not it often takes a jury to ! is
:>■
in
in
and
her
crew
assemble
barges itself in Kiugs- Englishmen
lying
port
It is the I
manent cure always results.
A lawn-tennis club meets decide.
are sure to be.
he
cabin
for
an
oue
after-supper
smoke,
i'assage Fort, where the
only blood remedy guaranteed to conNo man is born with a silver spoon in | man has as much to say as another, the
once a week. The ladies who do not come
danor
other
tain
no
mded in the conquest of
potash, mercury
across lots in the saddle,
ride thereto in his mouth, but lots of men die with gold cook being just as free to express his i gerous minerals.
•iney’s Lookout,” Fort
iu their teeth.
as
the captain. The subjects disopinion
their pony-chaises; and they make tea
Books mailed free by Swift Specific
its celebrated mineral
cussed include everything under the sun,
Two fools and two handkerchiefs are
Company, Atlanta, Georgia.
under the trees, all as “English” as posand
in
freights,
leading
politics
religion
usta, the Apostles’ l>atthe only ingredients necessary to eomthe order named.
sible. Nearly everybody hereabouts raises
It was during a religi pound a silly flirtation.
tzaretto, or quarantine
...THE...
ious discussion on board a schooner one
his own coffee, meat, poultry, fruit, vegimmediate vicinity.
A writer says poets are poorly paid. night that the question of eternal punishetables—in short, nearly everything he
institution lies on a tall
Perhaps they are, bat some of them may ment came up, and the mate related the
eats and uses; and the women are notable get what they deserve in the hereafter.
story of the o il coaster captain who had
utli of Kingston harbor,
whose tea-cakes, salads and
long been a Universalist, but he bad sudhousewives,
a new hat that is
with
The
becomgirl
-velve acres of pleasure
denly changed to another church. Being
preserves are things long to be remember- ing is never natisfied until the man she
" ilities
for his reason for changing front,
for fishing and
likes best and the girl she likes least have pressed
ed.
the old fellow blurted out.
unis, cricket and other
seen it.
[Chicago News.
Mandeville is the centre of a large dises, J know ’twas kinder sudden; 1
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thought before that any one was
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now,
curiosity. “My
of Jamaica, famed for the excellence of
CRAI
I've come to the conclusion that
to take anybody’s word
visitor at the dime museum to one of the b’gosl
there must be a hell for the Swazeys!”
| its fruits and the sleek cattle on its graz*ri mental knowledge,
“as a fat man you are a rank
The S vazeys were a famous sea-going
FEED,
ing grounds. The red soil is mixed with exhibits,
iimbs slowly uj> to grazI have seen many a fatter man family with whom the old fellow was concrumbled lumps of white coral, a ready- ;; failure.
at
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and
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war,
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| temperature
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all this fatness in while
1
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longer, even with the best of luck,
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i a military amp during the llispauo- Amerprising masters want better ves- |
Spanish Town, i never cold and never oppressively hot.
Importers, ol SUilt.
>eis
Whole families of captains like the
ii. is passed, but little
[Life.
Yellow Jack is as much a stranger here ican war?”
IVndietons and Coombses of Penobscot dealers in the finest quality of
from the car windows, as Jack
Pay, who a few years ago were in little
Frost, and the droughts which so
|
.
«
of the deserted State often
Marine insurance companies of New old “coasting wagons,” are now masters!
parch the lowlands are unknown |
ot
three and four-masted schooners, !
big
in ling higher, the seentheir
losses
estimate
!
where
rain
falls the York City
during and
among the hiiltowns,
every other skipper wants to have the
1
and more broken, Rag- I
year round.
Riding about the neighbor- the Atlantic coast storm of Nov. 29 :i(), at same kind of ship. Three and four-mastETTORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
crossed by picturesque
ers are the favorite
hood, you are more and more charmed $1,000,000.
type of vessels now,
(
of hills appear to be with it. Gum
| and it is rarely that a small schooner is 33, 33, 37 Front. St.. Belfast, Me
trees, almond, mangoes and
for a fisherman. In Bath
'tered carelessly in every cedars
In the joint debate between Yale and built, except
spread their shadows over all the i Princeton
the judges decided unanimously now they are building a monster schooner
TE LEI‘HOKE4-2.
ltf
Thor’s children had been roads, and
silk-cotton
trees
and
tower
in
This
intellectual
Camden
a still larger one,
each
of Yale.
great
victory
| in favor
balm
for
afford
the
to
with
houses with them. Some skyward in
at
least
a
partial
of
about
4,the ought
coal-carrying capacity
lonely maguificence
in athletics.
000 tons, and there are lots of others
deep and rugged, others haunts of the dreaded “duppies,” or I defeat
as large on the stocks.
Hard pine,
nearly
it,
‘loping sides and rounded ghosts, who—so the negroes believe—
spruce, coal and ice are the principal
nl are clothed with dense
would wreck awful vengeance upon any
freights along shore now, and they are
'» base to
moved in large quantities, calling for vescrown, their sides mortal who would dare strike an ax into
to
sels of great capacity. There is no money
HAS A FULL STOCK OF
umerable ravines, down the sacred stems. All around are wooded
;
now for a
MOULDINGS FOR ALL
coaster, unless it can carry a
A
to
KINDS OF.
if.
play leap-frog over mossy slopes, with white-walled villas among
coal mine at a load, and it is the same
'1
ti
with other freights,so low are the rates on
the forest is reached, orange and coffee groves,
iv,
to
groups of
account of the competition of steamers
Piatters are burning out the palms, wind-mills and sugar-factories;
L
to
and barges.
[New York Sun.
their yam patches. These and far beyond, the highest mountain
(»f the
Also MATS in all colors.
highland blacks have range looks blue as the sky against which
CASTORIA.
PASSE PARTOl T MATERIAL.
sr'nct and not always pleasant it seems to learn.
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all
Bears
Almys
lt.
tie
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grocers
REASONABLE PRICES.
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iraaica- A negro secures from
the
GIVE Kin A CALL.
Consulting
marginal notes made on
2-lb.
ri)nH*ut an acre or two of unclear- this journey to Mandeville—thanks to
my
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H.

James

information

ing

A teamster,
get :>-*> cents e teh.
with his cart and two moles, or three
oxen, (which he feeds himself), receives
about a dollar and a half for twelve

If so,

Lost Years
of Youth.

Total number of enlistments.
2202
Number who saw field service,.1700
Number killed and died of wounds,. 440
Number died of disease. 215
Total number of deaths. 055

Fleet Which Is Disappearslowly From the Seas.
The Question of Lanyards.
From April to December there maybe
at
found ;it any Eastern port, notably
A correspondent of an English-contemBangor, scores of two-masted schooners porary remarks that since the innovation
to
two
hundred
in
size
from
ranging
fifty
of screw steel lanyards to standing rigtons, and in age from twenty to sixty
A few are even older, and all for ging we have had a deplorable list of
years.
general decay and dilapidation, alow and missing ships, and it is the opinion of the
aloft, put Clark Russell's Flying Dutchwriter and many others that were the oldman in the shade.
They leak like sieves,
and generally carry the most ancient style fashioned hemp lanyards still in use we
of pumps, so that when they begin to should hear less of overdue and missing
take water it is more work to keep them
vessels.
An A 1 ship of the present day,
free than >t is make sail on them.
For
if efficiently manned and properly hand
the rest, old and patched sails, primative
is
equal to encounter almost any
blocks and pulleys, running rigging that led,
weather she may meet with, but in his
should be in a junk she p and windlasses
opinion her weakness consists in “steel
patterned afterthe style that Noah used in lanyards,” which jeopardize the safety of
the Ark, make up a picture that would
vessel and crew. A ship sailing with the
cause dismay
to any but a Down East
wind abeam, being suddenly struck by a
coaster sailor.
lists over, so that when the
These old craft,as a rule, carry lumber, heavy squall,
order is given to let go topgallant, topwhich accounts iu a great measure for
sail halyards, etc., the yards get jammed
their longevity: they can’t very well sink,
to the extreme angle of list, consefor their cargoes won’t let them. They owing
quently before the vessel can be brought
are owned sometimes by a dozen people,
to the wind she turns turtle with the loss
the captain generally having a small inBefore the innovation
of all on board.
terest, an eighth ora quarter, but oftener I of steel
lanyards there were numerous inand
dealers
lumber
firms,
by shipping
| stances where ships and valuable lives
brokers, who sometimes give the captain
were saved by
cutting away the masts,
•V> per cent,
of the gross earnings for |
but under the present state of things this
sailing them, but more frequently pay is next to
impossible. [Marine Journal. ;
him so much a month. Nine owners out of
ten look for dividends only, and consider
anything spent for repairs as so much
The result is that the vesmoney lost.
sels are so poorly found that it is a
wonder that they ever get anywhere.
They have been known to leave port
without enough oil on board to keep the
V
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cognomen 1 do not
relic of Spanish oc-

FRANCISCO, Cal.
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addi-

Labor of all kinds is cheap in Jamaica.
1 he ordinary
wages of carpenters and
brick-layers is 70 cents a day, and tlieii

acre, which he treats
sinful wastefulness, leav-

by such

Kingston

only

genuine Syrup o, Figs is manufactured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact wFl
assist one » avoiding the worthless
imitat ions manu fact ured by other par-

one

word, address included. The constabulary consists of seven hundred men, 100 of
whom are stationed in Kingston.
The

it is about the only title
which has survived the Euglish ownership

cupancy.

wind-

Banking corporations issuing

Indies.
A cablegram from
New \ ork costs a dollar and

the

and
simplicity of the combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to impress upon
all the importance of purchasing the
true and original remedy. As the

half-ounce, if prepaid:
cent; double rate if not
prepaid. Telegraphy is cheap in Jamaica
compared to ocher places in the West

newspapers

another

know, unless

moun-

is due not

four cents each

ing the fust to go back to scrub.
Finally Porus is reached—an old town
whose name reminds you of plasters. How

ligli sometimes painicnditl pictures blur-

a

annum.
A barrister
pays $75. on his admission; and a solicitor
$500 for his certificate.
Postage on letters
going from place to place in the island is

clearing one.
Among the ashes he plants
his yams and melons, and perhaps a little
corn, growing the same crop over and
over until the soil is exhausted, when he

the trader from

THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS

license fee of $100 a
year
and $50 elsewhere in the
Some of the stamp duties are

heavy.

j

Washington.

Verily,
lacking in “light

notes, pay $325.00 per

ed forest, at an almost nominal quit-rent.
His lirst move is to set it on lire, thereby
wasting the timber on a dozen acres while

naturally conservalid nothing prejudiand

very

heavy Artillery.

ing the coming year, has furnished the
Journal with the following facts in regard to the casualties of the regiment,
which served about one year in the field
and over two years iu the defences of

Kingston,

island.

write

West Indies in geuWhile
j aitieular.

ce.

British province is not
literature.”

First Maine

C Major C. J. House, who is now writing up the book copy of the record of
the men for the history of the 1st
Maine Heavy Artillery iu the war of the
Rebellion, which will be issued dur-

on

per annum.
Five
daily newspapers are published in Kingston, besides three weeklies, two semiweeklies, seven monthlies, three fortnightlies and a quarterly review.
this
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Un-

long days
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lands

is six cents the
j sugar, coffee, grain, etc.,
acre; for inferior land, two cents.
Mer- i
chants pay a tax of sixty dollars a
year; !
shopkeepers, $37.50; anil newspaper pro-
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would write to
you telling you
of my condition.
You told
me T had enlargement of
one of the lobes
of my liver and
the gall bladder,
and advised me
to take your
‘Golden Mediconsulted two of the best doccal
Discovery
tors in *"u'nand
Pleasant
Pellets.' I had not taken more than half a bottle of each when I began to feel better, and my
came back, and for a little over a year
since. I began to do my work."
Dr Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery is
a medicine that cures on rational, scientific
It is the discovery of a reguprinciples.
latly graduated, practicing physician of
It tones up the stomach,
high standing.
stimulates the livei and regulates the bowels.
It brings all the digestive org ms into
healthy activity. It neutralizes and eradicates all poisonous, effete matter in the
blood and fills it with the rich, vital, red
corpuscles of health and vigor.
The "Discovery
is a temperance medicine.
It contains no alcohol in any form.

Mande-

to

farm

of the best doc
tors in town and
they said medicine would do
me no good
1
gave up all hope
of ever getting
well again. One

]

am

able information.

became so sore
I could scarcely
walk about the
house, and I had
uo appetite.
I
consulted t w o

insignificance in
ing when compared
>
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well-posted travelling companions_I
able to give you the following reli- I
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HOLIDAY GOODS.
Heading our ads. is profitable business it you
they say. We can do better for you in

heed

what

Holiday Goods, ieo's Furnishing Goods,
CAPS, ETC.,

HATS,
Than

anybody

It

else in town.

we

SILK UMBRELLAS

can’t prove it

we

don't want yen uach

For Ladie5 anci Qent,emen

;X; MEN’S HOSIERY, GLOVES, MUFFLERS,
T fine NECKWEAR, FINE SHIRTS White 'y
anci Colored. PICTURES of all kinds,BOOKS
for everybody, BIBLES, BASKETS of all
sorts, PORCELAIN in beautiful shapes pm?
colors, STERLING SILVER in great varie-

x'x

’*!*'

ty, LEATHER GOODS==all new, up-to-date
goods that cannot fail to please you.i'

T

♦

yfc

Rheumatism.
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Poor & Son’s
DRU< ; STORE.
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Lack of space forbid.-- a dt
win.
tents of Farm and
for variety and excellence. I’ 1 >u•

!
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are r.n*

?:.*!*t

'•in-

.called
'r

am

its

Karin
many departments may be mentmta
and Garden, Market Reports. Krull Vulture. Plans
a
Lawyer,
and Inventions, The Apiary, Taiks with
Around the Globe, Live stock and Dairy. The PoulPlants
The
Veterinary.
try Yard, Question Box,
and rlowers, Fashions and Fancy Work, Household Features, etc.
Fa km am> Homk is published semi-inonitiiy
"hole
thus giving you 2 4 numbers a year,
making a volume ot over 501) pages, teeming
with all the latest ami most reliable inf'*--'nation
that experience ami science can supplv. N- better
proof of its popularity can be o|fer«d than its
circulation, wl.u-h extends o
ony
and territory in the I'nion. ea-d namber
being read by no less that a million readers.
t tins
Do not delay or tail t" take ad.ai
remarkably liberal oiler, which we mako lor a
with
limited time only, by special arraiigcn

enormous

WINTI R RATES.

State

the publishers. itemeniber, " -'•ml bulb papers
lull year, ai the wry low pnc> ab.\ :Jwn.
a
4’n l.
Address all orders to

Great Re duc.ticn in Fares.
Tie I fast

o

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,
lii

Boston

LEASH, HAIM..

CEO. F. BABES, M.»., li 1), S,

Anthracite and

1

.id
u
Relieving that every one
*.1 inil>
have at least one p* •«! afirnr.ltni;.' a;
journal, we have perfected arranpim n:- u .ciehy
•urnal.
we can send that prartiealandin>tnie!i\«am*

jj

|

FOR ONLY 52,00.

hi i< an

gi its

this year for

are

j

everybody, Farm
Tiik Rmi
yourselves, what | publication,
full year
only $*2,011.

varied.
see

THEBES! I ARM AM) ATI! \ PAPER IN SHE
INITED STATES. BOTH ONI: YEAR

LOcliSi

The Nose and Throat,

>

—

Easy
The
Easy
Easy
Easy
Xtr Easy

Food

Buy,

Cook,
Eat,

Digest.

Soaker Oats

%,<!

^in

A. CLEMENT

pkgs. onl>

Picture

Framing

JNowburv snvi‘1,

]>o.
■

Fare between Belfast and Boston reduceci;from
§3.00 to §2 25.
Fare between Searsport and Boston reduced
from §3.10 to $2.30 and a proportionate reduction made in the price of through tickets between Boston and all landings on the l’enobscot
River.
The price of rot ms, accommodating two persons each, will be reduced from §2.00 and §1.50
to §1.50 and §1.00 each.
Steamers will leave Belfast for Boston, via
Camden and Rockland, at (about) 2.30 P. M.,
Mondays and Thursdays.
For Bangor, via way landings, Wednesdays and
Saturdays at (about) 8.00 A. M.,or upon arrival
of steamer from Boston.
RESURNINtt

From
P. M.
From
A. M.

Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays
Bangor, Mondays and Thursdays

at
at

5.00
11.00

CHAS. K. JOHNSON, Agent. Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l. Supt.. Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Boston.

Near Coruev

,-l

C;, 11 ti,-' 1 Streetl
'SS.

BOSTON,
Hours. 1L’ to 2. others hours
by appointment only.
October, IbbT—l\4f>

WHAT IS THE LATEST
FINISH IN CELLULOID
HOODS THIS SEASON'.'
IT IS.'

VERNIER MARTIN,
SEEN AT.

POOR & SON’S,

Druggists.

JOURNAL^ [ Best of All

TBE REPUBLICAN

15, 1SV»S.

BELFAST, THURSDAY. DEC EMBER

—

Suffering Completely Relieved.
1 was suffering with my stomach, and
prescriptions did not do me any good.

Pub. Co.

Republican Journal

No

! H,wines!' ilinager.

CIIAKLESA I'lLSiiVRV,

flat

agreed

against
toring

Geographers
whether the Philippines number 2,000 or
Uncle Sam must proceed at once
l.loo
to

as

a

to

back

my

for mouths and

decided

to

feeling no better I
Sarsaparilla, it

Hood's

try

take account of stock.

having been taken by some of my
quaintances with benefit. Before I
finished the first bottle I began to

Representative Diuglev recently

prove. and it was wonderful to see what
When
a change there was in my feelings.

enter-

ac-

there

Are

no

lunch

cars

ington’
The

I

Portland

Evening Express says:
Chapman’s new scheme to have a

Prof

im-

8 15,
Young Peoples’ Meeting; topic,
“Religion a Source of Joy.” Those having
no church
home elsewhere are cordially
invited to join in these services.

musical

bill introduced into the

act
and

Pi
lie
rlllb

legisla-

<*asUy. promptly
effectively. 25c.

will be continued.

The Loss of the Portland.

for the purpose of creating a State
superintendent of schools does not seem
to meet with the warmest favor in all

ture

be

a

15 p.

The winter term of schools is now
in sessiou with the following teachers:
Fred Myrick,|Fred Bagley. Fred Carter, Miss
Maude Monroe, Georgia Tyler Wood, Mabel
Stoue Ward, Grace Gray, and Miss Lutie
Hunt.
All are citizens of Troy except Miss

Agnes Carleton and Ethel Stover
C. Institute, Pittsfield....Since
the recent snow storm the roads have been
bad. We Troyites think that if the represenrick and

the M.

The following, from the Conference Notes
The attempt to cast the responsibility
of Zion’s Herald, will be of interest to the
for the loss of the steamer Portland upon !
many friends of Mr. and Mrs. Palmer:
quarters.’' It begins to look, to an outtatives elect, could drive over the country
(.'apt. Blanchard, who is not here to deLivermore Falls.
Rev. G. R. Palmer
shin. ike a case of “too much Chapfend himself, has called forth many anti has reoer ed 12 on probation as the fruit of roads in winter they would do their best to
man.
the recent revival. Twenty have professed replace the existing law requiring road comindignant protests. No one who knew conversion,
but some were from other towns.
f'*r reinstating the district
The pies* nt ballot law of the State has ( apt. Blanchard believes for a moment Several have been received into full con- missioners and go
A good many apples
surveyor
system
no
left
at
are
The
friends
a
storm
nection.
face
of
here;
to
sea
in
the
any that he went
Congregations
large.
ipparentl>
school has an average attendance of have been packed in Troy in the last few
is sayiug a word
in its
rate nobody
He was master of Sunday
in defiance of orders.
Benevolences are being looked week,
ninety
Portland cor. Pangor Commerfavoi.
going at S’- <K) and 2.50 per barrel.
his profession, and knew the value of after. Mrs. Palmer is often called away for
,kii.
R. E. Stone has been buying potatoes in
addresses.
missionary
at
i
was
tied
\\ bile the boat
up
\\ hy. wl at has become of l.oouey and obedience.
town.Albiou Piper, who has been spendServices at the M. E. church Sunday, Dec.
I her pier the Boston agent was bis supeing some time with Ins mother, Mrs. C arottit- Post land dailies that erstwhile chain
When the lint s were 18th, will be as follows: Sermon by the pas- line Piper, has returned to NewLirk.
ii.»r in command.
p oned tlie Australian ballot law so earntor at 1".4.' a. m.; Sunday school at 12 m.;
cast off 'apt. Blanchard was in command
estly and so injudiciously;1
of Junior League at •’> 80 p. m.;
Death of a Famous Writer.
and ( apt. Craig, formerly master of the meeting

|
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of cod liver oil with hypoNo remedy
phosphites.
is such a perfect preventive to consumption. Just
the moment your throat
begins to weaken and you
find you are losing flesh,
you should begin to take it.
And no other remedy
has cured so many cases
of consumption.
Unless
you are far advanced with
this disease, Scott’s Emulsion will hold every inducement to you for a

m.

Troy.

to

Christmas Announcenien

perfect

SALE OF OIL PAINTINGS
At prices that cover only cost ol fi.
Painted by HATZOW and other (,.
4 in. Gold Frames, 14x22,
4 in. White and Gold Frames, 14x22
6 in. Gold with Furnished Lining, 14x22
6 in. Oxidized, Gold Lining, 14x22
ti in. White and Gold, irith Furnished

|

of E] worth League at 6 lo: leader,
\ or lip. o' Methodists will not sell
Portland, now retired, says of him: “A meeting
Miss Cleora Haney; topic, “The Motive of
-ampgiouud to the Pharises, who cooler man 1 never knew, and 1 doubt if
our lives," Is
Peter 4:11; song service at
would turn it into a pleasure park, but
there was bis superior as a pilot on any
\ hes are not averse to
an electric
'■

having

He
boat that plies the coast of Maiue.
I have
was honest, fearless and taithfu
man
win* could handle a
m-\er seta a

roa<] invade the sanctity of the place.
J,**wiston Journal.
This is in aorordame with the policy of
to

I

ail mat it will amount to.
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Put if Gen.

!

lion
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his candidacy, would
!
tin United 'states S nate lie would he | length

Cieaves should
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they j

^Veterinary

Glad 10 Share
A Good Thing.

as to

the sentiments

ot

their constituents.

1

having

man

W.*-doubt, however, A Gen. Cleaves will
the game with the cards stocked
igainst him, as they probably are at this
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eouipped with, and
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“As far

plied:

the
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ground
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J
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1

in

appealing

one

article

The mate, pilot and clerk were ashore
that night, and that means a shortage of
officers, if it comes to launching boats.”

of the ^yellow journals”
nu
attention and

would have attracted
found

tudieuce.

Coming from the

Ill view of tlmse and other facts the pro-

There does not appear to be any reasonable or sufficient explanation ft-, the un-Ameiican atiTude of
>niator iiae as indicated in the article

posed Congressional investigation is most
propei--indeed, it is urgently called for.
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and inexpensive, made of Satin and Beaver Cloth, all colors,

^73c.AND98c.

*

an

Til VN

STURTEVANT-LARRA8EE

on

exceptional
boat, besides being ex-j
are able to
The more modem \ alleged, steamship companies
-ptionally strong.
secure the removal of honest inspectors
I
>ide-wheelers are higher and have more
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Fancy
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special value for this

a

Up.

.lull Lot of dents' ’lalionet llilhfs. Sill,
.1,
I .loli I ot of Lathes' fancy Einhroitleretl Ihthfs.
.1

are

inefficient, let the facts be brought

at
passenger
the pn»steamers.
If the law as it now stands peradvocate |
mits the equipment of a steamer with life
the side wheel instances the Katahdin’s
no better than a bag of sand it
out
The Katahdin was an preservers
gale.
ding
cannot be amended too quickly.
If. as
sea
it*

are

Or

AM) SEE THEM.

Handkerchiefs from 2c.

Ladies; High Cut. Fur Jwmmed Shoes;

aud subject to inspection by
If ti ese reguiuUnited States officials.
■ati<>ns are insufficient or the inspectors

;

WCOME

J

all under government

are

steamers

We

:

IOC.
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We have specified these two lines astney are special bargains.
But our whole assortment of Slippers is complete and low priced.

j regulations

ms

ty of siiiew heel and propeller
»' l construction and model have

,! a:
S.

t >

on

the steamer l’ortland

hss oi

rise

v’en

_

Kferent.

c

Telephone

5

made of dark maroon goat skin, patent leather
trimmed, fancy white stitching, new “Columbia” cut. ihese Slippers
are worth a third more than we ask for them.

complement

an

Residence

Telephone 8 P.

Four different styles, handsome velvets, with patent
leather trimmigs, neat and durable leather Slippers,
in different styles and colors, 75c. would be cheap for these Slippers.

re-

j

>uch

Ontario Veterinary College.
to.
Office anti Pharmacy at Belfast Livery
strfet.
Residence and Hospital IT tonsre.s

CnP Clip
rUl ullui

cork life

Tie Evening Stai, the leading daily
preservers are concerned. 1 would just as
vj-wspapei at the National Capital, is ; soon take my chances with a bag of sand.
onservative in its utterances, aecu- : 1 know the
company has a great many of
ai-.- m its statements, arui carefully edited. 1! the
ground <uk life preservers, and they
Ht<ji for a quarter ••£ a century at, had a lot of them when 1 was on the line,
:".h‘ has been II*»u. ( -sby S
Voyes. a i'lft- grass idled preservers I do not know
Maine man, and from early youth he has much about.”
Upon another point Capt.
-u
familiar with men and affairs in (
raig said: “The law was violated, for it
Washingt »n. This gives weight to what distinctly states that no boat shad sai1
the Stai said in a recant issue of the sen
of officers.
without its full

i'»i >eL-ato'; from Maine.

(jraduate and Medalist

one on.

('apt. Craig, who is above quoted, was
asked by a representative of the Boston
Traveler liis opinion of the life preservers

enter

Surgeon.-*

*

PRICES 50 CENTS TO S3.00.

*

come we: through would haw- acted as a
lih'ly ;■) have the support of the Waldo j dead weight. It is reported that some of
fioiecatiou, unless we are greatly mistaken | these weighed
pounds, enough to have

drowned any

•

■

25 Different Styles

to Live rise to the belief that
not have supported a body for any
"f time and that after having be-

j'1

....

14x22 S’ I :u>

We have secured direct
manufacturer a large lot
Puff Boxes. Pin 1 'rays, (>a
Beautiti
Cream Jars, &c
Die'
Exclusive Styles.
I
the
lor
Holiday
pecialK
very cheap, ranging in pri.

!

1

,,

.:■>

NEW PERFUMES FOR CHRISTMAS

DR. W. L. WEST,

Office

Lining

:su

!-----

-(•HOLIDAY

Mug everything that dots! le.ai better, either in calm or storm.”
in ing grist to its o\vu insatiate hopper,
\- 1< from the question of responsibilit other people will readily <ee the dirity for sending the steamer to sea there
between dumping a boat load of j a re other matters of public concern which
;V fnn
on
the grounds Sunday call f<’i investigation.
\ 'ir>ioni»ts
For example, an
j
minu and having the facilities offered ; exc hange says:
<
in
lie road every day in the week, j
M i- i indignation lias been aroused by
the «ii-"very that many of the life pred
a
which have come ashore from the
'TV interesting bit of gossip
j M-iveis
aniei Pnit'and aueoh! aud water-soakn .-v inday Herald publishes in a j
ed, especially those tilled with grass.
»
so.
five. Augusta, and probably that >.>me of these have been in such a coudiJ
Pan ].. J..

The death isauuoun -ed
London. Dec 10
of William Black, the novelist.

!>s,

fit
$1

cure.

All Druggists, 50c. and $1.
SCOTT & Bpwne, Chemists, N. V.

j

Us,-.

#®“This is a rare chance to secure a Valuabi l
for Christmas at the small cost of the frame.

...

_

|

Scott’s Emuslion

12; 1 Peter!; 3, 12, 13. There will
lecture by the pastor in the vestry at 7-

Nell- 8:8

Following are the Baptist notices: Thursday evening at seven o’clock the annual
business meeting of the church in place
Hunt, who belongs in Unity... .Luna Ferguof the regular weekly
prayer meeting. son and
Katrina Harding Lave returned to
Other weekly appointments are as usual.
the Farmington Normal school. Faustina
At the Sunday evening worship the series
Whitaker and Bessie Weymouth have gone
of the sermons, “The Teachings on the Hill,’’
to the Castine Normal school; Arvena My-

Ts the best—in fact the One True Blood Purifier.

Hrxnri’e
IIOOUS*

Did you ever see one?
Did you ever hear of one ?
Most certainly not. Consumption is a disease that
invariably causes loss of
flesh.
If you are light in weight,
even if your cough is only
a slight one, you should
certainly take

Abbie Lawrence of Bostou has taken
the work at the People’s Mission,

I'niversalist church next Sunday
at 10 30 a. m. regular service, preaching by
the pastor, at 12 o’clock Sunday school; at

Hood’s s^ia

in Wash-

Fleshy
Consumptive

of

At the

had

tained Ambassador Pauncefote and the i 1 had taken six bottles I was cured, and,
best of all, I have never had any return of
C anadian
commissioners, including the |
! thosesufferings.” Mrs. E. E. Philbrook,
eminent Lord Herschel of England, and
Remember
I Frankfort, Maine.
their ladies, at lunch in the House restaurant

A

Friday at 7 15 p. m. for a missionary evening.
Next Sunday’s services will be as follows:
58 High street, for the present. Meetings Morning worship at 10.45, with sermon by
school
every Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday aud the pastor, Rev. G S. Mills; Sunday
Sunday evening at 7 o’clock aud Sunday at at 12m.; Y. P. 8. C. E. meeting at 0.15 p_
2.30 p. m.
m., topic, “How to
enjoy our religion,”
Mrs.

charge

to press my shoulders
something for relief. After doc-

on

address by the pastor;

North church this, Thursday, evening will be
Millet, who was to have “The Habit of Private Devotions.” Ps. 55:lti
giveu a talk at the Baptist church last Sun- 18; Dan. 6: 4 14 ; Acts, 10; 1-18. The Young
day evening was called to her home in North Peoples’ Society of Christian Endeavor will
Leeds, Me., by the illness of her mother.
meet with Mrs. H. M. Prentiss,Court street,

feeling in my stomach and a
constant pain under my shoulder blades.
Many times 1 was compelled to lie down

K\eu the Ibston Globe is disgusted with
brutal and sickening six-day bicycle
cmtest iu New York last week.
not

1 had

me.

an

Miss Harriet N.

dreadful

•the

are

what ailed

could tell

one

15, followed by

theme, "The Grandeur of | Labor.” The
weekly evening meetings will be as follows;
At the First Parish Church, Unitarian,
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at 7.15;
next Sunday, the pastor, Rev. Janies M. class
at 7.15
meeting Thursday eveuing
Leighton, will preach at 10.45 A »i.; Sunday
The topic of the prayer meeting at the
at
12
m.
school

This Crand Cure by Hood’s Sarsaparilla Is Permanent Dreadful

j

THE
IM BI.1SHF1' EVERY THURSDAY MOR.MMi BY

7

The Churches.

*

__

C
H

S

1

beam than
1
ii

1 lie older craft, and this makes
haidei to handle and less seaworthy,
fact, they are not tit vessels to go to
u

rough weather, and rarely do so,
hut are liable to be caught outside in a
blow
A propeller of the same length
u

gives much less deck-room and passenger
accommodations than the side-wheeler,
while the latter has the advantage in
smooth water and is

easily handled
But when it comes

more

in making landings.
down to sea going qualities there is no
room for comparison. There is no rougher water on the face of the globe than
that traversed by steamers from Boston
to Nova Scotia ports, Yarmouth and Halifax, and this service is performed by
steamers, which have come through
Hie severest gales safely, when a sidewheeler would not have lived an hour.
screw

who seek to do their

ceive attention.

duty,

that should

re-

Provision should also be

made for the registration of passengers in
tlie office of the steamship company on

shore, as well as on the vessel. It is
erally believed that the Portland had
three

or

board

w

times

two

many passengers on
hen lost as has been reported,

hut the truth will never be known unless
the ill fated steamer’s papers are recovered, which is highly improbable. By all
means

then have

an

Mate

or

awionnt.

schools.

Yet 'hat is what has been done
New York city,as will be seen by reading the paragraph from Town Topics on

the 7th page, while in Georgia the finance
committee of the house has reported in
favor of cutting £400,000 from the public

hosts of ministers who are
deploring the wide-spread use of the hi
cycle, so many people wickedly ride on
wheels on Sunday and do not go to church
so much as
they used to before wheels
vveie introduced.
[M. J. Savage in Gunter’s Magazine.
are

school fund

It is said that a reduction
of appropriations is necessary in Georgia
because of the concealment of so much

taxable property in that State; but why
should the education of the children be

neglected because of the meanness of the
dodger? The Democratic Atlanta

tax

Journal raises its voice in protest, and
calls attention to these words in the plat-

may be said of horses and boats,
and many other things. Don’t lay it all
to the wheel.

extract

ed

Representative Diuglev says the increastax on beer has come to
stay. That

means

more

froth and less beer for the

consumer; but the brewers

just

the

are

kicking

same.

Prospect Village. The S. B. I. S. will
meet this, Thursday, afternoon with Mr. and
Mrs. F. L. Ward-Mrs. S. S. Wood was
called to Belfast last week on account of the
serious illness of her niece, Miss Havener.

Eugene Partridge goes to Bangor
form of the last Democratic State conven- this week, where he has employment for the
tion: “The people of Georgia, without re- winter-Mrs. Susie Perkins, reported sick
Arthur Haley
gaid to race, color or previous condition, last week, is improving-Mr.
gave a party to his many friends last Friday
are indebted to the present system of pubeveniug and all pronounced it one of the best
lic schools,and we believe that the State
should

he

no

less liberal in the future

has been in the past in dealing
with this very important department of
public service.” But there is not, or

than

it

rather should not he, any politics in this
The schools and school funds
should not be at the mercy of selfish poli-

question.

ticians, who

care

nothing for education,

good citizenship, and who,
perhaps, know nothing of its value.
the basis of

Faunt'eroy Leggings,

Women’s High Cut Broadcloth Gaiters, (extra

-Mr.

! of the season-Mr. Howard Cummins passed to a higher life Dec. 6th-A party of
eleven little ones went to the residence of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dockham last Friday, it
being the 10th birthday of their daughter
Alice, and were most pleasantly entertained
with games and refreshments. The little
ones carried out a nice program with Linna
Colson as organist, Catherine L. Littlefield
whistling some of her favorite pieces. Alice
received many birthday gifts. Just before
the start for home a delicious supper was
served. Each child brought home a napkin
as a memento of the party.

At Xmas time there are a

We

are

in a

position

great

pality)

.69
.50

SLIPPERS,

many Crocheted

of the Best

Style, Tlaterial, Strengt!
And
I

1

Sr
v

1r

I

■—<

psrpz-r

>N SIM
POCKET KNIVES Af A I-1
EANCY CARVINO SI I
.MRS. 1*0 1 FS' (R0“

Stable and Street Blankets, Fur and Plush

*

Whips

iimi

Blanhrts,

Prices Newer any Lower.

15C. J.WJONESJ
Best Quality Bound Edge,
10c.
Second Quality Bound Edge, 7c.

Best Quality Cord Edge,

The

“Sorosis”

WK II AY K HOICK GOODS (Ills \ h A 1C THAN
liEKOKK IN ALL I'llK LINKS HI
KVKIC
T<
ADDKIi
WK
IIAVK
HAVE OARRIKD.
LINKS Ol
NEW
SEVERAL
OUR STOCK
GOODS I'll AT AUK USUALLY SOLD BY .IK.WKLKRS—CUT GLASS, UMBRELLAS AND KIM

of modern shoe excellence has
As they are so extensnoe.

known it is useless for

us

to

expatiate

CUTLERY.—THEY AUK OK THE SAME HIGH
STANDARD THAT WK TICY TO MAINTAIN
IN ALL THE GOODS WK SELL.

thei'1

We nave secured the agency for this city
and can supply them in all THE DIFFERENT
STYLES and WIDTHS. A pair of these boots

merits.

would be a VERY ACCEPTABLE PRESENT
*
*
*
TO ANY LADY

B. C. BINSMORE,

-

id

Jewelry “Holiday

been reached in this

sively

S?'Come and

EVERYTHING IN GENERAL HARDWAE

——.A FEATURE OF THESE SOLES IS THE EXTRA THICK WOOL.^——

pinnacle

Hult«*v*s*

WASHBURN AND MOEN HAY WIRES

Slippers made.

to sell you these soles at WHOLESALE PRICES,

THE

no Ha

I CHRISTY KNIVES,

II

I

GIFTS.
j*.

# WOOL SOLES FOR

are

$1.23

Nothing

a

in

Skin

investigation, and

let it be searching and
thorough.
less will satisfy the public.
There

Boys’ Goat

Women’s High Cut Jersey (all wool)

as

shoit-sighted policy for a I the clergy of Belfast; for at least three of
city t > appropriate less than the the number ride the wheel themselves.
needed to cany on tlie public What is said of the
bicycle in the above

seems

Little

They

gen

The hosts of ministers does not include

It

LEGGINGS, GAITERS, ETC.

33 Main St,, Belfast.

...

GEO. K. POOll
Belfast National Bank.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of tlio
Belfast National Bank for tin choice of directors
and the transaction ot any other business that
may legally come before them, will be held at
their hankie*r moms on Tuesday, January 10
1899,

at

10 o’clock

a

m.

W. WESCOTT, Cashier.
Belfast, Dec. 10, 1898.—4w50

UfV. T. I\11 A L LI > A K.
esl at the church last Bunds
there again in two weeks
home from Boston last we11
is improving at pres- nt.
nied by Herbert 11 Knc"
side with him in the fun
MeCorison, who has been tp
improving.... E. E. Hall
school at East Knox-A!'
work for B. F. Foster.
v

[

OF BELFAST.

Tll« ladies’ sewing circle of the
North
church will meet with Mrs. Edward
Sibley
High street, this, Thursday, afterno m from
2
j to 5 o’clock.
Fred Atwood’s calendar for 189!) is a
work
of art. It has the reproduction of
a

j

■

-glit. H J. Locke & Son will
veiling until Christmas.
,,

|

.11

r.uuor,
\\

...

am

tliter term of the.

pamt.

ing illustrating this line from a poem by
James Whitcomb It ley, “When the
frost is
on the
punkiu and the fodder’s in the
shock.” Mr. Atwood represents

20th.

I>ec.

fire,

The

year’s
audited,

lulls will be

mu

■

niters

notice

as

was

ijters.

pond

k

is

leg

whose

—

Sold throughout the world.
Corf., Props., 11 on ton. flow

broken

was

caving in on him, fell
t v point Saturday, and it
that he had broken the

Potter I)buo ai»d ('hem.
to Cure Salt Rheum, free.

1

uot
,rinse.

Ralph

and

ns

i,

fnnn Isle

Freeman

Haut

au

with

lantity of pelts, poultry,
:I.h trip in sch. Maria Webight some cattle ou the

attractive
an

were

bring

unable to

at

is

oue

:st!«.

long blast

on

The lever in the

changed

"‘mii

to

have an
Port*

li U. R. Co. will

freight

..r.iued

pm-sh

a

in

nmug at 10 a. m.
Beifast freight:

Fol-

Overtoil. 1 8 rake and
kford 1 meat box, L If.
F. B. Ra\ ; 1 shelf,
1 box medicine, Hobutt les, Murphy B.
Harding; P boxes soap

ej;s

Friday

met

scholars'

The

inttee.

the

!.

as

of

owners

this

laid

sewers

i-.s.-^sed pro rata and each
ii a printed list of the

The

light

of

the

running

the

the

20th,

country,

Orleans

interested may appear

His orders

always large
pictures being ordered

This season, many

are

vessel

th" Ocean

’•■■■•!ing
i'iil

a

process

the

pleaded

onmation
-loo uni
f

:

quantity

of

-••i/are

Benner,

a

and

not

was

sen-

ami <10

costs

days

payment of tine and

pfuuial. On each of three
mince,

.a.mmon

seller

ami

on!

tippling shop, he gave
I p*arance at S. J Court.
2 is tilled for the win-

V

deadly poison,

a

n

and

the

engine. In years
frequently drawn off t he
n

and

one man came near

ng alcohol which had

been

agine

a long time and had
work, forming verdigris.

1

is

used, is a cheap
u the mechanical arts, very
rank odor and taste,
it is
as

n

now

1

:

’•e

used

externally

even

Sms cruse

House in

on

an

unusual

week and
ed.

j

a

lots to suit
New

at the

not

a

copy

bookstores,

left regularly

business,

or

your

at

or

always has

cupies from Into

and

the time from
hours and'5

H

C.

rejoice

of

on

steamer

a

river
ular

J

hours

and

_’o

from Sherman &
Co.

buckles

being

thoroughly

Pitcher and Chas. W. Lan-

which

used wherever

builder ;
painter:
Field, spar
b L. Havner, blacksmith: N.
naker. The best material is
it
The wood was bought of

II

Walker

master

was

Loren

-ns,

and bad been seasoned under
cars.

the

Some of

City Streets.
le of New

England

have the

Maine—say in
and Bangor—can step to

.■in who live in
igusta
most

auy time and

Such
when

they

tement.

y

a

do

they

Deer

a*, e

create

con-

protected

in

and have become very tame,
enture into the cities or vil-

r*

sv,

shoot

things do occasionally

of the

st case

kind occurred

when two small does

came

They were first reported as be“iiingtoii street. Near Dunbar’s
ran

<>ut and harked at the deer

towards Main
turned down the street and
aboard at Cooper & Co.’s wharf,
wed by two sailors in a dory and
The police took the animal in a
the lockup. City Marshal Sanborn
the State Game Commissioners
carted

on

a

run

Sch.

Shipping Items

Flora

Condon,

of which sunk.

The second

ports last week in addition
route

fr<

New York

m

to

her officers and

and has been running

crew

between New York and E istport, on win h
route this was to be
her last, trip... .The
steamer M. &
M.. Capt Jennet:, w in h
has been receiving extensive repairs and
alterations n Brewer, was hauled off »i
ways last, Friday and atiei taking on |,,-r immune, etc., at Bangor was u wed to Bucks.■

purl... Die Manhattan Stean.shii
announced t iat the regular servo

C
e

have

between

be little
for

the

damaged.
w

inter

at

1

to

keep

the deer

as

a

pet,

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

1

The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Methodist
church had a sale and supper at the
vestry
Monday evening. Many useful and ornamental articles found a
ready sale, and an
excellent supper was served. After
supper
a concert was given
by a full chorus (full of
baked beaus, et cetera) with Tilestou Wadlin as musical director and Miss (Jleora
Haney as accompanist. The program included “Aunt Dinah’s
Quilting Party,’’ and
other classical selections. A pantomiue of
Hamlet's father’s ghost (or some other

spook)
j

well

|

iu

!

39c.

is

*

Lais' Jackets and

*

Capes

“

4.00

“

2.00

3.00

“

1,50

2.50

“

125

*

TREMENDOUS REDUCTION jn
price.

at a

$2.00,

would

The vessel has laid up
the past two

with

grain
and feed for Swan & Sibley Co... .Sell. John
C. Smith, Capt. W. G. Kneeland, was in New
York during the recent gales. She has since
cleared for Nassau, N. P-Sch. Radiant,
arrived from Boston Monday with corn for
Swan & Sibley Co. .Sch. Maria Webster loaded casks for Rock laud the fi rst of the week..
The F. G. White Co. loaded sch. Fannie &
Edith with hay for Boston the past week.

Odd Fellows Block,

Important Appointment
ALL OVER
U. S.

A.

CARLE <( JONES,
Cents

:

/

hereby appoint

you my agents in Ret fast, Me.,

given, with Mrs. Eliza Hunnethe title role. The affair netted >>5.
was

a

net

vicinity for Christnuts of 1S!)S.
Yours truly,
SANTA

New

3

■>'.
as

IT HARD TO MAKE YOUR HIND WHAT TO
buy for Christmas Gifts? if so, the first place to
strike is a Furniture Stme, and the proper Furniture Store is

|S

CLAUS.

slippers

for

Christmas,

the

Mr. Poor has the

ail his usual lines that he

s.

each other,
“What is the best tea?”
ask

Thousands
“

now

Chase & Sanborn’s

Package
please

us

the leaves

special
that
are

answer,

best.
are

We know

selected with

care, and

the)’

Teas

we are sure

pure, for

are

guaranteed by

a

they
good

house.

Then they
and

are packed in
half-pound air-

pound
tight packages,
natural

aroma

so

that the

The New Cure for

Bronchitis,
Catarrh, Colds, Coughs
and Asthma,

largest
ever

To’mbe

stock in

GII EX A WA Y

without

carried

and

strength

cannot escape, and in using
them we fee! we have the
best that money

can

buy.”

One pound makes over 200 cups.

" ant to look over their
china, of which they
li»v« a most tempting display_It is not a
conundrum J. W. Jones, (50 Main street,
asks in o ir advertising columns. He merely suggests that one of the Sturtevant-Larrahee Co.’s celebrated sleighs—the best in the
market—would make a nice Christmas gift,
le has lots of other things in the line of useful gifts, such as Christy knives, 3 in a set,
pocket knives, scissors, skates, etc-See
statement of Belfast National Bank; also
noti ce of stockholders' meeting Jan 10, 1899.
at 10 a. m....Carle & Jones give notice of
their appointment as agents for Santa Claus
in Belfast. Open every evening.... If you
want Christmas gifts that are useful and
lasting, why not call at the furniture store
of U Spencer & Wilson and see what they
have to offer. They can sell you a sled for
50 centsj orfa parlor suit for §100, and lots of
other articles between these prices, but all
! cheap for the money asked.. .Miss Hattie M
Black, Journal building, has a large line of
fancy handkerchiefs, towels and novelties
for the Christmas trade. Pretty goods and
reasonable prices_Chase & Doak, jewel-

Charge

how many

R.

H.

<'or.

articles

we can

SPENCER

WARE.

_PLATED

WilY

High Streets,

WILSOn.

*

JEWELRY: CLOCKS. CANES

<=

i

00

you kindly call and

look over our stock ?

Beginning Monday, December 19, and continuing one week Free testimonials of the Remedy j
will also be given. This is not a newspaper dis- |
tribution, eontrolled by the manufacturer, but
j
an honest test conducted by a reputable
druggist. I

£CHA5E &13oakT

BrokeniCandy

Extend

-AM)

the

of the

Mixed Nuts
—

cfc

prices.

Absolutely
Drug

MOODY,

Alain ami

show you between these

at the

Store of

See

m
■33
3>

Compliments

J|
*T3

SQ009 0009

)

Season
|

AT-

S30iad M01

S90SSI3S ‘S3AINM

!

m
-H

SWIFT & PAUL’S.
...AT...

China! China!

I

BIGGEST AND BEST
Line ever in town. Please
and look the goods over.
Yours

come

in

truly,

CARLE & JONES.

compliments

of the season
OPEN EVERY EVENING.
and invite an inspection of their stock.
They have everything found in a well stocked jewelry store-Bargains this week at
the Francis Shoe Store in wool boots, arctics
The stockholders of the MERCHANTS MAand rubbers_Read Johnson’s Christmas
RINE RAILWAY COMPANY arc requested to
announcement. Sale of oil paintings at meet at the office of N. S. Lord & Co., Front street,
prices that cover only cost of frames. This I on Wednesday, January 4, 1899, at 2 o’clock
p. M. The object of the meeting is to elect a
is a rare chance to secure a valuable oil
also to
I board of directors for the ensuing
painting for Christmas at the small cost of \ transact any other business that mayy»ar;
properly be
the frame; and many other bargains too
presented.
It will pay you to
numerous to mention.
CHARl.ES W. FREDERICK, Secretary.
call and see them.
Belfast, Dec. 15, 1898.—3\v50*
ers, extend the

see

I' XEFOL >uxl 11 A N IJSJOM E

advt....lf you want toys—
and of course you do for Christmas is near
at hand—call on Carle & Jones.
Then you
omen

Come in and

50c. Sled.

or a

DIFFERENT,

cliitis, catarrh, colds, coughs and asthma at
Moody’s,beginning Dec. 19th and continuing

\\

$100 Parlor Suit,

at

has added several new lines usually
carried by jewelers, such as umbrellas, cut
giass ami fine cutlery-Free distribution of
2 000 bictles of Hyomei,the new cure forbron-

week.

Vou now have plenty of time to make up your mind
whether your pocket book will permit of a

Two Tboisaid Bottles of

and

ime

SPENCER & WILSONS

t

Free!

latest styles in

has

need to mention prices,
as low as possi-

Free!

Colburn’s,
McClintock block—men’s embroidered velvet and fancy leather, only 4b cents, with a
large stock of finer goods, 75 cents to $1 25.
Lillies’ fur trimmed Juliets and high cut
and all

not,

OPEN EVERY EVEX1XG.

Swift & Paul’s, Masonic Temple. A full line
Snarrow’s chocolate goods, the best made.
Fan *,y

I

always make them

yon

ble.

of

holidays.

_,...Capt. T. M. Nicholson of Bucksport has
was granted, aud he now has it at
bought the schooner Ada S. Babson of
The Gloucester, to take the place of the Edgar S.
d-ahle of H. H. Carter, Jr.
which was lost in the recent big
'■«’
straight for R. H. Coombs & Son’s Foster,
^
store, and jumped through the storm. The Babson, which is now being
H's in the door.
It went through the
brought to Bucksport by Capt. Chas. Cush1
up a few steps to a window of the
he the largest two-master in Capt.
ing,will
itself.
to
it
tried
push
"-ugh which
Sleeper, who was in charge of the Nicholson’s fleet. She is a craft of 147 tons
the time, caught the deer and with and was built at Boothbay in 1888-Charles
^’.stance of a customer put it out. The
Bicknell and others of Rockland have bought
*'Ut down to the south part of the city,
-^ *ui
the wreckage of the schooners Anna W.
across the harbor, landing near
k farm. Mrs W. D. Staples and
Barker and Thomas Booz, which are both
Teis from their house on Mayo street
ashore at Tenant’s Harbor-A dispatch
'::l»-er crossing the field ou Northport
that the wreckwii^d by the late F. Jones, and from Vineyard Haven says
for the shore. When last seen the ing pump on schr. Charles E. Raymond has
whs ,n ^ ^
Putnam’s pasture lying failed to free vessel of ’water, and owners
A‘
Hud chewing a cud as contentedly as
have abandoned hope of saving her.
u£>' nothing unusual had happened.
nission

“

wait.
An artistic and surprising exhiyo
bition. ..Christmas candies, fruits and nuts at

1

New York

Thursday nigtit,

“

fine overshoes. Just the things fo»- useful
presents-Call ou Geo. E. Poor, McCliut >ck Pdock, High street, for jewelry for the

years and will probably remain there until
next spring_Sell. J. Custer Wood arrived
from Boston last

us

<

collision carried

probable they

all

Hats valued at $5.00 for $2.50

our

Advertisements. B. C. Din's more,
Main street, has holiday slippers, 25 different styles to choose from, at
prices ranging
from 50 cents to §3. For 73 cents lie is givpeeled, ho we ter, to thsliUie the route in a I
few weeks and mainra’ii a regular service' ing slippers worth a third more than the price
asked.
You won’t slip up if you call on
with Bucksport as (be winter t -rmina.
Work on the Steamer Penobscot was del p-ed I Dinsmore for slippers. Then he has legsomewhat and she did not resume her ro ite gii.gs, gaiters, wool soles, etc., and to crown
a'l—if the word is perrnissable—the eelebraton Dec. bill as expected.
She w li prohab'y
j e i Sorosis boot, named for the widely known
leave Boston Fnuay night....'Hie City of
woman's club of New York city... Don't
Bangor remained n Belfast Mot day night.
that Matzow will he at Burkett’s this
hen she forget
The weather looked threatening
tt'-ek, beginning his engagement here toin
was ready to leave here and Capt .Tigrm
You may see him at work,
o-i;
at j iTii rrow, Friday.
decided to ivuh u
The steam
a.id see liis works. Pictures painted while
about 6 o’clock Tuesday morning.
Bangor and New York wnl !>• dis niiuued
for the present, on ac •ount of the compiuv
not being able to secure tom. tg.
It is x

all

furled at the time it is

Hats and Tourists’

our

“

jersey leggings,

escaped injury and the hull ot
the Condon was not much damaged, the
vessel remaining tight. The spars, sails,
rigging, iron work, etc., were saved in a
She had
more or less damaged condition.
some new saiis, but as they were snugly
crew

of

prices on

GEORGE W. BURKETT,

tier reg-

to

Eastport. The

away bowsprit and bead gear and soou after
the masts went by the board.
Fortunately
the

ms

the

Penobscot Bay and

Kanawha to the

re-

ported dismasted ami otherwise damaged at
Vineyard Haven during the gale of Nov. 2t>80, has been towed to New York, her destination. Capt. Sellers writes home that he
would have ridden out the gale all right had
he not been ruu into by two schooners, both

ms

-so

This will afford you the Grandest
Opportunity of securing valuable goods for a little money, \||
week as special bargains will be o 1 s tie at same prices until further
notice

Co.

sent

produce.

and the boat is

°U'

goods advertised last

Bay and anchored off
Northport Friday night She came up to
Lewis’ wharf Saturday morning and after
discharging her freight proceeded to Bangor.
Her Belfast freight included 40 tons of feed
for Swan & Sibley Co., and general cargo for
other firms
The Kanawha is leased, with

1

re

TWO the

day CUT IN
Fancy Trimmed

Tourists’ Hats valued from $100 to
just one-half price.

steamer arrived in the

■

",

to

Steamship

...The Manhattan

shipped a car load of apples to Kansas City last week-Win. F. Nutt of FairHeld has bought a lot at Windermere Park,
l nity, and will build a cottage next season.
farm

minutes

makes

Belfast from '1

to

Rugs, Size 27x54, only

We shall this

“

tubes for lier

minutes, which

to

Rockland

leather board

and of

caster

son

hoi,

si,-a ner

The freight
from
Belfast
,,f
City of Bangor last Thursday was
unusually large, including •’•00 barrels of apples, the usual large shipment of Ciitche t,
Sihiey, & Co.’s shoes, a lot of tanned sheep
skins from Hunt, Walker & Co. of Liberty,

Wilson lias sold the Wilthe family lias lived
to Leo G. Herrick of Castiue.
ks have at last come to their many years
-F. E. Cottrell, owner of the bill hoard on
'•("•rations are to be resumed
Pomnix Row, has set posts in t!«e ground at
Bassiek mine.
Before the
the rear of the board and stretched wire
Bassiek long and costly 1 itiguys to hold it in place against northerly
a
to
a
brought
close, and it
and northeast winds. The hoard is thorough\ no further legal obstacles
ly braced on the back side.....The semiscd.
But Mr. Bassiek enj annual tax paid hy the Belfast Savings
vv
proceedings, and tiid j Bank amounted to
>2,815 75..The irsi
at his plans for operating
calendars for 1899 to reach this office came
Edgar Bassiek, is now in
from H. J. Locke & Son, Belfast,
jewelers,
n the
article from
the
and they are daisies.... The smelt fishers
lard on the 21 page.
have begun to pitch their tents on tiie ice
vi.
Fred G. White, B. D. 1 near Oit*point. Some broke
through the
j
C. Durham have built an
past week, but the ice ir* solid enough now.
n
Lake Quantabacook that
...W. H. Bray strung the wires and made !
in ali respects to any craft
the connections last week for the additions
.Maine. She is called the
to the fire alarm system... .The Maine Cenni is built after the latent detral R. R. Co. is giving its ears their semis Hudson River ice boats,
annual renovation, and the cars of Conducare
as follows.
Length, tor Sullivan's train are in the shop for that
iuches; beam. 13 feet, 0
purpose... Burgess & Gardner are making
ist. is a b inch stick 25 feet
a
thorough renovation of their market
The
"in, 17 feet, b inches.
They have re-Hnished the office, laid a new
dgh, the galT being as nearly
floor, and are to put in a new refrigerator...
mast as it is possib’e to hoist
Russell Brier has sold the horse lie lately
t is aft, 10 feet, b inches by 3
bought of Chas. H Mitchell to Chas. A. Mcand will be upholstered ami
Kinley fora saddle horse-The sloop Bortable as possible for the cold nanza was in
port yesterday from Tremont,
of the occupants. The boat to sell a
cargo of dry rish and buy grain and
persons comfortably. The rigwill

Shall sell

hauled

minutes....

Mrs. James A.

vicinity

tins

11

new

a

steamer

good word to
say for Belfast, its institutions and its enterprises, and iu this, as iu some other respects,
has no competitor.
Chat.

ejve

re,

is

ahle .'onditions varies hut little from 1 hour
and 50 minutes.
The stop at Camden oc-

sent to you through the mail.
to other attractive features,

Then it

to

(

^

a11 oan
'vlIndov'js’ W*0
youpIease^
ll
hf,Ve g0ods yOUbetter
buy
nf^HL r
ChrSi
(ti to L° A ft, is™'™
whhisi
sray witn

Will be closed

City < f Bangor
shows that her a-cua! ruin ing Mine from
Rockland to Belfast L'S m: !•**', md. fnvora-

Iu addition
chief among them Mrs. Ward's letters, The
Journal gives the fullest and most accurate
reports of local happenings iu the city and

county.

to

was

place

take the cargo

The Castine

IKS.

up
boiler.... The log of

for

have The Journal

residence

to

!
|
!

York, ami arrived here yesterday for |

at Belfast

at

regular customers who get their paper
Saturday were disappointed. By subscribcan

The new
yawl boat,.
property for sale ii
The sch. Molly Rhodes

«

Hats.

spring.

the

buyers

Stkamkk N.

many

ing at the office you

good

a

their standThe

with

tint:

*

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

that purpose

The Jouknai
Then was
The Journal last
large edition was soon exhaustor

.eft

>

of Rockland is chartered

FOR

left in the office

b

will otter

owners

demand for

By Friday afternoon

has

bowsprit,

will

MATZOW,

100 Handsome

and the

ed-

MIL

;■/ T?

rigging attai ned and al i
will be taken off at

anchors, chairs,

lower-masts and

Christmas presents.
-"ph It. Mears made

rigging

her

ing rigging,

pictures to all parts of
going last week to New

one

spars with

once, but

oil and water-color

l.g will belli at The a >
afternoon of Jan.

still-life

*

THE NORWEGIAN LANDSCAPE ARTIST. For the benefit nf all
will h*
see with what skill and
rapidity he transfers to canvas the beautiful ’landscape pier res W
our people a taste of what is enjoyed in large cities, and we
know
still to tell you. These splendid Oil Paintings will be GIVENAWAY m w h
1 of us, and the small charge for the frame (none given without the
fram- j It is an opnortimirv
° "'ese
a gift for
paintings for your
or anv
jccnsiuu.
J
limited, it is necessary to be prompt.

*

*

CONSIDERABLE EXPENSE SECURED FOR 10 DAYS THE
FAMOUS PAINTER.

«

<>

A. A.

subjects, while the larger number
water-colors depicted Maine coast
scenes and were from sketches made at Matinicus and iu this vicinity. There were a
few Holland scenes from sketches made
by
Mr. Woodcock while in
Kurope last year.
Monday Mr. Woodcock went to Rockland,
where be will have an exhibition and sale.
remaining there until Christmas_p. a.
Sanborn is sending out a large number of

aft.er-

sewer assessments

Given Away

Almost

whistle; the all-out
that the tire is out or

triu,

HAVE AT

WE

young men of the neighborhood cut and
Howes & made the pole.
Co. have bought the stock and fixtures of
Sch. A. B. Perky Sold The sch.
A. B
the late Boston Tea Co.,
including teas, cof- Perry, which went ashore at N'orthport in
fees. spices, extracts, coffee mills, dishes, tile gale of Nov. 27th has been
lightered of
etc., etc., and are c losing them out at prices her cargo, the sch. (iazelle,
bringing tin- fast
that is practically giving the goods
load to Belfast Monday.
Tin- cargo will be
away.
Bargains for early buyers.
re-shipped from here to New York bv the
Art Notes. Mr. H. L Woodcock had a
underwriters.
Monday .John Sanborn and
very interesting and successful exhibition of N. S. Lord bought, the A. B. Perry, with tinoil paintings and water-colors at his studio intention of stripping her. She has a
good
ir> the Savings Bank building last
Thursday. suit of sails, the spanker being new. Her
and
and
are
The
all
in
oils were mainlv spars
Friday
Saturday.
rigging
good condition.

the shoe-

iii.il
es

early Tuesday

teacher,’

Miss Grace E. Burgess has made

a thorough
Burgess job printing office,
both
in
alarm'’ of the Fire Dematerial and stock, and the printing
rking order and will be sent out corresponds iu neatness with the
regular alarm will be appearauce of the place.
on

the

program of the entertainment consisted of
music, recitations, dialogues,
readings, etc.
and the participants included
the
Miss Mabel Brown, several of
the
and a number of the older
people of the
district. The entertainment netted
enough
to buy the Hag aud
running gear, and the

Christmas window, but it is merely
be found inside.

index of what is to

renovation of the

sh.-rt blasts

*0ir Win illl It Oniitfl Ti-Im ii
*
The Wonder ef the 19th Century.

wave

when

Flag Raising. The people of Poor’s
Mills
will raise a Hag over the
Sibley.
scboolhouse tomorrow
afternoon at l ISO o’clock, weather
Progressive C. L. S. C. will meet with
Mrs. Mary Whitmore in the Stewart block, permitting. The Hag is 7 1 2x12 feet and was
bought by the proceeds of an entertainment
Main street, Friday evening at 7 o’clock.
given recently at the schoolhouse. The
As usual H. ,T. Locke & Son have a
very

><

cold

Tuesday morning.

on

Children’s Aid Society acknowledge
the receipt of a ton of coal from Edward

1

a

inorninit,
places reached

About 6 inches of huow fell
and
drifted some. The mercury stood at 5°
above

The

hurt, however, be-

Stokji.

ani>

Monday

morning.

oik

I

here

mercury in some
zero for the
first time this season
Mr. Murch’s record
takeu at 7 a. in., 1 and ti p.
m., was 5°, 12°
and 10° above. In the
evening a light snow
began failing and there was a brisk northeast
wind during the night and

Spebut Cube Treatment bob Tobtcbino. Disfiourino Humors, with Loss of IIair.
Warm bath* with
Cuticura Soap, gentle anointings with Cuiicura, and
mild doses of Cuticura Resolvent.

not in

insurance'

L.OLD Wave

and a box of Cuticura Soap completely
cured me.
GARRETT T. SAYERS,
Hartford Electric Light Co., Hartford, Conn.

covered with

school is

when

•••*

lif..

marine, accident and steam boiler
companies, and is prepared to furnish
surety
bonds.
His companies are all first
class
and represent over
§25,000,000 of assets.
struck

Resolvent, Cuticura (ointment),

ticura

making g >od use of
ire in good practice for
ii

,,

j

I had Salt Rheum for years.
My leg from
knee to ankle was raw and swollen, and the
was
intense.
I
tried
doctors in Hartford,
pain
Waterbury, and New Haven, to no avail Cu-

of the company

and

rk

|
|

FOR YEARS CURED

ball
niug, Dec. 23, instead

annual levee and

s

a

County

will open at the court

it

GEORGE W. BURKETT

|

m"

t,i.

..

as follows: AdNorth Castine, $6
M. Gatchell, South

granted

...

Notice of Annual

I

Meeting.

Francis’ Shoe Store

TOYS! TOYS!!
line that includes all the favorites
and the best, of the season's novelties.
comparison with other offerings,
will make plain that it pays to deal
with a house that buys in large quanties and for cash.
A

A

THIS WEEK WILL BE FOUND

Men’s

Wool

Men’s Rolled

Boots

.37

Edge

Hurons

$1.00

Child’s Arctics

.37

Ladies’ Rubbers

.25

Misses’ Rubbers

.18

Child’s Rubbers

.15

CARLE

& JONES.

Ol’KN KVKKY KVKMNCi.

TO LET.
The
v

H.

store in Johnson Block formerly occupied
U. Johnson & Co. Apply to
C. 0. POOR

expected it, indeed, and he told
himself ’twas better so, and yet he had
some sign.
He tarried as long
for
The elm trees stood etched against the hoped
still gold of a {September sunset, but lit- as he could make excuse in the hope ot
tle pools of shadow were already settling seeing her, but at last he mounted and
As he rode he looker!
in the hollows when John Danforth set rode slowly away.
out on bis way to Rachel Whitney’s.
As about him at the familiar farms and
He thought of the first time
he rode along he met one and another, meadows.
win* greeted him and to whom he return- he had s. en them three months before.
He
ed greeting, hui he heard neither his
thought of the first time he had seen
own words nor those that was said to him
Rachel, and his face grew tender over the |
for his heart was full of Rachel, and the memory of if.
sweetness ot her voice sounded in his eais.
Suddenly he looked up. The road was !
He pictured her is he had otteu seen her, winding ovei a hill with a steep ban\ on
!
moving about the room through light one. side. The bank was crowned with
and shadow or sitting at her wheel with woods, but close to the edge were low
the strong led glow of the lire upon her. thickets of sweet fern, with here and
looking up arely with some shy answer then a gliut of golden io l. And there,
to his remarks
But this evening was not knee-deep in the sweet green things that
to hi us other evenings.
The youug fel- seemed to sweep rouud her like a tide,
low's pulse quickened and his heart beat stood Rachel Whitney.
He stopped and looked at her, almost
more quickly as he thought of the one
lest she should vanish.
between.
Tonight Rachel would be wait- at raid to speak
She
ing peiehai.ee she was expectiug him Then he called her name softly.
now
and after tonight! lit-hastened his made no answer, but a tiny white bios-'
He caught it
long stride: never had the way seemed so > >m fell from ither hands.it was
a spray of
and looked at
eagerly;
endless before.
Presently the house appeared, a heavy life everlasting. And though in that secand
had
ond
she
vanished,
only the sweet
blot against tin goHet. >ky.
Tin firelight shilling from two windows looked cteen tide swept over the hilltop, he rode
n happily, for he had had his word from
almost ;ikt holes t hreugh to the sunset. As
he sin oe up thi lane the house cut off the Rachel Whitney.
Rachel had turned and was walking
yili ’W gn v. and set. tiled to cast a chill
shallow upon him.
.1 ed and then
slowly through the woods. They were I
lie
and dead leaves fell upon
shrugged his shonhlejs at the laney and crowing thin
!,< r often, and the golden autumn sun
lot 1.
It opened
rapped h wily at th«
imnu mateiy ai •! kaci.t 1 stood before him. shim- stemed t<» her cruelly hard and:
Mie could uot understand her- |
The!e w .s a shj welcome in her serious biiclit
blue rus and a fain:
Joj flashed fot a sell. She trusted hei lover with a trust 1
moment ovu
her quieT lace, but her th.it was absolute, and yet the shadow of j
wands wet» m km w »th a manner of a cleat dread tell upon the weeks before !
her.
sirnpl: l. iendiim-ss.
was startled bv a meiry laugh as a
>1
'•1
John i>anwas looking
f-u
uii 1 s:* ppod out into the path beside her. !
forth." sht >nid.
I i,.
ill's round saucy face was as pink !
1 at he
tsked the young
•Atm
uit
as
wild lose, and the blown of her eyes !
man.
He m'iIu v
knew that lit* asked Llie was like the brown of a leaf-shadowed
effort to bio. W. with the sunshine glinting through !
was an hi--- ine*. i \
jlH'Sii* t :
\\ iiiic iici hood,
slipp.ng from its place, i
keep hei so—he c uld m t bear to have
showed a little head, with brown curls!
her turn aw ay.
A 11 oi::
k dioiowc.; her eyes. 1 inning wild over it. For neither custom j
Slio 1 je>iia 1 d toi ,» no.'TaeLi'. and then 11• rejui>of could transform Betty Allen
staid Puritan maiden any more ]
a
answered slowly. “He expects you. I have in;
Thai
told him.
captivity could change a reed bird |
i will call him.
a
d<»ve.
She laughed again as she i
into
Mu* loosed the long room, and then
suddenly tinned and went swiftly back io looked up into Rachel’s face, and the
She stood still for a moment be- laughtei sounded like bird notes through !
him.
fore him. her head b in and her hands the silent autumn woods.
“So, Mistress Rachel, 1 have unwittightly clasped. Then she raised her eyes
and they looked deep and dark with the tingly stumbled upon a secret!’’ she cried.
Rachel looked at her gravely. “I know
strength of her pleading.
“Father was sorely angry,” she said. not what you mean." she said.
“Then I will tell you," answered Betty !
‘He is overwrought and not himself now
“When all the village maids
he cannot see things clearly. Don’t let promptly.
j
him make thee angry, John, though he assemble to tell John Danforth farewell, j
says hard things and e’en seems cj doubt only one is lacking. And when one meets
that maid alone, gazing down the road
thee.”
The youug man lifted his head proudly. where John Danforth passes, ami when
sees her downcast face—there, there,
one
“Doubt me, ltachel? What mean yon*.*”
His voice rang indignantly through the Rachel, I meant not to tease thee so! My
room.
Say
tongue ever runs away with me.
The girl stepped closer ard laid her hand thou wilt forgive a foolish maid, who is
timidly upon iiis arm in the earnestness not worth thy thought." She had caught
Rachel’s baud and the saucy brown eyes
of her entreaty.
“There be no reason, John; ’tis only were full of tears as she looked up at her.
that father iil likes the thought of losing ! Rachel smiled down into the pleading
me.
He desired me”—She stopped and ; face, for none could resist Betty Allen.
“There is never talk of forgiveness bethen went on with an effort, •lie desired
me to wed some, one else.
John, I never 1 tween me and thee, Betty, and that thou
asked thee aught before: promise me that knowest, and notwithstanding thy light
yon will not be angered, though he be talk. I know my secret eould be hidden in ;
no more loyal heart.
>ome day thou will
Piomise me, John.”
angry.
(
The young man’s face was r.ashed and love. Betty, and then thou wilt be seri- I
his mouth set in firm lines.
Never before oils.’’
had he met any tiling like this.
Then he
Betty shook her head positively. “Nay, |
i know not whatailsme,
looked down iiir•» the pleading face and that, shall 1 not.
Rachel.
When 1 see the lads a sighing and j
his sternness melted away.
“1 promise, Rachel, fur thy sake,” lie! casting sheep’s eyes at me, I lo but tease j
them to cure them of their folly,
answerer!.
sup- !
Tin- gill gave him a quick, grateful! pose 1 shall marry sometime, every maid
uiaut
and then left him.
lie could i ear1 must; but to be in love, to be all joy if one
be present, mil in ill misery if be be away.
her
aon the si ill autumn air as she
*•' a-d
i fear me 1 have no i
; at her.
and it stint d him that like*, me tn»t.
lit- :onkr d down at ! is sic. ,e j heart at all, lia- tu-l
sriang.
>'■••• b 'ki up v ith her laughing eya s, j
wher.
hand had rested, ami he seemed sti!;
:.-el the light clinging touch. and yet theie was a wistful curve about
The wh' a i.,om was full oi J.ci presence her ips that on: :aoicied her (yes.
\<t
she knew it not. and only huiL’hcd and
ami i
eves glow as tender a> c woman's
as he wa1 ten.
shook Rachel's baud, im: >a\ i»._- p« rsisThere wa> a sound of bin :••••] steps tentiy. “Am I heaiamss, Rachel:
and
then .he door pu, ad vio“.Vi\, a.-.k thy own lien11 that question,
without,
lently "pen and a man entered. Hi*' face not me.” answered Baehei. Anri suddenly
was red md
is eyes glowed in Betty became silent, and thev walked on i
angry ml
the firelight,
jolin Danforrh looked at in silence till they reached the end < t‘ the !
him in amazement.
.Many weeks had he woo<Is when then w.ivs poind. '['lien'
met Reuben Whitney
n Sabbaths and lecBetty kissed B ule ! quickly and earnestly [
ture days and in discussion oi township and ran away w iiin-u a w ud.
But her sobei mood vanished ami her
and
found
h
in
matters,
always grave ami
miet and coldly courteous.
Now the eves were darning with i.mgluer again
features were so changed that he scarcely wiien she spied a young man coming
.p
lie was tall and
recognized them, j was like entering a the road towards her.
room whose order one had
known well broad-shouldered, with a look of sturdy
and finding the familiar furniture all dis- manliness, which changed into an awk
turbed and thrown ato confusion.
wardness both comical and pitiful as he
Instinctively lie drew, jimself up to meet heard the gi i). IJcr eyes were fixed on the ;
the attack but the older man spo-.e no; distant hills and she was humming an air
hasty woid>; yet bis voice, though quiet, ! to herself. She started with apparent surwas cold and edged vith sarcasm.
prise as she approached him.
“What is this my daughter tells me, I
“And here be William Langdon again,”
sir.’ A pretty tale, forsooth: Yet per- she said.
Tis strange how oft 1 meet thee !
’tis
but a maid's foolish fancy j on this road, William Langdon. I thoughr i
chance,
and you can set me righi?"
the othei was nearer for you.”
Ami .John Danfortli answered, trying to :
“I had time enough,” stammered the*
be pat.it nt.
*T'is no foolish fancy7, sir;! young man, his blue eyes full of entreaty,
you do wrong your daughter by the charge, j vainly trying to hold hers, which looked !
I h»ve her as you, perchance, loved her I everywhere save at him.
“Art going!
mother years ago.
’Tis my way fora
I will do for her all i home, Mistress Betty"
that in. n can do for the maid lie loves.”
distance.”
The old man looked at him suspicious“Is it, indeed?” answered Betty. in a
tone of surprise, serenely oblivious -»f the
ly fron under ins heavy lids.
“Is easy talk, he said, “and maids many times he had met her there.
are aye ready to believe a
Then BetA silence fell between them.
young man’s
light voids against the wisdom of their ty said, “John Danfortli will be sorely ;
1 saw him alter lie left the vilciders How know I that you be not some missed.
with a sly side glance
M.‘thinks"
adventurer seeking my daughter’s por- lage.
tion?"
at his troubled face
“Metldnks he will
*
The young man s hands clenched angri- i be back ere long,” :
“1 care naught for John Danfortli,” he
ly ant. his eyes shone with stern indignation.
His voice was husky from his effort returned sullenly.
to restrain himself.
“Aye?” she said, looking at him in
“1 am no adventurer, and that
‘Why, tln-n, you be ;
you well open-eyed surprise.
know. Came i not hither on business for different from the rest of us.
For one 1
the Plantation?
1 would not touch a shall be right glad to welcome John Danforth
back
of
an’
I
again.
shilling
your daughter’s portion,
had my way she would not touch it herHe strode along beside her silently.
He
self.
1 have strong hands and a
willing knew sl e was tormenting him; he did not
hear*:, an’ that were not enough, 1 could believe half she said or seemed to say, yet
start to-morrow and by Thanksgiving
Day he could not free himself from the torture.
“You be not very merry company,” she
bring proof of my property and standremarked presently.
Her tone was cheering.”
A shrewd look came into the old man’s fully indifferent.
He struggled to meet
face.
her light mood.
“So be it then,
i take your own word !
“Perchance 1 may be in better spirits
for’t. An’ you return with the proofs by tonight, if 1 may see thee then,” he said
Thanksgiving Day and you shall wed my | “Oh, yes,” she returned cordially.
daughter; but if you tarry later, e’en “Let me see,” counting on her lingers, |
though you come as the Governor him- | “there be Giles Applebee and Ephraim
Potter and .Silas Howe and now William
self, ’twere of no avail.”
The young man looked at him a mo- Langdon, who be coming ibis evening, if
merit in silence, but when be
spoke his ! what they say be true. 'Twill be a merry
voice was lull of resoiut.on.
I am glad you can come, William
time.
I start to-morrow.
I trust 'twill drive away thy
i will be here Langdon.
1
ask
but one favor, me-irrums,” and with a mein nod she
Thanksgiving Day.
that 1 may acquaint ltachel with the turned away and ran lightly up a side path.
cause »if my sudden departure.”
William Langdon stood looking after her
I h old mm went to the door and calltill she vanished from sight, and then
ed his daughti-r.
Racliei came quickly walked back along the road with savage
and tii n paused in the doorway, casting' strides, nor did he guess that the girl had
a t’ lubied g.ance at her Inver,
lit? cross- turned and was watching him with a wistful face.
ed ti
><»ui and stood looking down at
The weeks slipped away and only a few
her. and the compelling power in his look
held liei; she could not turn her eves ragged brown and yellow leaves clung to
the branches in the silent woods, and the
away.
“Rachel," he said, “your father said 1 golden rod along the wayside shone silver
be an adventurer.
I have have told I am on the frosty mornings. Through the long
not, yet will he not believe me till J bring weeks no woid came from John Danfoitli.
I start for the Plantations Through the long weeks Rachel had watchhim proofs.
to-morrow, and L shall be here Thanks- ed and waited with quiet patience, and
giving Day with proofs. Dost believe me, Betty, mocking and teasing as ever, had
waited with a patience not so quiet.
Rachel?”
She answered him with grave sweetness,
‘‘Methinks fate is but a sorry manager,”
she said one day.
almost solemnity.
‘‘Here be you, pining
“J believe thee as I believe my own for a lover who comes not, and here be I
I shall see thee Thanksgiving Day,
with so many lads I know not what, to do
soul.
with them, and no heart to give any one. I
John Danforth.”
They stood a moment so, looking into pray thee take one oft' my hands, Rachel.”
each other’s eyes. Then he turned sharpBut Rachel only smiled, and there was
ly away with no further word. The gold a look in the serious blue eyes that silencfaded
from
ed
had
the sky and the shadows
Betty strangely.
were close and chill
So the last Sunday in October came. It
about him as he
walked down the road over which he had was a rarely beautiful day.
As Rachel
passed so joyously a few moments before. walked to the meeting house the burden
On the morrow John Danforth left the seemed to slip from her heart and her face
village. He had been very popular dur- was full of a wouderful trust. In the
ing the weeks of his stay there and many hymns her voice rang clear and sweet above
gathered to bid him godspeed, but Rachel all others. The neighbors noticed it and
Whitney was not among them. He had spoke of Rachel Whitney’s voice in those
scarce

WHEN THE FEAST WAS KEPT.
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first hymns. Then the parson lifted a paper from the pulpit and began to read it,
and at the first word Rachel’s heart seemed to stand still.
She sat motionless, her
eyes fixed on the parson, but she saw
nothing heard nothing after those first
sentences, for the paper was the Governor’s proclamation for Thanksgiving on
the first Thursday in November.
After the meeting Betty hurried over to
Rachel and drew her aside.
“What ails thee, Rachel? Art feeling
ill?”
Rachel shook her head.
She was veiy
pale, but her voice was steady. “Didst
hear the proclamation, Betty?”
“Aye, surely. Rachel, but what of that?”
answered Betty, impatiently.
“Thanksgiving Day will be the first Thursday in
we thought it would
November, and we
be the second.”
For a moment ‘Betty was silent; then
she spoke in a hushed voice.
“There be ten days yet, Racliel.
lie
must come e’er then.”
“No,” answered Rachel, steadily. “I
cannot tell how i know it, but he will not
he here then,
lie will come the second
Th uisd ay.
Betty looked at her in undisguised
—

—

the
Thanksgiving Day one week, namely,
from the first to the "second Thursday in

November.
,

I

to

Afier the meeting Betty

Rachel.

pressed

“Said I not t’would come

whispered.

close

right?”

she

Rachel’s eyes were shining with strange
radiance and her voice was full of glad-

ness.

|

“This is the Lord’s doing; it is marvelous in our eyes. Betty, how am I rebuked for my unbelief! I prayed, but
I trusted not.”
Betty looked away, and there was a
sound of tears in her happy voice.
“Dear,” she said, “lam not good. 1
did not pray; but 1 love thee, Rachel, and
1 am so glad !” Then as she caught sight
of William
Langdon coming toward them,
she turned away with her old careless
laugh.

“Here comes W illiam Langdon,” she
said.
“1 must needs stops him or he
will jar on thy happiness, Rachel, for
never have I
laid eyes on so clumsy a
man.’-L.
The young mau greeted her brightly.
“Thou art a sight for sore eyes, Betty.”
he said.
j
“Is that the reason thou stalest so?”
amazement.
“An’ that be so, R.tclul, why art thou she retorted.
Hut I have good news.
so disquieted?
Methinks even 1, who am ; 'John Dauforth will be here Thanksgiving
a worthless little thing, could wait a few ! Day.”
IIis face clouded, than changed, and he
days with a better grace.”
Ami out ol Kaeliel’s grief broke the cry ! spoke resolutely.
she bad kept silent so long.
claim thy prom“Betty,” he said.
“Ob. Betty, Betty, you know not? My ise.
Nhe looked up at him and laughed merfather hath said that an’ .John Danforth !
be not here Thanksgi\ing Day he need not i rily.
"1 knew 111 \ wit
was
dull,”
come at all, and my father never changes. 1 she said.
“But this is e’en the dullest.
He is just, but be will not give one hour’s Didst thou think out that plan*/ Didst
thou see it when it was half told thee?
grace.”
Betty stood looking at her with wide, I Nay, 1 might say more: Dost thou see
frightened eyes, then a look of resolu- the work of it now '/ Didst see that Hantion straightened her pretty lips.
She nah Davenpoit was jealous and stirred up
the other women to punish that saucy
laid her bead caressingly against Rachel,
for she scarce reached to her shoulder.
Betty Alien*/ Didst see that'/”
His face was white beneath its blown
Sweetheart,” she whispered, “be not ]
so grieved.
1 am sure it will come tight coat of tan, and hi.- voice was as she
if we but trust.*’
Then suddenly she; never had heard it before.
“Betty,” he said, “I care naught for all
changed her tone. “Here comes Hannah
Davenport. Let hei not see us so, else i this. Thou hast played with me long
will she start some idle gossip.”
enough. 1 will stand it no longer. Thou
She turned away as she spoke, and knowest that 1 love thee so that all the
I ask thee this
went to meet
Hannah Davenport, that I world is naught beside.
Rachel might have more time in which to | once—wilt marry me, Betty*/”
recover herself.
Vet though she laughed
Betty glanced up at the stern set face,
an«l chattered till more than oue cast re- blie tried to make her voice careless, hut
it
trembled a little in spite of herself.
proving glances upon her, or rebuked her
for her levity upon the Lord’s Day, her
“Well, then, William, seeing that a
maid mu t marry, and that thou needs
thoughts were all for Rachel.
The Sabbath ended at sundown. It was some one to care for thee beyond any
early dusk when William Langdon crossed man 1 know, some day I will!" and be
the meadows and knocked at the Allen’s fore he could say word she was across the
little green in the midst of a group of
door. Betty herself opened it.
“Oh, it’s you,” she said, for not even matrons, nor could he get another word
the most serious matters could keep her with her during the nooning.
But when
the afternoon service began, to two hearts
from teasing William Langdon.
“1 had
hopes’twas some cheerful person, for 1 there, perchance to three, for w ho could
read Betty’s face*/ it was the real Thanksam in a lit of melancholy.”
“Would it sat upon us all as lightly,” giving Day.
he answered, with a touch of bitterness,
Before the second Tuesday dawned,
John Daufortli came riding hack with
as be looked into her merry face.
“2say, but ’tis sober truth,” she an- proof none could gainsay; Wednesday a
“I have a knotty matter to solve white-winged sloop had sailed into liarboi
swered.
and Hannah Davenport was making pies
and ’tis wearing my brain out.”
beside which Betty Allen’s should not be
“Tell me, perchance I can help thee,”
he begged.
mentioned, and the second Thursday was
ror answer, Hetty burst into a
merry J ke: t as Thanksgiving Day.
ot
“You!
You
cannot!
peal
Long years afterward curious eyes read
laughter.
e’er, tie my shoe without a blunder, and in the old town records how Thanksgivnow
forsooth, you want to untie this * ing Day once had been postponed to allow
time foi the arrival of a sloop bringiug
pretty tangle!*’
IIis face flushed, but be could not deny 1 the molasses; hut when in the tangled web
of
the charge.
fate are woven the three threads of a
He moved restlessly.
Betty
looked at him out of the coiner of her j woman’s love, a woman’s piide and a
woman’s
prayer, who can say why a
eye.
"Yet I am sadly in earnest,” she re- thing is done*/ [Dorothy K. Nelson, in
in iked.
"Why, I would e’en most <»ood I lousekeeping.
promise to wed the man that would help
me out !
A maid must wed some time. 1
The Pine Tree State
trow, and perchance keen wits were as
verses on the Pine Tret
[The
a
test
as
an\.'
following
good
“Bett\ !” he erb-d, springing up in bis State were written for the Pine r\ ;ee Assoexcitement.
"You give me the chance? ciation at Los Angeles, Calif., by Emily P.
Tell me thy trouh!< d» ar. Thou knowest
Webb, a native of Maine j
then? is not him l would mu do for thee.”
Hurrah for the State of tin -hi Pint* Tree,
j
He Stood be;«,re her eagei. impatient, That, stands with her It el m the rocks
by
t he sea,
Betty sat still mid looked c illy over the :
d.ai keniug meat ow>.
And hears on her shoulders broae and high,
“’Twttv but an idle fai..-v." slu said. The mountain peaks to tin Hear blue sky.
T would put oft
flu.nksg vntg l)a\ one Ami looks across o'er the British l;ne
Through her waving locks ol the fragrant
w eek.*
pine.
lie repeated the words aft<-1 her.
"Put
"fi Thanksgiving Da) one week.'
re the sun beams chase the
What ! 1
laughing 1 N.
As hey spring to life m 1 he \ eidai t hit
mean y..u, Bett\?
Ai d they hide away in tin* veidaut (tells,
“I might have known ’twere too much
\\ here the wild flowers ring their perfumed
for you,” she said impatiently.
"How
bel Is.
can i
tell more plainly? 1 must—I will
but w Inn they leave the shadows and run
put oh Thanksgiving Day one week. An’ Their dimples are kissed by the smiling
sun.
y< u will not help me, then 1 will find an- i
otiiei. or 1 will doit myself.
It shall be \
There the rivers rush in torrents grand,
done !*
Like warriors hold across the land,
“But, Betty, l never heard”And turn hy the power ot their mighty
she cheeked him
“What
wills
imperiously.
matters it what you heard?
’Tis my The busy wheels of a thousand mills,
Oh!’’ she cried, Then onward sweep with a current wid
pleasure, that’s all!
springing up and walking back and forth. Till their waves are lost m the ocean's itle.
‘Why can 1 not think !‘*
<J, the dear Maine woods, where tlie tall
He stood watching her. Of all Betty’s
trees stand
this
was
the
many moods,
strangest. Like mighty kings on their native land,
Never had he seen her so overwrought Ami when they roar m the wind and the
rain
before.
It sounds like a storm on the angry main,
“Betty,” lie said, "1 would do any- f or ships unborn that shall sail
the seas
thing for thee, .shall 1 ask the people.”
Are dreaming dreams in the dark old trees
She interrupted him.
“But the reason
There the blood-root first in those shadowy
--there must needs be a reason?”
woods
“Is there nothing needed for which it
I nties the emerald strings of her liood.
were
better to tarry?” he asked,
“i
Ami the sweet arbutus, with face aglow,
know naught of woman’s needs in such
Peeps out from the leaves in a cap of snow.
While under the ferns to a weird, soft tune,
matters, but”
She turned towards him and her eyes The fairies Hit by the light, of the moon.
1

1

—

were

shining.

“Wait!” she cried breathlessly.
Ho waited while Betty, her dimpled
cheek resting on her palm, gazed steadily
into the lire.
Presently she looked up
and her eyes were glowing as if two tiny
tires had been kindled in their brown
depths. “Now I have it at last,” she

said, nodding triumphantly.
has

thy

mother any molasses?”

“William,

“Nay, hut when the sloop comes in”
Betty sprang up, and putting her hands
—

upon his
her

arms

tried to shake him with all

tiny strength.

“William, William,

don’t

you

see?”

she cried.

“Nay,”

he answered.
“1 see nothing
your face.”
She slipped lightly away from him and

began laughing.
“Oh, what a fine

of the pine
and tir,
While the only sounds that fall on the ear
Are the drop of the nuts, or the wild birds
near,
The scamper of squirrels, or frightened

hare,

That raises its

to

wit

it

say, \\ illiani

Langdou

hands to its breast in prayer.

Hut the bracing air from the pine tree tills
The veins of her men with electric thrills.
Jt stirs to action and makes them bold
To battle with life, with heat or with cold
To fight for the right with tlieir latest

breath,

ride victorious down to death.

“The

man

tomb
So dark or

from Maine,” there

deep

so

as

to

was

never

bury

was never an ocean

Then

give three cheers for the tree that
stands
And beckons us home with its waving hands,
Ami calls 11s back with its murmurs low,
To the houghs that sheltered us long ago,
For over the land and over the sea,
We hear the wind in ihe old Pine Tree.

never

walked down the familiar road with his
thoughts in a greater tumult. Not even
yet did he see what Betty’s quick mind
had foreseen, but it mattered not,
Betty
had sent him—he had but to obey.
For the next few days Betty was restless and excited; yet as there seemed to be
a curious stir in the village which was
kept from her, she contented herself as
best might be, trusting that things were
going on well. But as the Sabbath came,
she scarce could control her impatience.
Would the proclamation be read again?
As the parson lifted the paper she was
possessed by a strange fear that she would
not be able to bear him; she, Betty Allen,
whose quick ears caught the fall of the
lightest leaf! She leaned forward eagerly,
two red spots blazing out on her cheeks.
The words fell slowly, with tantalizing deliberation, but at Inst she leaned back,
bending her head that her big bonnet
might shield her happy eyes. The parson said that owing to various causes, it
had been voted in a special town meeting,
convened on Saturday last, to postpone

a

his plumy ;
rolled so wide
But. his falchion Hashed on the other side,
Ami his ringing voice will go ringing on,
Till every star from our Hag has gone.

There

is!” she said.
“He sees not when he has it all unraveled in his hands! William, the Browns
are waiting for that sloop anti the Whitneys and the Davenports, for how can
Thanksgiving pies be made without molasses?
Now dost thou see, stupid?
What? Not yet? Well, then, Iiauuali
Davenport is ever boasting of her skill in
cooking. Go to her and tell her thou has
heard Betty Allen say that if the sloop be
not in befoie rl hanksgiving Day there will
be but one well-spread table in the village,
and that her own.
Go, William, thou
needst no extra wit tor that! Hannah
Davenport is shrewd enough for two,”
and she faiily pushed him out the door.
Sooth

Through the tasseled houghs

And

save

the air when the soft, winds

How sweet is
stir

Literary

News and Notes.

The Cosmopolitan for December has
short stories by Conan Doyle, Henry
Seton Merimau, Grant Allen,
Stephen
Crane. The editor, John Brishen Walker,
the
“American
Idea
of
a
gives
gentleman,'’ and Julian Kalph gives an American’s conception of the “English Idea of
a Gentleman.”
Irvington, X. Y. Price
10 cents.

The Kind Ye t fe)(

There is a holiday air about the December issue <f “Table Talk,” and such a
healthy, happy and helpful one that it appeals to the housekeeper in search of new
and attractive dishes for her choicest dinner of the year, and the decorations giv» n
are helpful in
her arrangements for the
feast.
For homemakers who want the
latest ideas to make bright the closing
days of the old year, “The New Bill of
Fare,” “Entertainments and Fashions”
for December will yield much.
The article on Books, will greatlv aid in tne select ion for friends, while under “A
ppropi kite
Quotations for Yule Tide” may be found
some help in choosing a line to
accompany
the gift.
A sample copy will be sent free,
to any of our readeis sending their name
and address to 'Fable Talk Publishing Co.,

cured by these
Little Pills.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Bain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose
Small Price.

Bears the

Signature

Promotes Digestion,Chcerfuland Rest.Contains neither
i Opium,Morphine nor Mineral.
: ness

Not Nahcotic.
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.fix Senna
J'odiclh Sails
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Dppermint

__

Iti Carbonate Soda

fleam Seed
Clarified Sugar
Wuilsiyreen Her

J

for Constipation Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea, ;
Worms .Convulsions.f everish- I
ness and Loss of Sleep.
A

Philadelphia.

The December number of The Forum is
strong one, as regards both writers and
subjects. Following is the table of contents: "The Doctrine of Intervention,"
Hon. Charles Denby; "Annexation and
Universal Suffrage,” Frol. «J. 15. McMaster: "Lessons of the Recent Flection,”
Re}»reseutative .J. \V. Rabcoek: "Forest
Fires," Hemy Gannett; "Political Activity in the Civil Service," Hon. Perry S.
Heath: "The Relations of Japan to Other
Nations,” I) \Y. Stevens; "The Educated
Negro and Menial Pursuits,” Prof \V. S.
Scarborough: "Journalism: its Rewards,
and its Opportunities," Truman A. De
\ Weese; "Recent Construction of the Federal Anti-Trust Act,” David Willeox;
j “Germany and (Heat Rritain IL,” His
j Excellency A. von SehafHe; "The Protest
i of the Pillager Indians,” Francis E. Leupp :
"S< ciological ami Ethnical Sources of the
Greatness of Venice,” Prof. Cesare Lombroso; "Cyrano de Rergerac,” Gustav
Kobbe.
a

perfect Remedy

Facsimile Signature of

'AfffteXri.
NEW YORK.

EXACT COPT OF WRAPPER.

Actors, Singers, Talkers- Are all more
less subject to Bad Throat, Hoarseness,
Toiisi In is ami Catarrh.
Dr. Aguew’s Catarrhal powder never disappoints, “i can
hut pro., laim Dr. Agnew s Catarrhal Powder a wonderful medicine for actors, singers,
and public speakers.
Myself and my wife
have tried everything, but havt never found
anything to equal this great remedy, for
(puck action ; it certainly is a wonder worker'
Al. Kniiuett Fostell, New York City.
Sold b\ Kilgore & Wilson and A. A. Howes
& Co. 7j
or

The December issue of the New England Magazine appears in a special holiI day cover with a varied and attractive
1
tal le of contents.
The frontispiece of
j the magazine, a reproduction from a re
ligious painting by an Italian artist, is
suggestive of the C hristmas season. One
of the important features of the number
is the beautifully illustrated article on
Adolph Menzel, of whose work Mr. \Y.
IJemy Winslow treats under the title,
"Prussia's Greatest Artist.”
Mr. Winsl.uv belit ves that Menzel deserves this appellation because of his wonderful ability
as a chaiacter delineator. Among the illustrations appear reproductions f many of
Meuzel's paintings, lithographs, and vignettes.
Mr. E. C. Gardner contributes an
interesting study of "Colonial Arehiteeture," written in a popular style, tra< ing
the vat ions stages of architectural development dut ing the < 'olonial pet i-»d, illustrat
ing his article witb pen and ink sketches
of many "t the types he describes.
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Henry B Hyde, T P C icord, sailed from
New York Sept 20 for .'•an Frai -:sco.
Josephus. J. 11. Park, at Hi ng Kong

Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R l> Rice. Carver, sailed from San Francisco No> » for L
Reaper, 0 C Young, sailed fn m S .tile
Get 7 n r San Francisco.
G Nabobs. Man .» f. r B s
R R Tit m,as,
ton, sailed Iroin Moiitc\ideo N *v
Sacla in, II l Lancaster, cleared from N w
York Sept l.p lor Shanghai
S I) Carletou, Ainsbury, cleared from New
Y ork July ,s lor Hong Kong.
1
Si Paul. F W Treat, at llong Kong N
for New Grleans.
>'
1
C
F
arrived
at
M Nicholas.
Carver,
partuie Bay Nov Is from San Francisco
t
State ot Maine, H G Curtis, at Manila
]•> for Boston
Tillie E Starbuek, Eben Curtis, arrived
at Astoria, G, Nov 17 Inmi Philadelphia.
\Ym H Macv, Ainsbury. arrive.1 :11, Seattle
< >ct 27 from S tu Francisc,•.
Win 11 Conner, J T Ersk. ue, at Shanghai
(»ct 17 for New Y ork via Hong Kong
W J Kotcli, 'Sewall C Lancaster, arrived
at New Y ork '>ct 10 from Seattle.

jailye.)

1. D> learn its
Li. To relleet up'll

them.
1!.

'lassify

issign to its proper place ;ti
department «’f literature,whet her
t< Fidnm. II sTory, Ht.'grapliy, Travel, Essa\s, etc. 1 Novel. J.
t

—

ne

maiiee.

\

ucvi'l j ortrays the

<

om-

deals with
k
monplaee; a roman
extraordinary, the picturesque >
III Tell to which of the lour kinds
t
composition it belongs—Des. riptmu
or
Narration, Exposition,
Augtnei

tat ion.
IV. Ciive a brief synopsis, combining with
it such points mentioned below as
characterize the story.
V. Study its style.
(Style is the expression of thought and feeling m written words )
Some of the elements of style
Vocabulary. <M Figures of Speech
1. Intellectual,
Qualities of style
FumSimplicity, (b) Clearness.
Tioual, (a) Strength, p'o Patlms.
•"«.
(ci The Ludicrous.
Eiegatieies.
b
Hat niou \
!a)
Melody.
Taste.
VI. Describe any special ch irm teristie
1

1

j
i

VII. Tell the motive of the book
V 11 l. Study reviews in tirst class magazines
IX. Study the life of the author.

I

I

The Art Amateur for Christinas is indeed “a thing of beauty and a joy forever.”
Its exquisitely reproduced color
plate entitled “Grandpa,” from the famous Academy picture by ( harles K. 1 d octor, which won the llaligarten prize aud
another at Syracuse, is one that will appeal to everybody for the tenderness aud
pathos expressed in it. The old man is
seated in an arm chair blowing smoke
rings for the delectation of his tiny granddaughter, who stands beside him watching the operation with absorbed interest.
The text of the magazine is extremely
1’here is a
varied and highly interesting.
biography of Bubens with some superb
examples of his work. Several pages are
devoted to “The Collector.”
Henry Moslems “WeddingFeast,” which has recently
been presented to the Metropolitan Mu
'There is an excel
seum, is illustrated.
lent account of (’harles E. Proctor's work,
of the National Academy, Water-Color
Club, and Carnegie Institute Exhibitions,
the latter illustrated with the prize pict ures.
For t he st udent w <• have illust rated
articles on Pen Drawing, The Paintinu of
Waier, Figure. Painting, Landscape Painting, Flower Painting, Woo'd Carving, TapFor the Interior Decora
estry Painting.
tor, a Modern Dining-Boom, 'The Newest
of
Diapeiies for doors and
Arrangement,
'The Choice of Wall Paper, aud
windows.
For the
Church and Home Embroidery.
China Painter, 'The Painting of Boses.
How to Become a Ceiamie Decorator,
Iioneii Ware, The Use of Powder ( olors,
The Art of Mineral Painting, and Christ
'The Supplement, designs in
mas Gifts.
elude A Gothic Alms Box, a Carved Picture Frame, and several decorations foi
China and Embroidery.
(Price, :»b cents.
«L W. Van Oust, Publisher, 'S.) Union
Square, New York.)
Filly tears.
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Alice Reed. Alauso
Ford, Weymouth,
N S, for Rosario, arrived at Buenos Ayres
1*.
Get
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from Baihadoes N'o\ is for Trinidad and N of li
Edward May. cleared from San Fran, so,
Sept :10 for Sydney, N S W
Ethel. Hodge, sailed from Montev’edo
June 7 tor Puerto Burgh
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed fomi
New \ ork Nov 2b for Bahia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived
at Boston Nov. 10 from Santos.
lolani, McClure, arrived at Hong Kong
Nov. 14 from Honolulu
Mabel l Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived at
Boston Nov 17 from Turks Island.
Matauzas, arrived at Havana from New
Y'ork Nov 2b.
Glive Thurlow, J G Hayes, arrived at
Pascagoula Nov 20 from Havana.
Penobscot, E G Barker, cleared from
Hong Kong Sept 24 for Boston ; passed Anjer
Nov 4
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, at Buenos
Ayres Get 17 for Delaware Breakwater.
Rose Inins, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Rio Janeiro Get do from New York.
Serrano, li G Waterhouse sailed from
Shanghai Aug. 20 for Foi clow
Thomas A Goddard. W S Grilhn, sailed
from Rosario Get 22 lor Santos.
Willard Mudgett, A C Coleord, sailed
from Portland Get d for Bahia Blanca.
SOHOON KKS.

Georgia (1 i 1 k*■ y \V K Gilkey, urn cl at
Charleston, S C, Nov 27 from New York.
Gladys, 11 B Colson, arrived at ( ialvcstou
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Citypoim

Hel fust. arrive..

Flair station.
Limited inkers I >■
from ll.-it.f*; at
Through tickets to r
west
ia a I r*u t.-A
111. It.* 11 ;~r.
\
!'■
F. K. 11■ 11 111;, (.•
L.
i’o. isos
Portland, \

i
Having purchased the

estate .•! .1

ratetor ti
claim*
wi*h to pi'-'.-n:
increase .>1 peii'ieii'. 1 w
s!i.
shop, 127M in »t •••
; he second
uesday of
claims wii! receive !•••,,.,i;.; ,•
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pensioner* having
who

ma\

4f>tf

lilFine farm in N<-rthport,
(in.uml, l.'td acres land,
or< hards, o.'ii hid*, appie*
failing

never

Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived

MODFliN

Has fmiml that her little

MOT1II

II

ones are

remedy,
Syrup of Figs, is manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co. only.
it and it benefits them.

The true

(Set Instant Relief from Piles —This
most irritating disease relieved in ten minutes by using L>r. Agnew’s Ointment, and a
Thousands
cure in from three to six nights.
testify of its goodness. Good for K' /.ema,
If you
Salt Rheum, and all skin diseases.
are without faith, one application will convince.—35 cents. Sold by Kilgore & Wilson
73.
and A. A. Howes & Co.
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Ask voiir
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collet*. Tlie chilli n
place
injuiN as wcl: as the am
el

out

liRAlN-O has

like it.
Mocha

that

Java, hut it i- ma>
ami the most delicate stoma*
distress. 1 1 the price I
o’
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Sold

package.

hy

all

etoci

Who Have Used Them
Recommen 1 as tha BE6
im.
Star Crown Brand

I A niCe
LMUIlO

PENNYROYAL PILLS.
Immediate relief, no danger, no pinn.
Used for years by leading special:*'*

/

mouinls. Atrial will com inee v >n
Send
in ease t suppression
book. A 1 l>riu:gista or h\ nun.

KING MEDICINE CO.. Go* 1930.
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Pensacola Dec l from Guantanamo.
Knee land, sailed from
John C Smith,
Brunswick, Ca, Oct 20 for New \ ork.
Lucia Porter, barrow, sailed from Brunswick, (ia, Nov 24 for Stamford.
.Mart A Hall, Haskell, sailed from Jack
sonvilic Nov JO for New Ijimdon.
i; b Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Matan/as Nov 2! for New < >ri. ms.
W
If
Hopkins, Hiehborn, arrived at
New Orleans Nov IP from Santiago.
H West, cleared from
Sallie I’Oii, W
Jacksonville Oct 18 for Dementia.
S
arrived at Point-aA
Wilson,
Tofa,
Pitre Noy 10 from New York.
Willie L Newton, K Coombs, arrived at
New Haven Nov 21 from Bruuawick, Ga.

water.

1

nr-

eas\ terms.

Dee 1 from Baltimore.

improved
A n Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—-Mrs.
more by the pleasant Syrup of Figs, when
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
in need of the laxative effect of a gentle
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
remedy, than by any other. Children enjoy

It soothes the child, softens the
success.
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Is pleasis the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
world.
of
the
cents
a botTwenty-five
part
Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and
tle.
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, ami
take no other kind.

llanpor

Hurnham. d»”,»ar t..
I nit v.
Thorndike.

BARKS.

>

scene or scenes.

BEl.lt-

....

SHIPS.

twee

intents.

FROM

It
■

Abner Coburn. M L Park, sailed from New
I'nity.
York J illy bn for Hong Kong.
Burnham, arrive.
for San
A G Ropes. David Rivers
Bangor...
I
Nov 2b for Liver]
Frai
A -I Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from NorWaterviile
folk Oct 22 for Honolulu
Bangalore. A N Biamh.ird, arrived at Portland.
Batavia Dec t from Yokohaui t.
,
E B Sutton, K I. Carver, arrived at Honolulu June 2b troiu Victoria, P
to HKl.l
sailed
Emily E W hitney, A S Pei diet
New York
from Hong Kong Sept l h
'■"'I'in,
passed Anjer Oct lb
Emily Reed, 1> C Niclio;,-. >.»: ;rd from
Y
k
N
lor
New
Singapore
Portland.
fi an H mg
(iov R- hie. B F Ci cord. sa
K»mg < >ct 7 tor New Yoik pa>-< d Anjei Oct Watervilic

n

••';//

TIME-TA
am! after >o\. -27, ! x
at Burnham and \\ ate: i:utor and from Bangor, \\
Boston will run a> t«di» wOn

( it vpoint..
Waldo..
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike

Vessels,

Water

Iicie is a met 11od of book review an.tng<‘d by the President of a woman's vino in
New Yojk State, and published in Har- Get lb tor New York.
Mar;, i. Cushing, J N Pendleton, at Hong
per's Pazai foj November 'Jo, that will Kong Oct lb 1- .I Nb w Y ork.
undoubtedly be ol suggestive value to
d Iiain
May Flint, E D P Nn-lnds, sa
other clubs:
I Hiogo Aug 21 lor New Y ork.
A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Puritan,
FLAN Of KOOK KKVIKW
('

Maine Centra

Belfast, depart.

Register

Tin:

Positively

Always Bought

AYege Sable Preparation for Assimilating the Food and Reg ula
ting the 5 tomachs and Bowels cf

quisite.

For Over

SICK HEADACHE

^

For Infants and (

The leading article in Harper's Magazine for December is a story of local interest.
It is entitled “Old Captain,” was
written by Myles Ilemenway and illustrated by Howard Pyle, with a colored
frontispiece. The scene is laid mainly at
the Fox Islands of Penobscot Bay,and the
hero—“Old Captain”—is a Captain CrabIt is a spirited story and whether or
tree.
no it has any foundation in fact, is
very
The illustrations are reentertaining.
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POOR & SON’S, 1>

1 have just received and in sou
Best Miehi^au Patent Plum
("
tally White, B.Flour also in store Albion. W a
bun 's Best.
Hay b\ the cat
by the lot or bale. I have the tin.
make low prices. Call.
\i.itu iit ■».

Milling

•I

I

on!

4 DM1N iSTRA
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reef and

I

J\ hereby gives notice that h
appointed Administrator of the
.1ANK ROWK, late of

I'.'

in the County of Waldo, deceased
All persons lu
as the law directs.
against the estate of said deceaseu
a"
present, the same for settlement,
thereto are requested to make pa'
KH.vM'
atel>.
Burnham, Nov. 8, 1898.—3w4V».
■
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.M^islature is

|

unanimously

Intervention the Policy of the United
States.
Ex-Minister

Cuba will be

to

Forum

com-

iiulars.

trine of Intervention.” He contends that
the misfortune of the United States is
that (he people do not know their actual

tieral conference of

:«

Denby in the December
declares stoutly for “The Doc-

Chicago.

ial Republican ma- i influence in the affairs of the
world; that
(Governor is 83,240. for this reason
they have hitherto been
1ms just been discovcontent to stand by and se.e other nations
UiinCity. Alaska.
themselves to
of

portions
China,
without raising a. protest; and that as our
treaties with China guarantee to ns the

celebrate the 200th
of the city by

!

same

obtainable in M xi-

is

iits

day (silvei),

a

apt. Mahan favor
•f government foi l’orto
1 (

pines.
approximates
annually, of which

crop

in

per cent.
lias beeu published in
admittance of United
ints into France.

f

with Spain experience
■iterative necessity for
national naval

a

1

tell

soon

to

re-

provide for

regular army, and in
only will do garrison
Manila are to the
will refuse to
the islands to the

in

gents
■

!

!

1 the subject of an
i the United States,
uinals. but particu•••lit is

maturing pilaus

many volunteers ;
■»>!Me. as nearly all of j
home.
as

Association of New j
icu rmined to begin a !
\ press companies ;
tax.

m'.p

buy the ;
hut does !
her relations with

s
’;i
c

ready
Spain,

to

England.

,iio 01

the conclusion j
r; land foundered in ;
11 cad, Ma-s.. ami ;
-'ll ashore and beaten
i

o

to

suppiosed.

i-t

treatment that is

accorded to the

most favored
in every case

ac-

nation, we should intervene
where it is to our interest to
intervene,
lie says:
1 do not want to take par t in foreign
wars; but I would proclaim it from the
housetops that we should intervene in
every case in which our material interests
are involved.
If a hair of the head of an American
citizen is wrongfully touched in a foreign
country, we are ail of accord in saying
that immediate redress should be demanded.
We agree that we will light on such
an issue.
There can be no better cause
of war; for, if a government does not
protect its citizens, of what use is it? For
what purpose are governments organized,
except to secure to their people, life, liberty, and the free pursuit of happiness?
Much as the so-called vagaries of the
Emperor of Germany have been ridiculed,
it must be admitted that his
foreign policy
has been wise.
Wherever a German has
been injured or oppressed, in his person
<'i‘ bis property,
ships have been sent to
demand redress.
Wherever the German
lias
set
bis
eagle
claws, there he remains,
to
a
recent declaration of
and, according
the Emperor, there he will remain.
Are
we weaker or more timid than
Germany? j
The protection afforded by a govern- j
ment cannot end with mere protection of
j
the persons of its subjects. It must ueces- I
exteud
to
the
of
as
sarily
rights
property
j
well.
For instance, shall we stand by, 1
silent, bound by the doctrine of Non-lu- i
tervention. and see America excluded from
China? Shall we tacitly consent that China ]
shall be closed to us? shall we unpro- |
te.stingly agree that one favored nation |
alone shall have the right to build rail- 1
roads in China, or in any province there°f?
shall we deliberately announce to!
Europe, now aflame with the tire of coloui- j
nation, that wo have n » interest in any !
disposition it may make of Siam, Korea, j
or China?
1 reassert that it is our
duty to intervene in all matters
occurring abroad in
whieh it is to our interest to intervene.
1
mean out material interest—the interest
of our railroads, our merchants, our man|
ufaeturers. out si jins, our trade, and our;

J

1

j

]

spent her vacation with her brother, Walter
flinera! Wealth

Philippines.

of

<>

Admiral Dew* y has foi wardt
Navy Depart mem a memos; ndum on tlu*
mineral
esoui
of
Ik
J hilipp
prepared at the Admit al's ropiest hy i i.. f
George F. Decor <>t tin Justed Mines’
(Geological Survey.
Pml. Decker made
considerable researches and consulted
with the
available authorities.
Onlv
ahou
a
score
of the sevcial hundred
islands, lie says, are known to «• -main
deposits oj valuable mine ais.
He in
elude-, a table showing the mineral beat
iug islands and their resources.
This
table follows:
<
Luzon-oal, gold, eopper, lead, iron,
sulphur, mat hie. kaolin,
(. itaaadmtiies.
S bijyaii.
PoJnd
and
l'anaoan—(Gold ordv
M at irnmkju*— 1
td and m Is er.
Mindoro—( on!, gold and eopper.
•<

arraray. Lain

|{a|-u Pipe.

—

sarmar—( oal and gold.
Pa nay- ( oal, oil, gas.
ii m ami perhaps meiein \.

goM

!

copper,

Diliram—Sulphur only.
Ley to Coal, «>il and perhaps rnereuiy.
1 i'll—('mil,
oil. gas. gold, lead, silvan

4l'll"W.
feet.

"

Highest barometer,

NHv. 4
__
30.35
»meicr. Ni>\. 3«.‘Jd.i 1

Lowest bat
Average barometer...
Aumner <
>dear days.
Number 1 lai*• nays.
N umber ol rhintly days
T'-tai !•!•••• ipitation as water
A\eiage Ini November Jnr 30 years
Total n "Vement if wind
Averaue daily movt-ment of wind.
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about the house. They come easily and
they stick, too—unless you get rid of them with
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nly child, George,

who survive him.

sorrowing mother and orphaned

Capt. Albert Hichborn... Dr. G.
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fast Me

assisting

amusing incidents happened in this
quite recently, and one many
moons ago.
Many of our readers will know
which s the new one without the telling.
A business man of this city sent a young
man in ids employ on an errand to the
house. T1 e lour bell was answered by the
one

j

it

a

v/

THE CHRISTMAS NUM3ER
OF THE

New York Herald
Out

Ilale’s Honey of Horehound nr.
isn't claimed to cure consumption, but :t 3
\v;
<
often prevent it. A positive cure f<
acouyh. Sold by druggists.
Pike's Toothache Drops ure in one minute, «

li, 1898.

D?c.

Sunday,

Of Men, Woih.ii and

children, cured by
Fidelity Method.

ITS HIGH
which will
..

and make the crust ?
pie
That's all you need know or
bother about- and still be able
to ha e mince pies such as Maine
has a ways been noted for if you
will buy

o

uii.i;

;

priate full page pictures

i

clever
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detention from daily
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We guarantee
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Fascinating theut^S'p^s

O pe ra ting S u rgt on.

will Be unexcelled

by any e..u'fempir;Mu<
publication. The listed' -wntriiH Mrs
of fiction will include the names "i

Office Hours, I to 4 ; 7 lo 8 l». M.

oils

from a famous
best fresh beef ]

FRA"nK R. STOCKTON,

WILLI API LE

and other well known

^

A

PRINTERS,

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me,

BY POPULAR NEW YORK CLERGYMEN
Will be Another Delightful Feature.

Messenger.

the

manufacturing establishments of this
Non=Partisan W. C. T. U.
city A man lay near the engine room one
the insurrectionists..Instead of going home !
Saturday afternoon and slept off the effects
Druggist
according to Captain VV. A. Harper, who 1 Cleveland, Ohio, Dec 7. Officers <'f
j too much liquor. After the works stopfor a generous
writes of his interview with Aguinaldo in
were elected at to-day’s session of the I
in Harper’s Weekly for December 3d, he
he
went
in
down
in
front
and sat
of the
10 CENT
National Non-Partisan W. C. T. C. Miss] ped
gathered twenty of his friends around him Annie Witteumeyer «>f Saratoga, Pa., de- boile-. He soon began to show signs of unTRIAL SIZK.
and waited for the arrival of the warrant, j
clined re-election on account of age and easiness and finally said: “Mr. Engineer,
Oa the
a captain of the civil guard
health. She is now ever 70. Mrs. J your steam is only at 30 pounds.” “I know
and two sergeants appeared to arrest him, 1 failing
Howard M. Ingham of Jefferson, Ohio
it.” responded the engineer. “What of it?”
and were promptly killed.
This started
Ollier officers!
eocaii e
contains no
elected
was
president
Why," said the man ; “it’s almost half past mercury nor any other
the revolution which has culminated in
elected were: General secretary, Mrs. ! six am
steam
to
haven’t
drug.
him
President
the
of
you
injurious
got
enough
making
Philippine Ellen G. Phinney, Cleveland, Ohio; ieii is quickly Absorbstart 11 j on.” “But I’m not going to start
Republic.
ed.
H.v IIKDIN
cording secretary, Miss Emma A. Fowler, up. “What's llie
<
Jives Relief at once.
isn’t
she
matter,
......
running
Pittsburg: treasurer, Mrs. C. C. Alford,
Poor Economy.
>pyr>l(t. r :;S. !.y !!ar;irr
COLD 'N HEAD
Bernard st on, Mass, .editor of Temperance t')da\ ?” asked the astonished caller. “Why,
Heals and Protects the
AI lavs inllamiuatmn
Mrs. .Joseph 1). Weeks, 'hitsno, I have just shut down for the week.”
Mayor \ an Wyck makes few mistakes; Tribune,
s
the senses of Taste and
Membrane. Re-i
!,
the desert of Takla- but he lias made a mistake in
burg; national evangelist and organizer, “Well, 1 declare,” said tlu man, as lie arose Smell. Full Size* 50e. Trail Size UK- at Drugreducing
>.
to make up an almost
to go, “J
the appropriation foi public schools. The Mrs. Isabel Plumb, Chicag
just, woke up and thought it was gists or In mai'
Fl.Y liRoriiLRS 50 \N :irn n Street. New York
of human daring, sufMonday
]tress of New York is unanimous upon j
morning.”
i.iuee.
An Irishman was before thg Court
this subject, and so are the people. Kcon- j
his
of
cause
arrest
the
:ii the agonies t>f starvaand when asked
Is!- au H ut happenings.
omy is excellent in itself and as an elec- j|!
“Sneczlionor,
were but minor considtiou cry; but the tax payers do not want ; replied: “Sneezing, your
should
a
the
balance
said
“Why
in
the
Judge,
1 5112
wdghed
Hattie A. M. Turner has gone to Boston
S
to he economical in educational matters. , mg.*’
science, the man who, They understand that, for every dollar ex- man be arrested for sneezing?” “Why T': visit relatives and friends.
he
great
I’at. “I sneezed
answered
without water, paused on
honor,”
C. I). Turner lias bought the old factory
pended upon schools, a thousand dollars |1 your
re ip. .,dy for
the ally.
It awoke
'Min to note his pulse beare saved in courts and prisons.
Nothing I while going through
building aLd has been putting new sills
I
nervous prosme for disarrested
lie
and
ilinking, surely possesses could make Mayor Van Vyck more popu- the policeman
under it.
t r a t io p and
1’at was discharged.
I
the peace.”
which must eventually lar than the
proud statement: “I have ex- turbing
all nervous
Bessie Turner lias gone to Belfast to spend
'fades. “Through Asia,”
the winter. She expects to work at dresspended more money upon public schools
diseases of the
Ordinary household accidents have no
been published by Messrs. than
But if he can
with her aunt, Mrs. Asa Turner.
any other Mayor.”
a bottle of Mr Thomas’
ormaking
there's
when
terrors
generative
d rs, opens to the reading
deBEFORE AND AFTER USING.
only say: “I have saved you money by
Eelectric Oil iu the medicine chest. Heals
Mrs. J. D. Barter and Abbie Monteitb regans of cither
e'
It is
of a new world.
Instant
an
edurelief.
children
of
some
of
priving
your
turned from Rockland where Mrs. Barter
burns, cut, bruises, sprains.
sex, such as Nervous Prostration, railing or
what, with the sole excep- cation,” he will find himself most unpophas been purchasing her Xmas goods.
lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emis> attainment of “Farthest
Despairing Lover:
ular. 1 hope that Mayor Van Wyck, who
In Regular Form.
sions, Youthful Errors, Mental worry, ext he
A. J. H., C. D. and J. C. Turner and famimost
extraordinary has so often shown that he has a mind, “Bertha, have you nothing to say iu
lies
Thanksgiving cessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
entury.
will now be wise enough to change it. answer to the letter 1 wrote you last with passed a very pleasant
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
S.
Turner.
their sister, Mrs. E.
They
ail my
[Town Topics, New York.
Thursday? Do yon know that to
partook of a bountiful dinner which was
Crasps at a Straw —“Dr.
in your reply
that
bound
up
is
future
prepared by Miss Marshall, and proved be!‘>r the Heart has done so
It will surp i9e you—try it.
letter?" Washington Maiden: “I haven’t yond a doubt her capabilities as an expert
it I feel I owe it to sufferNext Tuesday is cook as well as nurse.
KOK SALE BV B. H. MOODY.
lyr3H
Horace.
at
for
it,
above
ail
others
looked
For
the
medicine
It
is
give testimony.
years
catarrh and is worth its weight in gold. my day for opening sealed proposals."
'ig spells, pains in my left
Mrs. Sturdivant has been having quite ex!
PILES
!
'I ankles.
PILES!
FILES
When 1 took the
Ely’s Cream Balm does all that is claimed [Chicago Tribune.
tensive repairs made upon the old Turner

JOB

story tellers.

of Christmas Talks

Page

Burgess Press,

QUEUX,

MARY E. WILKINS,

—

\

The

UEORiiE R. SIMS,

and selected green apples, ready
to put in the crust.
Uniformly j
delicious and very Qconomical j
about 4Cts. for a pie when it <
is used.
t
grocer will sell you a package
for only io cents.
Prepared by Thorndike A Mix, Rockland, Me.
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Gold Coin

Your

AW I

exiptisite

the

no

EACH HOLIDAY SEASON THE
HERAI.l) -GOES ITSELF ONE
AND THIS YEAR IT
BETTER,
FR H’OSES TO MAIN I'AIN I IS
RECORD.
Be

made carefully
receipt of the

^

gift

no

YCu’ftT*:U5$Wtt
rm±

■0*

year,

brings

welcome in the home than

more

Can You Bake

Two

time

lor Cashiers. ContractRjj. csiit; Sou ;:it a;U solj.

utlcitej.

but once

comes

each

TORNADO INSURANCE.
N.cu-ity Bon,Is

Ain listrr.ors sij Trj.it.-•<

“Christinas

What
does
that mean?

Stories.

INSURANCE AND INSPECTION

)ILE
or*.

lungs.

the ladies in their efforts.

Short

\

may go
to your

A. Stev-

Million Assets

FIR ;, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE (iLASS,

CARDS,

THESE ARE BUT A FEW OF THE MANY
ELEMENTS TH AT WILL GO TO MAKE UP
ONE OF THE VERY BEST CHRISTMAS
NUMBERS YET ISSUED BY

A

POSTERS,
BILL HEADS,
LETTER HEADS,
PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

MODERN

NEWSPAPER.
It

Will

Thing of Beauty”
Joy Forever.”

Be “a
“a

and

DON’T FORGET THE DATE <'F ISSUE.

And all kinds oi Legal Printing
neatly and promptly dan

J

December II.
SEND

IN

YOU'K ORDERS

AT

ONCE FOR

The Christims HERALD of 1893.

MARCELLUSJ. DOW
liUOOKS «!\!\K,

j Dry

and

:u for

The taxpayers of the eit.\ of Belfast are hereby
notified that all poll taxes u. I txes on personal
estate for 1898 are now due and immediate pay.
A discount of two per cent
incut is requested
will be allowed on all taxes paid before'lunuury 1
1899. I shall be in mv office iu Memorial building
from 8.30 to 11.30 ,\..u. daily, until further notice
CHAS.

If.

SARGENT, Collector.

Belfast, Sept. 1, 1898.—30tf

H. a LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.

(' A I */.’

».

Fancy Goods,
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INSUR A*T0S and RIAL S5TATE

bottle.

Imitations.

_
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!>

FRED ATWOOD.
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as

TiiT REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISH

Me.

but

i The society feels justly proud of having
raised over $24... .Rufus Mudgett has lately
returned from a business trip to Boston and
Portland.... Mrs. Levi Gridin, after a long

1

i;"
e,

SKM> A Lid s i 11SCUIP i i O V S to

that cough
or throat
trouble

the

Bradford Blanchard, who has lately undertreatment, as doing finely, after a se! vere operation... .The Village Improvement
Society for some time past has been actively
engaged in raising money for sidewalks.
Bach street has worked with a will, the gen-

1

>u

1

Representing Over Twenty

For

gone

cry-

:l!!ill

1
\

triends, on the t mu and in the viil mv. in .'onus y>
pio.luct.s, tlu. similiti m of craps on 1
>sp-. s f „• J,
■:'
an ] indispeusu ile
weekly vis

'1 iie blow is a sad one to bis
ago.
mother. Mrs Abhie Staples, and

0 *4
4.3.; uie.un
7.4,0 mi .•>'
24'.' 2 mi

71

'uily.

T

ears

ens, who lias lately been attending lectures
in New York, has returned.
He reports Mrs.

..

■

and

I have taken your “I.. IV Atwood's Hitters, and can recommend
tin-in very highly.
Mrs. S. C. Nason.

Avoid

community feel deep sympathy. The remains were brought here for burial and the
funeral held here. ..Dr. Herman Hichboru,
j wile and
children, of Cambridge, Mass.,
spent Thanksgiving with the doctor’s father,

j

morons

Bangor, Me.
I >car Sir .—I have recommended
v »ur
L. I'-.*’ Bitiers for Dyspepsia,
and .-hail always do so.
Mrs. l -niEK Perkins.

Fi.iot.

captain.

years of age, the
S. Fletcher and

a
m ..
...
est rn -lit, a. 1 ;mp in;ri: u .vs ,,f tIk* Nation
and reliable m irket rep >;d»
rdi ,r,:s, m' -n-Minlianica
lt’orm itiou,
pictures, and is attractive and entertaining
*veia
unhei
,•
[

$i*-e Knows from experience

ex-

board the
which he had

illness, is improving and her many friends
j hope she will soon he restored to health....
Capt. William Henry Park, who has been a i
7 !
;;
great sufferer for months, is gaining, much j
'•
„>
to the gratification of his
many friends.
indies

>

YEAE FOR $2.00

tow u.

in dies

;>»;
34

ONE

and World, comj>reheusive
snort stoiles, scientific
id

She recommends ‘‘LTV

Fict, i,er Stay -■.«*, of this town.
He was an
industrious, warn, hearted young in in, an
affectionate son and father. His wife died

the

favorite home paper,

your

THE N. Y. WEEKLY TRIBUNE

LJ.’’

room ou

g, of
absence, of

'i.e

was

i‘VV8

ly

anti VILLAGERS
ami

BOTH

••

Wm. Proctor sue-I

mei

NEWSPAPER
For FARMERS

GENUINE.

M ATT AW A MKEAG, M E.
II
>1<
L. F.” i itters
■:
twi-iity V"!U>. They are the most
salable bitters we have in the stole.
Geo. \Y. Smith.

has bet-11 reNew York of tlio death of
N

NI'KINOS

ceive.; here i:

1

tire

he Sells

was

The tire was discovered by two !
happened to pass, and who with

who

THE

Ely Cream Balm

t

easy

THE JEW YORK WEEKLY TIJHUJJE

CATARRH

Is

cleaning

THEN. It. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
New York,
St. Louis.
Chicago.
lioston.
Philadelphia.

aim

lady of the house and the young man said :
The lobster fishermen are about taking up “Your husband
wants you to come up right
their traps and putting their boats into win- 1
It has been a fairly good year, away.” “W.iat’s the matter? Is he hurt?”
t.er quarters.
yet everv year the gross income gradually was asked. “No.” And after a good man}
decreases.
Although there ire more lobsters questions to which no satisfactory answer
taken than five years ago, yet there are so
could be obtained the lady said: “Tell me
many more men employed in the industry
since the decline of the ma< kerel fishing, just what he said.” “He said,” answered
that income per capita is much smaller. the boy, “That he wanted me to come
Much larger and more expensive boats are
down here an l get his talking machine.”
necessary as to get a share it is necessary to
billow the lobsters wherever tuey go, which H- was given :he gramophone, or graphooften leads them into deep water far from phone, or whatever It was hut the lady of
shore. There are now 132 men engaged in the
house did not accompany him.
this industry, from this town. [Deer Isle
'T lie other incident happened at one of

1

Powder
It makes all

Mass,,
In

j
j

from Harper's Weekly Copyright, 1898, by
Brothers.

Grimy finger marks

a

suniii b y, wli<> says rhat- be was
the job by a neighbor living
men

BUY ONLY

a

...

EMILIO AOriNALDO

POWDER

to grow on the woodwork

seem

PERRY DAVIS’

Annie

E.

the mouth.
N.>vemb> for 30 years
v
and 0
mbei
Highest.
Higlies- loi November for 30 year.;
7
Lowest. N.*\em:a
Lowest for No\eml»ei for 3n yea I s
Average of warmest day Novenmero.
Average t coldest <la;, November 27.
Average
Aveiage

omplished by enterengaged constantly in

ic»

"f the

cevoted

1

«

'll
tret

<

IS! is.

s

brush

eight

and iron.
Mindanao- --('oal,

b it. 44 -.4' J" \ Lou. O
Ai-titilde above the sea 1

mghl

u

shade

t.i“

1

Across Asia.

Asy iu

Mr. Fb

1

ley

Gailet'U
lias g ne
Westboro,
who-she will be employed in the

ch.iigi during

gold, copper and
is'ing fourteen years j
platinum.
a
San Francisco eswas
born on the 22nd of
Aguinaldo
>ulu
rcbipelago—Pearls.
.ont.i has just been susMarch lHi'i. at Cavite Viejo, and his eduOf the coal, Mr. Decker says that it is
a
suspended, because, cation was such as the schools of the little
to the .Japanese coal and
that
aualagous
exhausted in paying j
country town were able to provide, and of Washington, but not to the Welsh or
his life was spent in business to his twen- {
Jt might better be
Pennsylvania coal.
• at
the United States ty-lifth year, when he was elected Mayor characterized as a highly carbonized
On the 20th of August, 1*90.
of
Cavite.
!.
of
Nieaconsisting
lignite likely to coutain much sulphurous
and Honduras, having the Governor of the Province of Cavite re- j iron pyrites, rendering it liable to
sponu t will be made to form
ported to Manila that everything was quiet taneous combustion and injurious to boiler
in Cavite, and no insurgents to be found
o«
also (’osta Rica and
plates. Nevertheless, when pyrites seams
anywhere. Aguinaldo, on his way home \ are avoided and the lignite is properly
on the day after, the 21st of August, 1S90.
handled, it forms a valuable fuel,especially
p»rt of Secretary of heard that a warrant had been issued for j for local
consumption.
the
re!
ei,
agricultural
his own arrest on the cliaige of siding with i
w
island possessions of
1 he Weather ror November.
n
discussed. The Sec- ;
si a hie that the services
Abstract "f meteorjiogical observations
•h iie department ren- j
taken at the Maine Agricultural Experi:n jis should be extendinelit Station, t«<i* the iiio:.t.h of Novell.her.
'd suds.
;

H ....Muss

f'oui-.ril N

i:

>emarara.

■

Emilio Aguinaldo.

ishei

f1

\egros ( oal only
M ashett
(. >al ami «*j j>ei.
liomblend
Marble.

|

WASHING

Pain-Killer.

(

j

DUST

i

j

reconstructed and
speed than v. hen
oinmission over two 1 commerce.
d in commission at ;
Fa: be it from us to endeavor to force
7 ard last Thursday.
•‘pnblieau institutions on the peoph s of
tlie world. Far be it from us to wage sen•m n» is informed that ;
timental or religious wars. Far he it from
riii. iuy to the United
j ns to interfere with the
operations of any
:' cr ending Sej>t.emuovernment in its plop,a territory, be it
1 •.TS.«lt>7. an iuor be it free.
it is none of om
despotie
the pirevious
business how Russia, or England, oi Germany rules its people.
one .1 une
What 1 do insist on is, that the flag, the
», 1 ’S's.
i;.j tons of coal, | world over, shall protect all Americans iu
of
their
Pneeding year
persons, their property, and theii
in- same time it procommerce: and that on all occasions we
/I nr and 7-h*>S7 tons should demand such
protection.

GOLD

n\

helping

•nnding

Like Cat, Like ...istress.
Massachusetts municipal Elections.
County Correspondence.
Stimulated by the Crystal l'alace
cat
Boston, Dec. 0. There were a number
show and such
f Deferred from last week.]
institutions, there are
of surprises iu the
municipal elections
Monroe
The Sunday school concert,
probably an increasing number of people
held in sixteen of the
for two weeks on
thirty-two cities of
who take an interest in eat life.
It is to which had been postponed
the State today and the
greatest were at
such that Mr. Lonis Wain
appeals in ins account of the weather, was held at the Brockton and Haverhill. In Brockton,
article on characters in cats in
1
Cassell's church last Sunday evening. The church which last year voted for license by over
Magazine for November. “Cats are like was very
prettily decorated with mottoes, 00, the temperance advocates rolled up
children,” he says. Educate them pr.
and the recitations a majority against liquor selling of 2,100.
erly and you can do with them and tin ir dowers and evergreens
In Haverhill, the socialist Democrats
and music., both instrumental and vocal,
characters even as you will. One of
defeated a large field of candidates for
the
first things that impressed itself on
were excellent.
Much credit is due to th
mayor, including the present incumbent,
mind, on going round to cat shows s children, and also to the committee cm' and
gained seats in both legislative
Blair
had
judge, spectator, or artisf, was the ex
John
charg.; branches. In other cities there was litarrangements. Rev,
traordinary difference that exists in n ,. oi the program.Mrs. Jones of Belfast s tle change in the license vote.
characters of cats coming from
different
One of the features of the election was
her daughter, Mrs. Charles Colson.
parts of the country. Indeed, the elf, t visiting
_Miss L-'mise Mayo is visiting friends in the victory for the shoe labor men in
that a crowded exhibition and its
surMarlboro, their candidate winning over
roundings have upon different cats is i Camden.... Mrs. Joanna Killmau of YVin- the
who was supposed to
really very strange. Most ot those mils terport made a short visit to Mrs. Atwood have Republican
been
supported by the manuis recovering
which at home are
Dennison
last
week_Mrs
drawn
rarely
out ,.f
facturers.
themselves, and which you sec in aa from a severe attack >f la grippe.... David
With the exception of Brockton the
ordinary way, under one or two conditions Curtis, our school superintendent, ;s teach- cities voted on license as they did a
year
of expression,
immediately develop a new ing the village school.... Mr. Frank Fair- ago. The license vote generally fell off a
expression, and this typifies the effect banks will leave the Forest House and Mr. little and the no license vote was increashome life lias upon them.
ed.
The cities holding elections were
George Miller of Brooks has leased it. Mr.
Eor instance, a cat which lias been
treat- i
Brockton, Fall River. Fitchburg, Gloued by its master or mistress
!land Mrs. Fairbanks have ever been ready
very lovingly
cester, Haverhill.
Lawrence, Maiden,
and lias, in normal
to aid iu every good work and we are sorry
Marlboro, Now Bedford, Northampton,
circumstances, seen a
number of people wlm have
praised it and to lose them.
Pittsfield,Quincy, Somerville, Springfield,
petted it and stroked it a great deal, will ! Ai-fleton. Our schools have
begun Taunton and Waltham.
exhibit an entirely new,
smug, contented I with the following teachers: Grade school,
and happy expression when it comes
The December meeting of the Maine
beof Ellingwood’s Corner;
fore tbe public.
On the other hand the1 Grammar, Alga Hall
commandery of the Loyal Legion of the
animal that has lived a life of
primary, Miss Fannie Gushee; Weymouth United States was held at the Falmouth
ease, seeing
Hotel, Portland, Wednesday evening, Dec.
nobody and nothing beyond its mistress5 district, Benj. Keller; Bridge district, Geo. 7th.
will exhibit the most
striking cliaractciis- Fish; Gurney district, Clarence Simmons;
tics of its mistress.
Tlius, if the charm j Elm woo j district, Edna Ripley; Miss Agnes
ter of the woman
1m, in the main, a sulky i Taylor, Head of the Lake, Hope; Miss Annie
snappy one, the effect of a sudden change
CURE ALL YOUR PAINS WITH
Stevens teaches the Lawrence district
up-in the cal’s life will be to bring out in
Helen
school
in
Searsmout.Miss
the cat a sulky or
Tyler,
snappy disposition also, i
Dr. L. W. Healey
Another cat will,
perhaps, show itsedf in who has been the guest of
the highest degree
to
returned
her
and
has
home in
mother,
A Medicine Chest in Itself.
suspicious, taking aftmits master or mistress
.Miss Helen Sherman and
again, while a fourth, Frankfort..
Simple, Safe and Quick Cure for
that has had to light its
will
way,
ipramd Miss Linda vnnis have arrived home from
and rush at
CRAMPS, DIARRHOEA, COUGHS,
everything, and a fifth, tli.it a visit of iie week in Boston_Viv;an
lias been allowed u> oam t lie < ount
COLDS, RHEUMATISM,
y will
rutile up its straw, get underneath its bed Cu.'migham is it horn from Haverhill, Mass
NEURALGIA.
...Reuben Grunt, who lias been at work in
to hide right out of
and nothing but :
sight,
i'nee will move it.
25 and 50 cent Bottles.
| London rail Mall : B' \cri\, Mass., ‘tie past four mouths, has
Gazette.
ref irued
home..Miss Fannie Gushee
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
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HEADY

MADE G A H HEXES
-Eor fjfn/.ies,-
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atest
ante.

>11 U.l N I-; 11Y rooms an- louinl
styles, witli c. n
milliners in
Ho keeps a <joo I assortment of

tin*

very
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Ladies and ('hildren's Underwear.

EYES TESTED

1

r
r

^
1

;
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L

Agnew’s Heart Cure, my
'I was dying, it gave me al1. and six bottles entirely
rs. F
L. Lumsden, Scranton,
Kilgore & Wilson and A. A.

^ 7i.

A 8TOHI A.

^^The Kind You Have Always Bought

for it.— B. W.

Sperrv, Hanford, Conn.
My son was afflicted with catarrh. He
Balm and the disagreeCream
used Ely’s
able catarrh all left him —J. C. Olinstead,
Areola, 111.

A 10 :. trial siz-: or the 50c. size of Ely’s
Cream Balm will he mailed. Kept bv druggists. Ely Brothers, 50 Warren St.., N. Y.

A lazy liver makes a lazy man. Burdock
Blood Bitters is the natural, never failing
remedy for a lazy liver.

j

Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup seems
the needs of the chilespecially adapted to
soothing in its indren! Pleasant to take: of
all remedies for
fluence it is the remedy
aud
throat
lung disease.
of
every form
Mr

Game

Commissioner

L. T.
iu
are

Carleton and

Washington
Warden W. 1. Neal
reports of the violacounty investigating
laws.
tions of the game

Homestead on the East Side, which she
purchased about a year ago of H. ('. Sprout.
She has had an ice house and other out
buildings put up, and made great improvements about the place.

“Itching hemorrhoids were the plague of
Doan’s OintWas almost wild
my life.
ment cured me quickly and permanently,
after doctors had failed.” 0. F. Cornwell,
Street, Saugerties, V'- Y.

Valley

I)r. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will

cure

P. O.

ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, MAINE.

Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It :
absorbes the tun.jrs, allays the itching at once, j
Dr. Wil- !
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief.
liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by drugBrick house, known as the Thurlow house, on
gists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box.
WM. C. MARSHALL.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland. Ohio Congress street.
or sale by R. H Moody.
iy38
Belfast* June 1, 1898.-22tf

FREE.
>*■ VV.

Haley,

tile

New Vork Oculist, will
Dec. 25. ,iiu40»

return to Belt is!

SUBSCRIBE

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

SHIP NEWS.
PORT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

Royal jjsgt
Makes the food

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW

Linda Sargent has gone

with great
ioned and
went on

hunting trip

on a

Heading, Cong.,
Friday afternoon,

with

Fred \V. Porter

Mrs.

Bangor Saturday

weut, to

employment.
Park left Monday

where lie has
A1

moii

M

to

join

hark

Meyers at Boston.
J. 1). Sweetser returned from Willimantie

Mabel i.

last week with

Mary

two

week of her

tine deer.

Camden

is the guest this
brother, W. E. Griunell.

Grinned of

Jeannette B. Hue

Tuesday

t<'

resume

returned to
her studies

at

Castine
the Nor-

day
Springfield,

Mass.

Fasuiet Erskiue left for

day

Bucksport

teach the winter term

to

m

one

Saturof the

districts of that town.
The

Congregational society

Christmas

tree at

the upper

will have their

Conference

room

Saturday evening, the24th.
Sell. E. L. Warren having discharged her
cargo of hay in Boston has come to Portland
to load corn for A. J Nickerson.

Geo. L. Hammons has decided to locate
ben and operate his business of mill sup-

plies

from bis office

iu

U

s

Searsport.
Philadelphia, Dec. 8, Ar, sch Laura, LamNew York; ll,ar,scb Olive T Whittier,

son,

Whit-tier, Feruaudina.
Bucksport., Dec. 10. Sld, sclis Gen Cogswell and M. B. Stetson, Newfoundland.
Feruaudina, Deed. Cld, sclis /Etna, New
York ; Carrie E Look, Veazie, New Haven.
Jacksonville, Dec 7. Chi, sch Melissa A
Willey, Coombs, Barbadoes; 9, ar, sch
Georgia Gilkey, Charleston.
Norfolk, Dec 7. Cld, sells Augustus Palmer, Haskell, Portland; Carrie. A Buekuam,
l a 1 dev
Savannah; 9, sld, sch Lyman M
Law, Blake, Providence; ar, sch 1) D HasNew
kell,
York,
Wilmington, N C, Dec 7. Ar, sch Melissa

Trask, Trask, New York.
Fall River, Dec 0.
Ar, sch Helen S Moseley, Holt, Jacksonville.
New Orleans, Dec 7.
Cld, sch R F Pettigrew, New York; cld, sch R W Hopkins,
ILchhorn, Boston; and sld from Port Eads,
Gloucester, Mass. Dec 8. Ar, sch Lucy E
Friend, Patterson, Port Reading.

of the vessel and dispatched a lifewith five men, in charge of Chief
I then steamed to leeward
J. F. Peterson and C A Woods have been 1
and stopped,
At 8 20 the boat returned
draw n to serve as travels jurors at the Jan- to
the
with
ship
captain, first and second
mate
steward and seven seamen of the
uar\ term of S. J. Court in Belfast.
bark St
Lucie, of New York. The St
Capt. W V Nichols of Brooklyn lias join- Lucie when abandoned had lost all headed the colony of Sears porters in Daytona, gear.
foretopmast and main topgallant
Florida, and will spend several w eeks there. mast, all <«f which were lying about, and
alongside the vessel. The ship w as full of
Sunday will be observed as Forefather's I water and seas were washing completeI had instructed Chief
ly over the hull.
day at the Congregational church. Special Officer
Reid to set fire to the wreck, if
vesper service in the evening [appropriate to possible, but be was unable to
get on board
the day.
! to do this, and had considerable diffi■ culty in
off the crew without accitaking
The Endeavor Society will hold a sociable dent."
with entertainment and Christmas tree in
| Captain Cole’s crew* of brave life-savers
the upper Conference Room, Christmas eve,
j were Chief Officer Andrew Malcolm Reid,
Carpenter Hugh Gray, Boatswain James
Saturday, Dee.. -4th.
Halden, Seamen Harry Gordon. Joseph ArDavid
Kane, quartermaster of steam woodson and H. Hanson. The hark St.
Lucie
Co. of
belonged to J. VV. El welt
yacht luma, is at home on a short furlough, ;
New \ rk
She was a wooden harkentine
after which he will join the yacht prepara- I of
083 tons register, built at Bowdoinham,
tory to sailing on a southern trip in Janu- Me., iu 1874.
Capt. H. O. Appleby, her
master, has sailed in command of the
ary.
schooners Henry Clausen, Jr
Jennie S.
George H. Bowen has completed repairs Butler and I). H. Rivers.
He has been I
master
of
for
on ali the school houses in town. The buildships
twenty-eight years, and i
the loss of the St. Lucie was his first acciin Union district are iu line

j

|

j

and

condition, dent.

ready

for the

schools which begin Dec.

27 th.

v

New London, De
8
Ar, Brig Telus,
Heagan, Turks Island for New York; 9, ar,
sell Anna Pendleton, Brunswick for Noank ; 10, ar, sell Mary A Hall, Jacksonville.
Savannah, Dec S. Shi, sch Edward
Stewart, Bangor: 12, ar, sch Carrie A Bucknam, Norfolk.
Salem, Dec 10. Ar, sebs Mary Ann McCann, Bangor for New York ; Electa Bailey,
Bangor for Bridgeport; Menawa, Bangor for
New Bedford.
Providence, R 1, Dec 12. Ar, sch Lyman

Ellie

'u W. \1. Par-e's advt. til**
'"! bo tis, with snag proof

price <>f men’s
rubbers, every
It is onlv
warranted, was omitted.
He.- other bargains m footwear in

Moody is

SKAKSPOKT
at

Daniel Harriuiau
week on business

in

OVERCOATS.

|

goula.

Hyannis, Dec

12.
In port seb Charlotte
Sibley, Jacksonville to Boston.
Brunswick, Dec. 12. Ar, sch Wm H Sumner, Pendleton, New York.
FOREIGN PORTS.

Sanchez, (San Domingo), Nor 22. Ar, sch
Noromhega, Armstrong, Wilmington, N C,
(will take a week to discharge).
Kingston, Ja, Nov 29. Ar, sch Abbic C
Stubbs, Whitney, Mobile.
Denierara, Nov 21. Ar, sch Sallie I’On,
West, Jacksonville; in port 24th; Dec 9, ar,
J Manchester Haynes, Wiscasset via
Portland.
Buenos Ayres, Nov 13. Ar, bark Skoda
(Bn Lee, Port Williams.
Hong K-uig, Oct 22. Sid. bark St .lames,
Tapley. Baltimore.
Frey Bentos, Nov 2. Ar.scb S G Haskell,
Richardson, Boston, via Portlaud and MonteNov

14

Buenos Ayres.

Savery.
Prospect last

MARINE

Ar,

bark

$ 14 00, at

;J

now

Boys' Trousers,

Knee Pants,

$9.75

at

bargain

a

Great Cut in Prices of Suits.
Mens and

Boys' All Wool Suits, (JiUE?sh^titres,)
DOWN

Black

Cape Coat, worth $4.00 now
Brown Covert Cloth, worth $7.00, now
Brown All Wool Covert Cloth, worth $10.00, now
$5.85 Men’s Waterproof Duck Coats, heavy wool lined

S3.98

FROM $5.00 an.l $7.00.

Men's

Heavy Double Breasted Black Cheviot Suits.
regular $8.00 quality, reduced to
50 Men's Fine Suits,
$8.90-11.50

Heavy Golf Style, Mens' and Boys' just half price,
Heavy Muleskin Lined Gloves, great values,
Men

s

Braces, worth double,

19

Great Trade in Underwear,

19c.

Heavy Grey and Brown Underwear at
Heavy Fleeced Underwear, very fine goods
9c. Heavy Wool Underwear, worth 75c
closing at

19c

.....

,

Lambskin Lined Duck Coats,

Bargains in Caps and Gloves,
50c.

Alice Reed,

MISCELLANY.

ask k)r credit at these prices, WE
DON’T given
it
just
good values

j
I

CANNOT GIVE IT. Parties ordering goods bv mail or si
came themselves.
Money returned it not perfectly satisbc

they

as

harry w. clark,

MY CLOTHIER,
7

j

j

*•

SrrpLEv-brown.

|

SWIFT &. PAUL’S
YOUR

FOR

FULL

LINK

lee’s Eiroirefl Velvet Slippers,
fee’s Fancy Leaner Slippers.

OF

Sparrow's Chocolate Goods,
FINEST MADE

Also

a

«

large stock ot the Finer Grades

at

75c., SI.00

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

SURPLUS,

$33,000
n

Ladies High Cut Jersey

EPOS I TS SOLICITED

Safe d epos Jit bcxesfor

rent at
a

Misses, High

$3. J»5 $6.50 ami

Cut

Leggings,

Jersey Leggings,

year.

All the latest styles of

Our new vault is unequaled in Eastern Maine
and UNEXCELLED l«n security against tire
and

;

Ladies' Fur Trimmed Juliets, Warm Lined ai
and Stylish, at 75c,, 98c. and $1,2;

Hstablished in|l83o

burglary in the country.

FIWE OVERSHOES

Those

renting boxes can have the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes to and from tha

JUST THE THINGS I OR USER

vaults.

McClintock Block, \\/

FOR A FINE LINE OF
RAISINS,
PRUNES,
CURRANTS,
FANCY GROCERIES,
CALL AT_

SWIFT & PAUL’S.

CHRISTMAS GOODS
HATTIE M. BLACK
HAS

A

TOWELS and
NOVELTIES
FOR THE CHRISTMAS TRADE.

Goods at Reasonable Prices.
CALL AND SEE THEM.

SANTA CLAUS [
CHRISTMAS

Durinp the Holiday seawill send post-paid
address, a beatiti

son we
to any

ful Gold Plated Chatelaine, with Loeket attached. set with Ruby or Brilliant of tine quality, on
receipt of 25 cts. and two
two cent stamps.
An opportunity not to be lost.
THE DIAMOND ENAMEL CO.,

SUGGESTION.
7
Office 37.

Temple PL, Boston. Mass., U. S. A.
3ui60

Misses Poor, Barr, and Hazeltine will arrive home this evening from Wellesley for
a three weeks vacation.
Joshua B. Pendleton of Lynn, Mass., arTuesday to attend the funeral of his
grandmother and his uncle Joseph,
rived

Street.

▼▼

X
•

Lamps!
Lamps!
Elegant decorated reception
with globe,

Lamps complete

ONLY S2.75.
Banquet Lamps
33

marked d< ten
1-3 to 30 per cent. fiom

regular retail9price.

LARGE LINE OK

HANDKERCHIEFS,

Pretty

High

1

f'Al i
vULl

•

KKPOKT OF THE CtiN

CITRONS,

IJ’Slffl.

!

$

Good Wool Working Trousers, worth
SI.50, now
Heavy Gray Ulsters, warm and durable coats,
Fine All Wool Trousers, (S'oHh) now
.$3.90 and 4 90
regular price $6.50, now,
Heavy Wool Knee Pants, for Boys, reduced to
Extra Fine All Wool Black Frieze Ulsters,
fully worth
Fine SI 00 Worsted

j

|

Men's and

Sujts

Men’s

]

j!

BARGAINS^ B()ys,

ULSTERS.

sch

j

j

I

*

OVERCOATS, small sizes only,
S3.98 25 Knee Pants
Suits,
BLUE CHINCHILLA OVERCOATS,
3.98
39
Boys' Knee Pants SuHs,
All Wool Beaver and Kersey Overcoats, worth $10, now
6.90
Fine Grades, our S3.50 and S4 line,
Extra Fine Men's Kersey Overcoats, made in an elegant
manner, our $12 and $15 line, color Black and Brown,
now
S9.75 and 11.9Q

Hull of wrecked seb Albert L Butler, on
as
Peaked Hill Bars, lias been sold for £250.
pi r
Cargo of logwood will be salved for 50 per
"V .'
Israel S. Chase is in Frankfort at work
cent.
for Heber Kenney.
advt
ti
he 2d page.
Nassau, N P. I)h, 7. Sch Helen M Atwood, Watts, from Santiago for Brunswick,
Kosh Chase is in tin* employ of Fred
The following is the list of letter^ adver- i
or New York, has put into Fortune, Island
tised m Searsport post oih.-e;
Mrs. I, Bow- j Brow n in Swanville.
1 for medical
aid. all on board being sick with
den; Mr. H. A. Gardner, C. E. Gilman,
A. Moody is in the employ of James \V. | malarial fever.
Lewes, Del, 1).-' 7. Assateague reports
William Hilgert, John Hutchins, .James i Ilarriman
hopping wood
the schooner P inran, (’apt Sargent, from
Warden, H. M. Tlia\>
Mr. and Mrs. A. .1 Card of Brooks were ) Beau tort, S C, for N V, is there, and reports
N E gale Sunday, during which lost boat
BORN.
Large rio'-ks of sea l irds follow tlie steamer in town last week visiting relatives.
and sails. The captain is hurt and crew is
each trip, and it has got be the regular thing
Fred A. Matthews was in Prospect last, sick. The vessel is leaking and wanted a
Cruris.
In Boston. November 22, tc. Hon. and
for quite a delegation of our people t’> go t..>
tug, and one was sent.
week visiting the family of F. M. Eastman.
Mr-. Edwin
Curtis, a daughter.
Charters. Slop S D Carleton, Honolulu
the wharf to observe the movements of the
(tkindle. Iii Blnehi 1, November 27, to Mr. and
Miss Winnefred Matthews was in Swan- i to Delaware Breakwater, f o, sugar, £5.50.
Mr.-. Herbert W. Grindle, a
birds during the su.y of the boat.
daughter.
S
P
Hitchcot k, same. Ship St FranShip
Ginn. In Orland, November 27. to Mr. an 1 Mrs
ville. last week, the guest of Miss Hattie M.
ces, same.
Ship W F Babcock, same. Herbert B. linn, a son.
a
Hartshorn.
Quite
passenger list went from here
Ship II B Hyde. same.
HoiMiDoN
In North port, December lu. o Mr.
Ship Iroquois,
same.
Mrs. Oscar Hodgdoti, a daughter.
Ed
Ship
O’Brien, same.
Monday, among them Rowena, Linda and
Ship Ifand
Mrs Sarah Smart has gone to
to
Michaels. In Bellast. Dec. s. tu Mr. and Mrs.
Prospect
Til lie
E
same.
Bark
Saint
Starbuck,
Evalina Coicord, .on Rich, Maud Brown,
p. Michaels, a daughter.
spend,the winter with her daughter, Mrs F.
Sch
Katherine, same.
Humaroek, New Elroy
Morton, in Rockpnri, December 2, to Mr. and
Elizabeth Whitcomo Esther and Prudence M. Eastman.
I York to Sierra Leone, general
cargo, p t.
(
Mrs. G. W. Morton, a son.
i Bark Mabel I Mevers, Boston to Bueno*
Plack, Els e Towle, Hattie Kneeland, Prud- I
Redman. In Stonington, November 2d, to Mr.
Isaac George has had a cancer drawn I
Ayres, lumber, £8; Rosario, £9. Sch Kit and Mrs. G. W. Redman, a son.
cnee McGilvery.
from his lip recently by Dr. W. F. Putman
Trendy. In Surry, November 28, to Mr. and
Carson, New York to Baracoa, general cargo,
Mrs. Frank N. Triindv. a
and back, p t. Sch A V S Woodruff, Rum
Rev. R G Harbutt delivered a fine disdaughter, Abbie ii.
of Bucks port.
Cay to New Y<»rk, salt 7 cents. Sell D J
course last Sunday
morning, m which he j
J. ii. Kii. land killed a seven months ol d
Sawyer, Charlotte Harbor to Wilmington,
MARRIED.
made feeling mention of the recent disasters
N C, phosphate rock, £1 80; theuce to Windporker last week. The lard weighed id lbs.
ward Islands, lumber,£5 25 and port charges.
by storm, giving a graphic portrayal of after
Apraham-Fii-'Ield. In Stonington, November
being tried.
Sell Eliza J Pendleton. New Orleans to
\vbnt must have
24, Rev. S. A. Apraham and Edith I. Fifie'.d, both
en that
ast
night on
New York, sugar, 00 cents.
Sell Ella M
ot stonington.
Miss Hattie Mary Hartshorn of Swanville
board the steamer Portland.
same.
Sch Gov Ames, same.
Sch
BM'ws-Hi ntley. In Camden, November 19,
Wiley,
was in town
recently, the guest of Miss
Herbert W. Brown and Mauri (1. Huntley, both ot
Star of the Sea, Port Royal to Baltimore,
Camden.
Capt. A. i Whitv.ier left by train Wednes- Winnefred Matthews.
t.
phosphate rock, p
Jones-Tkokndike. In West Rcckport, Decemday for Norfolk, Vg„, to take command of
ber 1. Aaron G Jones of St.
Fred N. Nickerson of Stockton Springs
George an 1 Edith
Belfast Price Current.
Ihorndike of Camden.
ship Aryan loading coal at that port for has been
to teach the winter term
engaged
Mathews-Hills. In Cnion. November 24, EdHonolulu. Ship Aryan is about 2.000 tons
CORRECTED WEEKLY ] OR THE JOURNAL.
wards A. Mathews and Minnie O. Hills, both of
of school in district No. 9.
burdet arid was built in Phipsburg in 1893.
nion.
Produce Market.
PHces Paul Producers.
James M. Nickerson and his sou J
Pendleton-Pendleton. In Winter Harbor,
Sri^ is the last wooden
bu.
50VtOO,
6OO08OO
Apples, p
Hay, |> ton,
ship launched in the Sumner have
November
2d Frederick N. Pendleton and Miss
dried p tb.
returned from a deer hunt in
Hides, V* lb,
7a9
I'nlteo States.
\ ida h. Pendleton, both of Winter
Harbor.
Keans, peas.
! 301af4(| Lamb, p th,
7a9
northern Maine.
Pendleton-Crank.
In Camden, December 7,
They succeeded in capmedium. 1 5f,al H) Lamb Skins.
50a,75 Harry Irving Pendletou and
Tim following officers were elected
Miss Louisa Gould
yel’weyes, 75 a 2 00j Mutton,
by turing two large ones.
lb,
4ac.- Crane, both of Camden.
Butter, p tb,
is,a20 Oats,
Freeman McGilvery Post, G. A. R., at the
bn, 32 lb, 35 a 40
Pi pek-M arrinlr. In Belfast, Pec. 7. bv Rev.
Ernest, Gray of Penobscot, who has been
Keef, p tb.
5(06 Potatoes,
35 a 40
anmi I meeting Dec. 8th:
Round
C.s A. Stinson; S.
4 a4 1 2
V;/'- mslow, Ernest Piper of Bellast and Miss
Barley,
p
bu,
40&45
Ho^,
in the employ of George Partridge for the j
Alice Marriner of Belmont.
tt.
li
Cheese, p
V- C
Straw, \) ton,
6 0O&7 00
M. M. Whittum; J. V. C., S. A. PresIn Camden, November 17,
past year,has served his time and is now in
Chicken, p tt;,
10a 17
10(oi2 Turkey, p lb,
John P.
cott: Q M
W B. Sawyer; Surg., E.
Studley and Irene S. Brown, both of CamCall Skins.
50o75 Tallow,
1 1-2 a 3
Hop- the employ of H. P. Towle
den.
Duck, p It.,
14a 16 Veal. £> tb,
kins: Q. D., E. L. Merithew; O, G., William
0i«7
Stockhr1 do e-Staples. In Atlantic. November
20 Wool, unwashed.
EtffiS. p d>z,
17
The many friends of Percy Nickerson of
15, Seth G. Stockbridge and Miss Sylvia A. Staples,
Keibert; delegate, S. A. Prescott; alternate,
8.7/ 10 Wood, hard,
Fowl, p tb,
3 50 a5 00
both of Atlantic.
whose name was in print as one Geese, p tb.
13.a 15 Wood, soft,
3 OOa.3 50
L. M. Sargent
The installation will take Swanville,
Youno Wentworth. In Belfast, December 10,
of the drowned on steamer Portland in the
Retail /‘rice.
Retail Market
by Rev. R. T. Capen, Leland Young and Miss
Place- at the first regular meeting in Jauustorm of Nov. 27th,are pleased to know that
Beef, corneil,
lb, 7a8 Lime, 4> bbl,
90@l 00 Lucy Wentworth, both of Belfast.
arv.
Butter salt, 14 lb bag, 18 Oat Meal. $> ib,
4(65
the statement was incorrect.
50 Onions,
Corn, p bu,
~3
ib,
DIED.
Capt. A. V. Nickels has received advice by
I Cracked Corn,
bu, 50 Oil, kerosene, gal, 10a 11
Corn
50
Meal, & bu,
letter from Mr. Graham, mate of the shin R.
465
Pollock, $> ib,
Borneman. In Waldobcro, December 2, AnL nity. Charles flathaway while at work Cheese,
14 Pork, ^ lb,
lb,
7^8 drew
Cotton Seed, $) cwt, 1 25 Plaster. |> bbl,
R.Thomas,giving the particulars of the death on a barn fell and broke his
Rorneman, aped 69 years.
1 12
leg between the Codfish, dry, lb
Crawford. In East Jefferson, December 2.
of Capt. E. D. Blanchard.
3
5ay Rye Meal, p ib
Tt seems the capJames Crawford, aped 78 years.
knee and ankle and cut his face so
» Shorts, fe* cwt,
Cranberries,
85690
qt,
to
badly
tain, after being on deck a portion of the
Chatham. In California, November 17, Mrs.
Clover Seed.
5 1-2(66
H(al2 Sugar, p lb.
require a number of stitches. Dr. Whitney re- Four, p bbl, 4 BOio.4
75 Salt, T. L, Ip bu,
35 Maria Chatham, (formerly Mrs. John Taylor of
night, went below and retired to his room.
Lnion) aged 58 years
H.G Seed, bu. 1 75@2 00 Sweet Potatoes,
duced the fracture and he is as well as can
3
Not coming out in the morning the mate
Dyer.
sea, November 27, Charles G. Dyer,
Lard,
lb,
8(0.9 Wheat Meal,
3(^3 1-2 steward ofAt
be expected-Melzier Stevens is the
seh. Jordan L. Mott, aged 67 vears, 5
happy
opened the door and found the captain sufmonths
and
27
days. Remains interred at Owl’s
father of a bouncing boy ; mother and child
Head.
fering from a paralytic shock and unconare doing well.... The new school house is
Flanders.
In North Waldoboro, December 3,
scious.
This occured Oct. 14th.
Harriet, widow of Ben jamin Flanders, a native of
Capt. nearly completed and will be dedicated
East Jefferson, aped 66 years,
Blanchard lived until Jet 29th, when near
Dec. 15th. The schools will begin Dec. 19th.
ft Fi ller.
In Watertown, Mass., Nov. 30, Susan
Montevideo, but remained unconscious all The
E
Widow of Rev. S. A. Fuller, aped 71 years
High school will be taught by Frank L.
the time. The remains were takeu ashore
Yes, But it>s Belfast Talk, the Kind and 6 months.
Ames of Skowhgan and the primary by
Flowers. In North Searsport. Dec. 13, Mrs.
and buried,
a large number of both Amerthat Tells iu Belfast.
M iry Flowers,
aged 88 years, 9 months and 17
Miss Myra T. Libby-Mrs. Archie Tozier
ican and English
days.
seafaring men in port atwas called to Albion Dec. 10th
Gilmore. In Montville, Dee. 2, Mrs ElizaTalk that tells,
by the illtended the funeral.
beth A. Gilmore, aped 77 years, 10
months, 20
ness ol her brother in-law, Mr.
Talk that's endorsed.
Martin,who
days.
TI.h Methodist
Howe. In San Francisco, November 2o, Par
Society of this place will is not expected to live-Preparations are
Every day talk by people who know.
thenia F. Howe, beloved mother of Fred ('. and
give a recital and grand Christmas enter- being made for a Christmas tree and
City talk—kidney talk,
( harles A. Howe, and Mrs. Bloek
conJohnson, a natainment at their vestry Friday
Well, yes, both loud and long
tive of Mount Vernon,
evening, ; cert by the children, Christmas eve..... Mrs
Me., aped 86 vears 9
months and 10 days.
You should learn the kidney language.
Dec 2.'Id. Mrs. T. If.
MoClintock, a gradu- W. G. Fuller and family are boarding in the
Knowlton. In Belfast, December 13, Betsy
Backache in kidney talk means kidney ache.
ate of
Emerson school of Oratory, Boston,
S.. widow of William H. Knowlton,
family of Charles Mitchell_Mr. and Mrs.
aged 69years
Lame back means lame kidneys,
and 22 days.
Ma^
will render interesting and
appropri- Alton Pilley have gone to housekeeping in
Laukaisee. In Oldtown, Tuesday, Dec. 6th,
A bad back is simply
ate selections.
Miss Hannah C. Oolcord,
Mr. Asa Larrabee. aged 52
the house lately vacated by Mr. Barbour_
years; death caused'
The kidneys talking trouble.
by consumption.
wlifts
reputation as an aceompaniest is
Mrs. Clark is quite comfortable.Mrs.
M eh an
Here’s Belfast talk and kidney talk.
In Rockland. December 5 Harriet C
well kuown, will have
charge of the music. Ann Rollins was taken suddenly insane last
(Trueworthy), widow of John Mehan.a native of
Mr. Rufus Walton of 140 High St., says:
Prospect, aped 63 years, 2 months and 22 days.
At the close of the entertainment
I suffered from kidney trouble for years, often
the
week.
Her daughter, Mrs. Boynton, and
Pendleton. In Belfast. December lo, Capt.
Christmas Trees will be unloaded. An
one son is with her. She is
T. Fendleton, aped 74 years.
stopping at Frank so bad that I was confined to my bed or to the ; Joseph
Prndleton. In Belfast. December 11.
Bartlett’s-Ada
for
house
weeks
returned
to
at
a
of
Pittstime.
real
hack
Berry
across
Mary L.
evening
My
my
enjoyment and profit is as- field
Pendleton,
aped 91 years, 4 months and 2 days.
Monday. She attends the M. C. I. kidneys bothered me with a continual aching
sured those who attend, as
Paul
In Rockport, November 30, Sophronia
great care is beA little stranger came to the house of
A. (Upham), wife of Janes
Paul, aged 62 vears, 2
ing taken in preparing the program. A Lemuel Reynolds last week. It is a boy_ pain and along with it there was a weakness of months
and 21 days.
the kidneys which was very distressing and ancordial invitation is extended to all. En- The Ladies “Sewing Circle will meet with
Perkins. In Penobscot. December 4, John W’.
Mrs. Mary Whitney, Dec. 15th. They have noying more especially at night. 1 doctored and Perkins, aged 79 years, 8 months and 21 days.
tertainment will begin at 7 p. m,
sharp, changed the program and instead of having used more or less medicine but I got little or no i Pearson. In Rockport. December 6, Carl Reese,
son of Rev. and Mrs N. R.
standard time. Admission 15 cents.
a picnic supper it will be a
Pearson, aged 2 years
picnic dinner. relief. About a year ago I was unusually bad. 1 and 5 months.
All are
invited. .Mrs. H. C. Chand- saw Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised and so well
A letter from Mrs.
Staples. In Belfast, December 13, Warren S.
Appleby, wife of Capt. ler wentcordially
to Waterville Dec. tftb on business.
recommended from people near by, that I got Staples, aged 18 years and 7 months.
H. O. Appleby, to friends here
gives details -Mrs. Ann Fogg is gaining slowly_
them at
& Wilson’s Drug Store and gave
of the loss of the bark St
Lucie,which sailed Prof. G. J. Wyman of South China deliver- them a Kilgore
Waldo. Esther Cilley and Aclisa Freetrial.
I got relief from the first and coned a lecture Monday evening at the church,
from New York Nov. 25th with a
general
illustrated with sixty stereoption views. It tinned the treatment until L had used several man are on the sick list.L. M. Bryant
cargo for Santos Brazil.
was very good and quite well patronized_
boxes and they did me more good than anything attended the State Dairy meeting in PortAbout 10 o’clock P. M. of the 26th, the Charlie Mussey and Clair Whitten returned
lann last week.Mrs. S W. Levanseller
I ever took. The aching pain in my back was
wdnd suddenly shifted to the north west and
to Kents Hill Dec. 7th to attend school.
blew away several sails,
greatly lessened. I felt much stronger. The weak- will move to the Jones place, which they
listing the bark to
sou 8 which was so annoying was greatly improved
starboard.
Next morning, the hurricane
South Montville.
B. F. Knowles arrivlately bought-Emerson Elwell, who has
Doan’s
Pills benentted me iu every way
still raging, all at once the
a job lumbering in Brooks, has moved
bowsprit jibboom ed home from Boston last week_George and youKidney
can mention my name as having used
his
fore and main topmasts went
by the board, Holmes and wife of New York are visiting them with great benefit. I will always recommend
family there.The special commissioners
relieving the ship. We righted and lay ber mother, Mrs. Sarah Bryant....C. T. Doan’s Kidney Pills to my friends.
The remedy
easier.
Next morning at 4 a. m. the deck Randall lost a horse last Sunday that he is worthy of the highest recommendation
appointed by the court to give a hearing in
load of lumber and rosin broke
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 60 cents a box,
adrift, heavy took to winter for parties in Belfast. The
to discontinuing the road laid out
all dealeis; sent by mail on receipt of regard
seas swept the
decks, stove in the for- horse was old and had been failing for some for sale byFoster
the County Co mmissioners near the
Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole by
ward part of the poop deck which caused
weeks-F. E. Gilman is at work for Henry price by
Sargent
Crossing, gave a hearing D*c. 6th at
for
the
United
States.
agents
the vessel to fill rapidly. At 7 o’clock Pay son driving a team
Farmers are busy
the Station and it is understood the road
Remember the name, DOAN’S, and take no subCapt Appleby had the life boat launched getting up their firewood.
stitute.
will not be built.
v ■

*

BLACK BEAVER

T

Rosario,

ITEMS.

work for E. L.
was

25 PER CENT. TO PURCHASERS.

M Law, Blake, Norfolk.

New Haven, Dec 12. Ar, brig Katabdin,
New York for New Bedford, leaking.
Galveston, Dec 10. Cld, sch Gladys, Pasca-

video.
NORTH

IT HAS BECOME OUR CUSTOH, and we find it is policy to do so, to close out our entire stock
of heavy w
at a great sacrifice at the waning of the season.
Our customers want to be shown brand new sty.es each v
on y way it can be done, is to close out the broken lots of Suits and
Overcoats at such low prices that even t
judge of values can realize what they are getting. Brag and bluster prove nothing. Merchandise facts prove
We say (and can .substantiate our statement with the tacts) that each
price we quote represents an averav

10th.

Officer Reid.

ings

M KKIOAN PO RTS.

son,

special contribution will be called for at
Congregational church next Sunday ward
morning toward tbe clmrch funds.
boat,
A

the

Haskell,

York, Dec. 6. Sld, sclis W in H Sumner, Pendleton, Brunswick, Ga ; Susie P
Oliver, ( ariberieu ; D D Haskell, Norfolk ; 7,
ar, sebs Scotia, Carrabelle; Daylight, Philadelphia for Boston; Isaac Orbeton, Philadelphia for New Haven; Emma S Briggs,
Osborne, South Amboy for Rockland; 7,
passed Hell Gate, sch Wm Cobb, Cook,
Elizabet.hport for Belfast; 8, cld, sch Mabel
Hooper, Hooper, Jacksonville; 9, cld, sch
John C Smith, Nassau; 10, ar, sclis Maggie
Mulvey, Providence; Willie L Newton, New
Haven.
Boston, Dec. 8.
Ar, sch Flora Rogers,
Francis, Satilla River; 10. ar, sch A Hayford, Ryan, Belfast; E. L. Warren, Clos-

being again visible, I altered our course to
it."' direction.
After steaming 4a minutes we
stopped alongside a dismasted bark and
i)ailed.
On learning that they wished to
abandon the vessel I agreed to stand by
until daylight.
At 7.1a l steamed to wind-

village.

Wood,

New

j

Augie Gilmore left by steamer Monsister, Mrs. J. C. Beals, in

visit her

to

provis-

J

mal School.
Miss

board,where they

was

Seven meu
remained about an

hour when the boat capsized alongside. Six
of the men were rescued, but Henry Hayemeye was drowned. The eleven men then
took refuge on the quarter deck as the
forward house hail be n washed off, as were
also the partitions in the cabin. “At 2 30
A. M, last Tuesday morning the masthead
light of a steamer was seen.” said Captain
Appleby ”1 ordered the flare up light to
be burned The steamer changed lier course
coming promptly as close to us as was safe.
Her master asked if we needed assistance,
and 1 replied we were in a sinking condition.
i asked the master of the steamer to
stand by us until daylight
He answered
| he would, and he did it like a man. At
the
master
of
the steamer signaled,
daylight
“Are you ready to abandon ship'.'
and 1
: answered, ‘Yes.''
A boat came off from the
steamer
in
of
Chief
Othe
charge
Real, who
I
after a most dangerous series of attempts,
us
all safely into his boat, and we reach; got
1 ed tinsteamer Orthia, Captain Cole, and at
:<H o’clock we were safely on board and
the ship stood oil her course.
I desire to
I
for
say
myself and officers and men
that the kindness of Captain Cole, Mr.
I Scott, his chief steward,
ill the officers
! and men, have left impressions that < annot
be.
eras'
d
i
during life. The treatment made
us
forget all the horrors we had gone
through during so many hours on the
i waterlogged and sinking Si. Lucie,
i
Captain Cole, referring to the rescue,
said: “At 2 30 A. M. last Tuesday Chief
Officer Reid called me, saying he had seen
a
bright, flare-up light burning to northward.
1 at. once went, on deck.
A light

iu Northern Maine.

Missionary

YORK.__

difficulty. The boat
water placed in it.

Custer

Dec 10.
Sch J Custer Wood, Haskell,
Rockland.
Dee.
14.
Ft
lis Fannie & Edith, Patterson,
k
Boston ; Radiant, Hardy, Camden.
A

LOCALS.

SEARSPORT

J

SAILED.

delicious and wholesome

more

Sch

Sclis Radiant, Hardy, Portland;
M aria W ebster, Turner, Isle au Haut.
14.
Sili Nioily Btcciis, Rockland.
i Dtc.

Absolutely Pure

t

Coleord

Dec 8.
Boston.
Dec 12.

CARLE & JONES
Open every iretting.
Notice of Foreclosure.
EMERY l!EN- ON ,,f Erankrort. in
the Count}-uf Waldo, l.y his mortuage tleuit
dated the seventh day of dune, A, l> 1889. and
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds. Book 222.
Page 115, conveyed to Mary Reilly, late of said
Frankfort, deceased, a certain parcel of real estate situate in said Frankfort, and bounded and
described as follows: Beginning at a stake at the
northeast corner of the Emeiy lot; thence southwest about sixty rods, by the Emery lot to a cedar
tree at the northeast corner of
Phipman lot;
thence easterly about seventy rods to a spruce
tree by land of George A.
Pierce; thence easterly
by line of said Pierce to live elms on the west
hank of the meadow brook; thence
northerly hv
the channel of the meadow brook to land of .John
Kingsbury; thence westerly, about seven rods by
land of said Kingsbury to first mentioned bounds';
reserving a team way across the land of the late
Andrew Tyler to the old countv road. And the
undersigned say that said Marv Reilly has since
deceased and that, they have been duly appointed
executors of the last will and testament of said
Mary Reilly. And whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof,' they
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Frankfort, Dec. 8, 1898.
3w50
THOMAS F. REILLY.
|
MATTHEW W. REILLY, ) Executors.

WHEREAS,

BELFAST
At

NATIOMAv

Belfast, In ihe State
business d<m.

RKS'i
Loans in<t discount s..
()\ crdial 1 s. secured ain.
r. S. It itnK 11 > seeilf.r. s. It..mis on baud
I’remiunis on I is. itnii
Sloe Us. >ecu rit ies. ei.

Baiikina-house.furnit i.
Other leal estate and
ed
I >ue from approx ed re('hecks and >t her cash
Notes <d ot her Nal
n.
Kraetional paper run•
and cents.
L" •■"ini Monrt/
.'.
sl..
I eiral tender n<»teHedeinption fund \\ b
er (o per cent ot
ire
>.•

r.

Total.
LI A.Bit

Capital stock paid in

mini
Surplus
I ndix idol profits, lc-s
taxes

!

!

paid

j
\

National Bank notes oi
Due to other National B.i
Due to Stall* Bank.-' and
Dix idends unpaid
Indix idual deposits sub n
Demand certificates <»t

js

jI

Total
State ok Maim:. »
1, C. W. \\ ESCOTT. Cash
bank, do solemnh swe.it
inent is true to the best .*r
lief.
c W
Subscribed and sworn
day of December, 1SUS
EMf

l>

Correct—Attest:
ib
JOHN O
A. A. HOW 1
TUGS. W I'll'

«

